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2 | ABSTRACT 

Abstract 

 

This thesis explores the nature of irrational purchase behaviour, focusing on specific sets of 

observed behaviour, which at the time of writing cannot be explained by any single contemporary 

theory. This thesis is using the online video game SMITE as a case, in order of scrutinising the 

matter in depth rather than on a general level. The behaviour observed in the case of SMITE relates 

to in-game purchases of virtual cosmetics which represent no advantages to the purchasers, not even 

in terms of gameplay. 

The thesis analyses this case by applying theories from the fields of neuroscience, psychology, and 

marketing, focusing on human needs and decision-making. The theories are combined holistically 

in order of producing a possible explanation for the observed behaviour. 

Primary data is gathered in two ways: an online questionnaire; and an experiment monitoring 

physical reactions to interacting with the game. The online questionnaire gathered insights about the 

users of SMITE, such as demographics, purchase behaviour, and preferences related to virtual 

cosmetics. The experiment took advantage of heart rate monitoring and eye-tracking to unfold the 

physical reactions of SMITE users when using these virtual cosmetics. 

The questionnaire showed that a significant majority of SMITE users spend a large amount of time 

and money on the game, and that the game is used as a mean of engaging in social interaction. The 

experiment showed that while playing the game has a large impact on heart rate in general, using 

these virtual cosmetics do not significantly impact heart rate. Furthermore, the eye-tracking data 

showed that SMITE players pay much attention to the displays of virtual cosmetics of other users. 

The collected data suggests that SMITE may be used as an alternative to regular social interaction, 

and that virtual cosmetics have an important role in the users’ ability to display their identities in the 

game. The results also show that the value of the virtual cosmetics available in SMITE lies in 

improving the social experience had during the game. Finally, the results suggest that SMITE is 

designed in a way that leads to compulsive behaviour in some users, in terms of the amount of 

hours and money spent on the game. 

These findings imply that the developers of video games following a business model based on 

virtual cosmetics should put more emphasis on these cosmetics, and allow them to be a facilitator of 

the social interaction that appears to be so important for the users. 

Finally, the thesis suggests that the methods used to analyse and explain this irrational behaviour 

could successfully be applied to behaviour associated with other industries.  
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Reader’s guide 
This thesis is structured in the way that to the writers appeared to allow for the most natural flow of 

reading. The thesis will begin with a small introduction to the topic in focus, irrational purchase 

behaviour, which will be followed up by a problem statement outlining the objective of the thesis. 

The thesis will then present a significant amount of research deemed relevant to the thesis. The 

research is structured to first explain basic human needs, and then moves into the field of symbols 

and identity regarding an individual’s perception of objects and their value. This will naturally flow 

into theories about social interactions and relatable behaviour. The theory section will then outline 

decision making research and the impact of emotions and moods on humans, and conclude with 

relevant theories from the field of marketing.  

After outlining the theories included in the thesis, the case used to enlighten the topic in mind will 

be elaborated on, allowing readers to gain the basic insights needed to comprehend the research and 

arguments that will follow later in the thesis.  

After outlining the case, a brief chapter will elaborate on the methodological considerations had 

throughout the thesis process, which will lead into describing the design of the data collection 

methods used.  

After having explained the methods used to research the topic, the gathered data will be presented, 

first stating the findings of an online questionnaire, and then an experiment utilising heart rate 

monitoring and eye-tracking. These findings are then summarised. 

These findings are discussed by applying the selected research and following the structure of the 

theory section. As the discussion comes to an end, the findings are applied to the case company, 

resulting in a number of suggestions to take into consideration.  

The thesis as a whole is concluded on in the second to last chapter, where the findings are held up 

against the problem statement in order of answering it.  

Finally,! the! thesis! suggests! improvements! to! the! conducted! research,! just! at! it! suggests!

possible!future!research!which!could!be!conducted!given!that!a! future!project!would!have!a!

larger!scope!in!terms!of!time!and!funds.!!
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10 | INTRODUCTION 

1. Introduction 
We have always been in the pursuit of fulfilling our needs as humans, biologically we are all the 

same with fixed drivers and needs, the differences lie in how we interpret them -  do we achieve our 

needs rationally or irrationally.  We create supplies to fulfil our demand, the idea of strengthening 

reality by tending to our needs, certainly is part of what it means to be human. From the moment we 

started to create objects to use, to create art, and subsequently to deliberately merge functionality by 

adding aesthetic aspects to our tools, we started to appreciate other things than most animals. 

 

Decisions we make whether small or critical are part of an everyday matter that we have to practice 

under normal circumstances, from deciding what to wear and what to buy to where should we live - 

decisions are made every day. On the other side, firms likewise make decisions. However, in this 

case the decisions are made to satisfy the customers. A vital decision for a company is to have 

future success based on consumers needs, in this case it will be discussed what companies should 

create for their customers and what value should lie under what they have to offer. 

 

What this thesis wishes to convey through using the biology, psychology, and marketing schools of 

thought is how humans value an item they buy in the market, taking into consideration how we 

understand the word value and what lies beneath it. In basic terms value can be perceived as an 

indication of what is important to any human being and the worth and usefulness of any given 

object. However, in this thesis it is deliberately assumed that rational and irrational decisions are 

made when humans believe that an item in mind will fulfil a value of their interest, to an extend that 

based on rationality in decision making theories their choices are completely irrational.  

 

Video Gaming is a relatively new trend in modern societies, research (De Aguilera & Mendiz, 

2003) implies that mature people love play video games as much as young people, hence there is a 

need that video games represent for the people along with the technology industry. 

The new emerging technology uprising that we see nowadays, which alters our needs, has reached 

some distinguished limits of not only altering the facilitation of basic usefulness, but also by 

deceiving us. By taking the idea of everyday perception and tweaking it, impregnating perception 

with mindedness, gaming as part of the technology we are using today has reached a peak of impact 

that shall not be ignored. The use of technology is currently transforming and manipulating our 
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world, and is now allowing us to add the digital information on top of real life. People, who tend 

gradually to over use digital information and reach, so to say, an addiction state of this virtual 

product, have reached a psychological state of self-reflection in their favourite definition of life 

represented by the meant digital product. So the significance in increasing the reward associated 

with the success oneself feels whilst using virtual methods such as video gaming has increased 

(Gazzaniga, 2009). 

 

Based on the concept of dopamine and reward by Paul W. Glimcher et al. (2009) it can be argued 

that it is easier to experience reward, by believing that an action players take in the game is an 

achievement, which raises their dopamine, subsequently as dopamine plays a vital role in the 

human behaviour, by looking at the screen while playing the game, the gamer irrationally can place 

virtual elements into the real environment. Physically, the body reacts the same as in real life, which 

is a notion of mapping the real world and overlaying gamification into it. Gamified experience 

significantly involves a cognitive activity stirring between the self and world, until self and world 

reaches a meeting point. Therefore, a part of this thesis is to give an overview on what humans 

might use to fulfil needs (Gazzaniga, 2009). 
 

1.1 Problem statement 

This thesis aims at explaining purchase behaviour, which according to contemporary theory can be 

deemed as irrational. Some fields of research have abandoned the idea of the rational human being, 

while others still attempt to explain everything we do from a point of rationality. Despite the 

countless theories from various schools linking different types of products and services with 

reasonable explanations of the needs they fulfil for their users, some products still appear to be 

purchased without academia being able to explain why. It is these exceptions that we are so 

interested in exploring. 

We decided to base the research on a case of purchase behaviour, which is believed not only to be 

irrational, but also highly peculiar, while being relatively unexplored in the field of business. The 

chosen case is the game SMITE, a competitive multiplayer game, in which users play against each 

other in short matches typically lasting under 45 minutes. The irrational behaviour identified within 

this case lies in that SMITE players pay for the otherwise free to play game by buying skins, virtual 

cosmetics which represent no advantage in terms of gameplay, but only alter the visual capabilities 

of the played character. 
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The research will be done with the customers rather than the developer in focus, and through 

theories within psychology, neuroscience, and marketing, attempt to explain this behaviour through 

understanding the value these skins hold to their owners. The methods used will dive deeply into 

the mind of the consumer, and attempt to understand the drivers that motivates them to purchase 

these skins, whether these are biological, social, or whatever else the research may find. 

Hereby, this thesis will clarify following problem statement: 

 

 

Thus, the centre of this thesis is to identify the framing effect of the irrational decisions humans 

take. By irrationality we refer to behaviour related to items that represent no benefits of actual or 

real gain to the owner, which could be exploited to achieve life goals. Rather people tend to 

sacrifice time, costs and other resources toward how the item makes them feel. The thesis, then, 

takes departure in a type of product; SMITE skins, and attempts to explain what their value lies in, 

given that the main feature of the product is that it represents no advantages. In terms of improving 

performance, being an investment, or other tangible aspects, these skins hold no value. Any value 

that SMITE skins hold, then, is derived from how the users perceive them, which this thesis will 

attempt to scrutinise using knowledge about human needs, both biological and social. It is how the 

human feels about the skin that is important. Accordingly, the human attraction to the skin is 

explored, rather than the skin itself, as it is not in the skin that an explanation is to be found, but 

rather in the human mind. These explanations will finally lead to suggestions regarding how 

companies can take advantage of knowledge of the true value of their products. These explanations 

will moreover be elaborated on so that any product could be sold with or without any tangible value 

as long as it attracts people by occupying their emotions and needs. 

How can a product, representing no tangible advantage to the user, gain value due to its 

appeal to human needs, and how can companies exploit this perceived value? 
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2. Theory 
In order of investigating this topic in a constructive manner, we must look to various fields of study, 

which are not traditionally consulted when conducting a business project. Given the nature of the 

thesis, these fields of study will be elaborated on in the following chapter. This is done so that those 

readers who are not familiar with the specific areas of academia will have a theoretical point of 

departure allowing them to fully understand the contents of the thesis. Furthermore, as there are 

obvious limitations as to how enlightened a business student can become in fields such as biology, 

neuroscience, and psychology in a manner of months, it will aid in indicating which specific topics 

from these schools have been included in the thesis.  

 

The chapter will start out with defining rationality, after which it will look into research related to 

human needs and basic human instincts, as these basic insights are deemed necessary in order of 

looking at human behaviour. Later the chapter will address various theories, from both neuroscience 

and psychology which all deal with why humans lean toward certain types of behaviour, and what 

meaning it has for an individual. The combination of the chosen theories appears to be able to come 

up with several explanations for any behaviour related to interacting socially, or constructing an 

identity, and as such are seen as fit for describing the purchase of cosmetic items in an online 

environment. Finally, this section draws on a number of theories related to decision making and the 

physical and psychological drivers that may lead a person toward any decision, which seems highly 

suitable in describing any purchase decision, especially those that are hard to explain at first glance.  

A visual representation of our layers of theory can be seen in the appendices (appendix 2). 

 

2.1 Rationality and irrationality 

First and foremost, a person making a decision, whether rational or irrational, psychologically is 

dependent on biological and social influences. These differ from one to another regarding how it 

can be interpreted, which led us in this thesis, to investigate what is the accurate meaning behind 

what is rational and what is irrational, and how it can be measured. An example we can use on 

either meaning is “why do people have to drink water?” In this case the answer would be expressing 

the benefits of people drinking water, keeping them alive. 
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The idea behind rationality here, according to Allport (1955), is the selections of appropriate means 

behind something in order to accomplish a particular goal at an affordable cost. So the rationality in 

such case that the rational decision of someone to choose to buy water and drink it, is due to her or 

him having measured the outcomes and its possibilities, and found out that it is beneficial for 

themselves. Accordingly, we can define rational decision as being the process that is realistically 

beneficial to us as human, especially after we based it on experience of how, in the future, the water 

will be good for us (Allport, 1955). 

 

On the other hand, the contrast of the aforementioned will be our understanding of what irrational 

decision making is. In human behaviour, irrationality in decision making is when a decision is 

falsely based on insufficient information and an exaggeration in the appraisal towards the meant 

decision whether it’s an item, product, or an action. Emotions may also be a factor which impacts 

irrationality by raising something’s value based on a subjective point of view, which can further 

explain the appraisal of something. 

 

In this thesis the following structure explains the irrationality in decisions regarding online game 

purchases, which better elaborates how people delusionary rationalise such behaviour by seeing a 

relevant need related to such graphical items that represent no absolute gain or beneficial come back 

in real life. Yet, consumers still sacrifice a large amount of money and time on it. In this case we 

can exploit the before-mentioned example, i.e. water is valuable to us, but one cannot drink more 

than one needs. 

 

2.2 Human nature 

The human identity is a mixture of biological development throughout the years, therefore this 

thesis attempts to locate the link between the human psychological needs’ impact on behaviour, 

well-being and marketing. 

We assume that a successful product value manages to immerse the individual in its context, by 

creating an environment where they can believe that they are achieving something, which is going 

to facilitate their social needs.  

Authors Schultz and colleagues (2005) discussed the humanistic needs linked to personality 

development, the basic needs such as surviving, worshiping and social interaction are possibly the 

most remarked based on observing humans. Among these instincts there are sub-instincts such as 
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sustenance, which is achieved by seeking food, drink, and more resources, or sociality which 

accordingly we stimulate by socialising and bonding with others by displaying emotions such as 

anger or happiness. Sex, which is a driver that statistically has been known to be the most costly 

intrinsic need that we deal with by showing interest for the opposite gender, by wearing fine 

clothes, competing for wealth and resources, or for the best pair up. On this basis we find that self 

determination and competence are built on people’s intrinsically motivated behaviour (Deci & 

Ryan, 2000), and that self reward feelings would miraculously urge us to be more focused on this 

goal for the sake of repeating the experience we have received from the action that contributed in 

increasing our dopamine previously. We grasp the item that fulfils our need, which consequently 

motivates us to attach ourselves to any action that will reward us positively the next time we engage 

in such action. Especially when humans acknowledge that the action they have taken of buying a 

product or practicing any type of activity, which introduces a socializing experiment, and that is 

how the brain function and pulls that off for humans, and makes us to go after these goals, rewards, 

and hopes. So what do humans do? 

 

2.3 Signalling  

The thesis takes a biological approach to behaviour, following the ideas of the field of evolutionary 

psychology - a school of thought credited to have started with the research of Darwin - which 

attempts to explain certain behaviour according to the biological advantages derived from that given 

type of behaviour. Interestingly, Darwin’s interest in what has later turned into evolutionary 

psychology started when he continuously observed examples of behaviour or adaptations in species 

which were inconsistent with his theory of natural selection, or survival of the fittest (Buss, 2007). 

His theories of evolution, very briefly put, suggested that species adapt in order of having the 

optimal physique to survive in their natural environment. A famous example is his discovery of 

various species of finches, which had developed different types of beaks, adapted to consuming the 

seeds of the plants present on the islands on which they lived. In his research, though, he kept 

encountering species, which portrayed either shapes or behaviour, which seemed counterproductive 

in terms of survival. Examples include the male peacock, whose tail feathers in many ways 

represent a hindering to survival: it makes it easier for predators to spot and catch, and it requires 

seemingly unnecessary amounts of nourishment to grow and carry; or the large differences in size 

between males and females observed in some species, which too seemed illogical, as they must 

have the same needs for feeding, fighting diseases, or protecting themselves from predators. These 
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anomalies came to be examples of Darwin’s theory of sexual selection, which explains the 

adaptations, which occur in species in order of increasing their chances of successful mating. 

Sexual selection, according to Darwin, consisted of two separate concepts: intra-sexual competition 

and intersexual selection, the prior refers to species in which, typically males, compete against each 

other, often through combat, in order of ensuring the right to mating. The latter refers to species 

where one sex, often females, choose their mates based on a consensus of desired qualities, such as 

the large tail feathers of a male peacock, where the male with the most brilliant tail feathers would 

be chosen by females over those males with smaller and less impressive tail feathers (Buss, 2007). 

 

While Darwin’s findings are most easily applied to the physical shapes of species, his intentions 

seemed to be that his theories were also applicable to behaviour, and while his contemporaries had 

an especially hard time accepting this fact, the scientists of the following century have investigated 

how behaviour, and thus in the case of humans: psychology, is linked with biology, survival, and 

adaptation (Buss, 2007). During especially the 1960s and 70s, several scientists added to the school 

of thought initiated by Darwin, and their works included experiments which showed that ducklings 

would follow a pair of human legs everywhere, were the set of legs the first thing they saw after 

hatching. Later, theories followed which attempting to explain seemingly selfless acts which 

otherwise contradicted the theories established by Darwin. William Hamilton presented his 

inclusive fitness theory, which introduced the notion that an individual can in fact improve the 

chance of their genes living on, by aiding related individuals, such as children, siblings or cousins. 

This revolutionised the way of thinking in the biological world, by thinking of actions performed by 

an individual to be ensuring the replication of its genes rather than the individual itself. These ideas 

lead, among others, to that of reciprocal altruism, or mutually beneficial exchange relationships or 

transactions, the concept of aiding other individuals, even those who are not genetic kin, in order of 

receiving aid, so that both individuals are better off than before aiding each other (Buss, 2007). 

 

In 1975 Edward Wilson released a book, which at its time seemed almost as controversial as that of 

Darwin more than a century earlier. It was especially the last chapter, that on humans, which caused 

an uproar in the academic society, as it claimed that his new concept socio-biology would 

cannibalise psychology, and eventually be able to explain phenomena such as culture, religion, 

ethics, and aesthetics. Needless to say, the academics in the social sciences were not convinced 

(Buss, 2007). 
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Throughout the years, researchers within these fields have attempted to explain much of human 

behaviour, and some of the peculiar patterns seen in our behaviour. Naturally, given the nature of 

the field, much of the research has been focused on explaining behaviour linked with mating. 

Evolutionary psychology has suggested answers to questions regarding male and female 

preferences, long-term versus short-term mating strategies, jealousy, parenting, cooperation, 

warfare and more. All of which explain certain human or non-human behaviour through the 

advantages the certain behaviour leads to, either in terms of survival or mating (Buss, 2007). One of 

the peculiarities that has been explored through evolutionary psychology, is that of women having 

higher requirements to a potential mate’s financial capability than men. Several studies over a 

period of more than sixty years, and across cultures as different as hunter gatherers in Africa versus 

the typical western lifestyle, has shown that women rate the financial capabilities of men to be 

much more important than the opposite way (Buss, 2007). Ancestral women had the enormous 

burden of pregnancy and raising a child, and as such they would benefit tremendously from having 

a partner with sufficient resources to care for her and the child. Today’s women are descendants of 

prehistoric women for whom this specific mate preference provided a huge advantage in terms of 

survival and reproduction, and as such these preferences have managed to remain. 

A theory, which seems linked to the aforementioned behaviour, and also appears relevant in 

explaining the topic of this thesis, is that of costly signalling. The theory builds on Darwin’s theory 

of sexual selection, and once again, the male peacock is the prime example. 

“Costly signaling theory, which is related to the handicap principle (Zahavi & Zahavi, 1997), 

suggests that individuals often engage in behaviors that are costly (i.e., involve significant amounts 

of economic resources, energy, risk, or time) as a way of signaling to others useful information 

about themselves (Bird & Smith, 2005; MacAndrew, 2002).” (Griskevicius et al., 2007). 

 

For the peacock, the size, colour, luminosity, and symmetry of its tail acts as an honest display of 

the quality of its genes. An impressive tail is costly to have, as it requires large amounts of energy 

to grow and maintain, while it represents no benefits in terms of survival – quite the opposite: it 

may prove to be a hindering. The tail is an honest display of gene quality as only healthy peacocks 

with the right attributes can afford to waste energy and resources on maintaining what is essentially 

an ornament (Griskevicius et al., 2007). The male peacocks with larger and more impressive tails 

will, however, be able to attract the attention of more, and more suitable, females, as the females 
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will be interested in securing the survival of their genes by mixing them with the ‘impressive’ genes 

of the owner of the impressive tail. An example from the human world is the practice of potlatching 

of the Kwakiutl tribe of Northwest America. In this ritual, local chiefs compete in giving away – or 

sometimes publicly burning – large quantities of personal belongings. The chief who is able to give 

away, or burn, the most resources, will be the highest ranked member of the tribe (Griskevicius et 

al., 2007). 

For any behaviour to qualify as costly signalling, it must fulfil four criteria. First, it must be costly 

to the signaller, either in terms of recourses, risk, energy consumption, or another significant 

manner. Second, it must be observable for others. Third, the display must eventually lead to some 

advantage, such as increased ability to attract mates. Fourth and finally, the signal must be an 

indicator of some important trait, such as resource access, courage, health, or the like. 

 

Griskevicius et al. (2007), much like Darwin, or this thesis, attempted to explain specific behaviour, 

which they identified as peculiar, or irrational, through an approach based on survivability and 

genetic advantages, rather than psychology. The behaviour of interest in this case was philanthropy, 

and the researchers had noted that curiously, a lot of large donations happened on Valentine’s day. 

To investigate the matter, the researchers designed a number of experiments, to discover whether 

there could be a link between the identified behaviour, and costly signalling theory. To add to their 

research, Griskevicius et al. chose to also include conspicuous consumption, having noted that this 

behaviour too could well be explained by costly signalling, and realising the size of markets linked 

with goods which ultimately seem to have showing off as the main function – while Americans 

donated over $ 2 billion to victims of hurricane Katrina, the same amount is spent annually on 

acquiring and fuelling Hummers (Griskevicius et al., 2007). The researchers realised that there may 

well be a significant difference in costly signalling behaviour between males and females, as much 

research has suggested a large difference in preference for a potential partner’s ability to acquire 

resources, and as such the experiments should be designed to cater to this fact. 

 

The first experiment was a 2 (Participant sex) x 2 (Motivation: mating vs. control) x 2 (Behaviour: 

Consumption vs. benevolence) mixed factorial design, where participants would be primed either 

romantically or neutrally, and were then asked to spend an amount of theoretical money on a 

number of conspicuous purchases, or how many hours they wished to dedicate to helping others 

through community organisations. The experiment showed that men, when ‘romantically’ primed 
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spend more on conspicuous consumption, while women are willing to spend more time helping 

others when romantically primed, compared to those participants who received a neutral prime. 

 

The second experiment was designed to include the rule of costly signalling which dictates that 

behaviour has to be easily observable for others in order of being costly signalling, additionally a 

different romantic priming was used, this time being based on the test persons reading a text, rather 

than looking at a photo. As such, a final factor was added which tested for whether consumption or 

benevolence of a conspicuous or inconspicuous nature would be chosen, depending on the initial 

prime. This time, the participants were asked to rank how much money they would spend on five 

conspicuous items (e.g. car, watch) and five inconspicuous items (e.g. alarm clock, toilet paper) 

compared to an average student at their university. When it came to benevolence they were asked 

how much time they would spend on five conspicuous activities (e.g. homeless shelter, building 

housing for poor families), and five inconspicuous activities (e.g. picking trash at the part, take 

shorter showers), again compared to the average student at the university. In this experiment, 

regarding consumption, men who were romantically primed would spend more on conspicuous 

products compared to those of the control group, whereas they would spend less on inconspicuous 

goods. For women in the romantic condition the willingness to spend time on conspicuous activities 

was higher, while the time spent on inconspicuous activities was equal to that of those in the control 

group. Romantic motives did not have an effect on men’s willingness to help others nor women’s 

willingness to spend on conspicuous goods. 

 

Seeing as the romantic condition participants were put in did not increase men’s willingness to help 

others, but the initial observation leading to the experiments were male philanthropy on Valentine’s 

day, a third study was designed, to test for heroic vs. non-heroic benevolence to see whether men 

would be more likely to perform benevolent actions associated with heroism when romantically 

primed. Furthermore, a consumption factor was added which tested for consumption linked to 

displaying wealth (e.g. cars) vs. consumption linked to displaying generosity (e.g. donations). The 

heroic benevolence activities in the study were: diving into icy water to save a stranger; running 

into a burning building where someone is trapped; distracting a grizzly bear attacking a stranger; 

confronting two armed robbers robbing a house; swimming out to save someone being dragged out 

by the undercurrent. The non-heroic activities were there same as in the previous studies. The 

generous consumption examples used were: donate money to natural disaster victims at a booth on 
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campus; leave an extra large tip at dinner with friends after noticing nobody else were tipping; 

bidding on an unneeded item at an action where profits go to children with life-threatening diseases; 

give money to charity booth at mall for buying Christmas presents for poor families; buy dinner for 

a homeless family approaching when leaving a restaurant with a group of friends. Again the 

conspicuous consumption examples were the same as the previous studies. For heroic benevolence 

men were generally more willing to help than women, but significantly more so, when primed 

romantically. In terms of generous consumption, both men and women in the romantic condition 

were willing to spend more than those in the control group. 

 

A final experiment attempted to create a scenario where males could establish either prestige or 

dominance through non-heroic benevolence to attempt to understand the lack of increase in men’s 

willingness to help when romantically primed, despite the fact that men statistically help and donate 

as much as women (Griskevicius et al., 2007). The study showed that in the asserted scenarios, men 

were indeed more willing to perform benevolent actions when romantically primed, given that those 

benevolent actions could signal prestige or dominance. 

The studies did indeed help with linking certain human behaviour with costly signalling theory, and 

continuously confirmed the predictions of the researchers, which were based on general 

observations of society combined with knowledge from relevant fields of research including costly 

signalling and mating strategy.  

 

The key idea of signalling is that humans want to convey that they are a potentially beneficial 

person to know and/or to be close with, so they need to find a way that is convincing in signalling 

who they are, in order to deliver the message to the other side. This message can be shaped in many 

ways, such as wearing specific clothes, showing assets, belongings, or spending effort talking about 

yourself, all of which are efforts to attract humans. We tend to do so, hoping to reach the goal of 

communicating in order of reaching the next stage with a given person or group of people. This 

could be in a personal context: when a person is looking for a partner they want to show their 

qualities, and display themselves, which is often done by signalling through taking an action that 

shows who they are, and what they possess as part of their personality, which ultimately releases 

information from them to the receiver. This is all due to the simple fact that it is not assured to reach 

the goal of interacting with a person, therefore if humans felt no social threat, they might not seek to 

expose all of their resources in an attempt to signal. (Dawkins and Krebs, 1978) 
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2.4 Social communities and human interactions  

The symbolism found in objects, or the self-reflection in anything, is defined by the situations 

human beings are in, i.e. the pattern of self-development is a reflection of the surroundings and built 

upon that - the self starts to rationalise about whether the projected goal is a basic need or not 

(Cooley, 1902).  The best way to understand humans is as in a practically interactive relation to the 

environment, either in general or the specific environment they choose to represent them. 

According to the concepts of symbolic interactionism founded by Dewey (1930), life drivers exist 

for people in the world that is full of mutual symbolic meanings. The applicable average person’s 

needs implicitly refer to a natural relationship, a relationship assumed to be mutually, and 

interactively connected by a natural system, which allows investigating their behaviour. The 

assumption of sociology research about the self and symbolic interactionism within the frame of 

social interaction shows that humans are living in a symbolic domain that has to have a meaningful 

value. 

 

In this thesis it is attempted to illustrate how humans are different than any other creature by their 

ability to function in a symbolic surrounding, and the approach they use to act around the meant 

symbol to fulfil their needs. Additionally, the significance of how human beings get along with 

others and get each other to cooperate, to an extent that can be interpreted in many ways, and their 

use of objects, items, or products which can have a solid shared meaning to an inter-subjectivity 

coherence.  

The notion here is, that behind each goal there are many hidden goals until finally humans reach the 

‘picture perfect’ condition they are looking for, e.g. in social relationships, more specifically in 

relation connectedness, we seek friends and maintain a consistent social interaction with them so we 

can continue have an inter-subjective coherent communication. In each encounter between people, 

there is some excitement involved every time, as they know they would like to make the best of it, 

so the goal of the day is to have fun, share life experiences and feel good as a whole at the end of 

the day. Beside the overall goal, which is having friends (Dewey, 1930). 

 

 

The notion behind the self is built on a person’s belief about him- or herself, that also includes the 

characteristics of what oneself enjoys, and among these characteristics is self-satisfaction as argued 

by many scholars such as Charon (1979), which later explains the idea of the self this thesis 
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attempts to suggest. One thing is that self-satisfaction is related to goals and the approach to achieve 

the needed goals, and part of this is the social goal for humans, although the human needs are to 

satisfy the self and to please the human and content them. The objects we make, the art we create, 

and other artificial or natural resources, and creation around us in the world, as such is mainly for 

the human need, and humans tend to use these objects the best they can, until they reach a fullness 

point. Still, a theory which has been established and argued by Charon (1979) is that humans 

address the self as an object in many cases, if not in some of the cases, especially when it comes to 

social interaction.  More specifically, humans have the ability to look at themselves as objects, this 

mind perception can take humans out of themselves, to observe the self from an external point of 

view, and act or direct the self on the basis of which type of object they see themselves as in the 

situation. Accordingly, they guide themselves toward others to socialise and start to have what it 

takes to reach a goal of any type. 

 

According to Michener and Delamater (1999) the human self is perceived as two parts - a resource 

and an object based on the human behaviour; in other words each individual looks at oneself, as an 

object and a resource that can be used. 

A resource meaning that a person begins to generate thoughts he/she is willing to achieve and the 

following actions are based on the goal oneself originated, it can be also be explained, as the 

scholars argued, on the basis of considering the self as a resource human behaviour is reflexive.  

Secondly an object; which is based on others’ social perspectives we view ourselves in, in other 

words humans see themselves in a certain point as a separate meaning, which they intend to elevate, 

usually by developing themselves through social acceptance as a normal behaviour. Thus, the self 

as an object versus the resource, humans regulate their behaviour and their actions are explained 

logically. 

Many scholars have elaborated on the self and social interaction, Mead claimed that the self-

concept is spontaneous in reacting to others’ perspectives, and to consider the self as a reflection of 

others’ views. Michener and Delamater (1999), argues that there is an internal communication 

within the self, thus the relation between the self as a resource and an object is coherent, and as such 

there is always tension in every decision taken. 
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In the interaction of a group of people, which evolve around items or objects as previously 

explained, during a certain event each of these socialising groups will have a type of agreement that 

is a result of the mutual meaning, which accordingly forms their behaviour (Blumer, 1969). Social 

interaction, according to Blumer (1969), is the main reason of developing the self, so it can be 

assumed that the self is a socially constructed entity, one can relate Blumer (1969) and Charon’s 

(1979) theories of the self resulting in it being an object which is created from social interactionism. 

Nevertheless, human beings when indeterminately act towards themselves as object unlike any 

other objects, change continuously and adapt based on new interaction. 

 

Another perspective by LaRossa et.al (1993) suggests that the motivations for human behaviour 

which is generated due to the self-concept is basically explained as stages before the decision is 

made to interact, applying it to the self and to others, in other words the self could be referred to as 

a process and a reflection. The process of oneself reducing the space between how he or she looks 

at the self, and how others look at him or her, so, the process is the evaluating matter of measuring 

the probabilities of this event and whether it would gain something for the self or not.  

 

Theories made for symbolic interactionism represent a solid approach to comprehend the symbolic 

world, and explain how human beings as players occupy a role to actively react to different 

situations in return to symbol representation. Additionally, human beings behave differently from 

one another based on the interaction situation for the matter of fact that their concept changes 

continuously about self, (Kinch, 1967). Through the social processes human behaviour is exposed, 

and starts to shape according to the basic environment (Cooley, 1902). As explained previously, the 

looking glass self theory is about the human self reflection on objects, the looking glass self by 

Cooley (1902), states that a person’s self-concept is shaped based on the interaction with others 

accompanied by looking at themselves from the perspective of others. The notion is a combination 

of consciously basic points, which are basically: firstly, we picture ourselves from the other 

person’s point of view; secondly, how the others will judge us subsequently and according to the 

behaviour; thirdly, the imagination of how people feel after they judge us. Thus, humans tend 

continuously to change their behaviour based on how the surroundings perceive us and we act 

accordingly, which has a huge impact on our decisions and behaviour. 
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Socialisation shapes our self-image and how we are and should act in front of people in our 

environment, it is not only dependant on the people close to us, like friends and family, but it affects 

how humans deal with strangers or newly met people, anticipating that we could have a prospect 

communication with them. Our integration behaviour, tends to be explained by that we mostly act 

the same, or use the same objects, as others around us, due to the fact that we are socially adaptive 

beings. In our decisions, buying behaviour, and manners according to Glimcher et al. (2013), which 

supports Cooley’s assumptions stated in this thesis, the convenient state we reach when we interact 

with similar people to ourselves, increases our self-esteem, gives meaning to life, and increases 

happiness. Thus, presumably we seek rational and irrational choices to be accepted in such groups. 

 

A critical aspect of this theory regarding the looking glass self, is Cooley’s statement that we are 

not truly influenced by the view upon us of others, but rather we are being influenced in our 

behaviour by our how we imagine the view of others to be. Basically, according to Cooley’s theory, 

we might develop our self-identities based on correct and false perception of how others perceive 

us. Moreover, in this thesis we attempt to explain the decision-making phenomena, of how humans 

could act towards anything rationally or irrationally for the sake of self-fulfilment. Lastly the self is 

looked at as a product of social interaction with other people. 

 
Societies collaborate to engage in altruistic behaviour, which is still arguably self-actualisation, or 

an individual persuasion, the argument here is that social and cultural evolution is faster than other 

types of evolution which impact our personal influences, that drives us to go through our life’s 

pursuits, which makes it a leading process in human basic needs. Humans as a social species seek 

mutual aid through social interaction, which can benefit them in later encounters in life, these 

interactions include hobbies, work, going out, friends we make, family and the continuous search 

for a partner. 

 

All these factors based on scholars such as Maslow (1954) and Murray (1938) have been used in 

discussing how human beings are striving to fulfil their needs which are planted in each and every 

one of us biologically. Social connections and social relationships consist of three dimensions, there 

are intimate connectedness, relation connectedness, and collective connectedness, these are social 

identities, and each of these connections offers something that comes along: they offer challenge, 
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novelty, friendship, and meaning, all these factors along with social needs create feelings, and that 

creates engagement. 

 

As defined by Kinch (1967) there are three essential suggestions asserted by symbolic 

interactionism; the first one is the self-concept which is dependent on the others perceptions, 

secondly, the self-concept of the consumer functions to direct behaviour, and finally, the responses 

of other consumers tend to reflect upon them to a certain extent. As such, it can be stated that 

humans interact with one another socially, based on the social meaning given to a present product. 

These meanings assert basic emotions in humans as a natural response every time there is an 

encounter. Biologically, emotional states such as excitement, happiness, fear, and stress are basic 

expressions whilst experiencing the social incident. Social interactions are also the zone where 

human behaviour can be measured, and it is where people express and form their behaviour 

accordingly. 

 

Furthermore, one can relate the healthy self-concept and self-determination theory to the social 

interaction, as socialising has a role in developing the self-aspects, i.e. it encourages people to 

elevate personal values and promote oneself by continuously pursuing a social and personal 

achievement, to fulfil the basic need and to feel happy, which explains the reason for humans to 

tend to take actions to receive rewards. However, social needs or social interaction do not always 

have constructive impact based on social exchange theory (Homans, 1958) as a matter of fact it 

involves cost and reward, which means that it can impact humans negatively. Another meaning of a 

product is that it differs from one person to another based on the social group they are in, and 

consequently, their use of this product or object. Furthermore, humans define the product based on 

the actions they are willing to take concerning themselves, to achieve goals in life (Charon, 1979). 

Thus, the meaning change of an item varies depending on the individual interpreting it, not because 

the item changes but rather because the consumer looks at it from their perspective to fulfil a certain 

need. Moreover, there are sort of implicit agreements between groups of people, that use a certain 

product or within communities, which evolve around an object that represents a hobby or a need i.e. 

the meaning they give to the product for their communication to make sense. 
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2.5 Decision making and self reward  

 

Liking the reward: the pleasure of pursuing the action of experiencing reward comes from the 

premise that the symbolic qualities the reward represents, which are described to be the relationship 

between product symbolism and consumer behaviour (Solomon, 1983). Products are considered as 

an individual’s social representation. Hence, consumers employ product representation to define 

social demand. Consequently, consumers receive social evidence as a clarification of their chosen 

products to complete the self-image they wish to achieve (Solomon, 1983). The interaction of 

symbolism in a product has impacts on its consumers. Research has argued that if there is a link 

between the purchasing behaviour and what the product symbolises, a symbol could be a motivation 

with value and meaning to the consumer. The self responds to the stimuli caused by the meaning 

within an object or product, which have influences upon a person’s physical reaction, senses and 

feelings. Furthermore, the value that lies in any absorbed symbol can be examined in the context of 

the world of symbolic value. For example, alcohol related behaviour is variable from one person to 

another, and the meaning of it depends on the interpretive process of each one, so if we assumed 

that the drinking among university friends has got its meaning throughout the understanding 

between those friends, the drinking will gain a positive meaning representation by those who use it 

as a way of interacting and releasing stress. Compared to those cases, individuals who have a 

harmful relation to drinking, would definitely describe it as harmful, or very costly, and so on. 

Thus, the meaning of a symbol does not stand-alone but rather is a part of a world of symbolism 

(Charon, 1979). 

 

Symbolic interactionism falls under human behaviour and explains the symbols people interact 

with, which is based on the value resided in the product for them. The symbol could be a product, 

objects, person, or even the self. The interpretation differs based on the context, and one could use 

one or more means to see what suits him/her the best. Therefore, the theory of symbolism explores 

the symbol in a context and by itself as a bare object (Blumer, 1969). The meaning of a symbol that 

is shaped into a product, object, etc. arises when the interaction between people occur. The 

meanings of an object or a product is not built in nature, but rather is an outside event resulted from 

the interaction process and consequently, it strongly influences people, and the impact is dependent 

on a complicated interpretation of others, the self, and the used product (Blumer, 1969). 
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The relationship between human beings and the society is complicated in regard to freedom and 

restrictions - it is defined as a relation of freedom, behaviour, and limitations (Charon, 1979). The 

assumption given by Charon is that humans are free in interpreting the need, free to observe the 

social environment they are willing to enter, and which item they use to facilitate this, subsequently 

the freedom to evaluate the expected gain, analysis of the probabilities, and finally direct 

themselves to perform the action leading to a certain behaviour. The use of symbols is another type 

of freedom that gives the user a new idea and opens other gates of new interpreted needs and 

continuous interest in the symbol is a gain, because it always supports another goal that is necessary 

to be achieved. Human beings are defined to be a dynamic, active, creature, thus, there is a constant 

change towards the self, needs, and the social surroundings, and that could develop due to several 

reasons - the outcome from a socialising experience did not live up to the expected, or an elevation 

of self-need or class. The ability for the human brain to get attached to another interest and let go of 

a current one, that could stem from a newness of objects that represent the same symbol but in a 

modern or more attractive way, or for the sake of giving up, all these aspects might result in 

different or new behaviour. 

 

The relationship between the self and change is dynamic. Human beings change their actions, and 

definition of the self for the sake of seeking better opportunity to match a value of more usefulness, 

these changes do not happen without a prior evaluation (Charon, 1979). Furthermore, the 

relationship between self-change and others, is additional freedom of imagination to evaluate and 

respond to a certain event whilst interacting with others which also drive humans to evaluation of 

others toward themselves. They develop a concept lastly if the event or experience has resulted in a 

success as a social manifestation that may lead to repeating the experience. An example is alcohol, 

although some would not prefer it, it is a suitable product for socialising so it leads to drinking in a 

social setting that facilitates a value fulfilment, thus it can be considered as an external experience 

based on others’ influences on oneself. In addition, in such cases as drinking with fellow students, 

one has the freedom to think and evaluate, by redefining drinking with their current life stage or 

situation and the effect caused by such an event if it should be a continuous life style or not. 

 

By contrast to the freedom human begins have, according to Charon (1979), not all actions are 

taken due to a prior determination, limitations on behaviour occur equivalent to the freedom they 

have, the situation makes some limitations on human behaviour. Subsequently, the human 
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behaviour can not only be justified from the symbolic interactionism perspective, as a matter of fact 

emotions and habits play a part in impacting human’s behaviour in several aspects. Society is 

another one of Charon’s (1979) limitations and influences upon a person’s behaviour, because of 

the effect it has on human’s actions, thus society has a great role in shaping the behaviour, and to 

move from one to another symbolic world, one needs to adapt and learn other resources and skills 

to fit in the wanted environment in order to behave with freedom and no constraints. 

 

According to Charon (1979), human behaviour is built upon perspective and interactions, the 

perspective one can relate to be the prior source of behaviour, as each perspective is related to a 

society, i.e. we have a basic understanding of groups of people before we interact with them, 

secondly after we interact we build a solid setting about this group which helps oneself to 

understand the people in this group, rather than noticing the influences that comes after. Lastly, the 

perspectives are fully built after the interaction and subsequently the acceptance or rejection 

happens after a complex decision making evaluation. The perspective on a situation differs from 

one person to another, depending on the previously mentioned aspects, thus biologically the social 

needs might be one, however the psychological and sociological factors change the interpretations, 

the attempt to explain human perceptions has control on social behaviour and mirrors the symbolic 

interactionism, and how it clarifies the process of developing the interaction system. Human beings’ 

behaviour happens throughout a process, the process is an interpretation of a reaction to the natural 

encounters but not a quick response. Hence, it produces a meaning to the social encounter, the 

object, the self, and more. 

People interpret the symbol meaning while interacting with others in two stages: first, they picture 

themselves during a socialising action or approach of the others; then they select the meaning, and 

based on that, they behave to initiate, e.g. a colleague’s drinking routine does not occur without an 

interpretation to the meaning of buying a drink as a consequence of interacting. Furthermore, 

oneself interprets a rational reason about the drinking of the colleagues, and then a selection stage is 

reached, by mirroring the most fitting meaning of drinking on himself/herself (Lauer & Handel, 

1977). 

 
Scholars and psychologists’ research have suggested that humans are driven by their instincts that 

they take into consideration subconsciously (Murray, 1938). Since neuroeconomics discussed the 

intertemporal choice (Wegner et al, 2010), which deals with how much we want something 
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immediately compared to later, psychologically we prioritize and measure the benefits of attaining 

the thing we demand now versus later on.  The simple idea is that people are more likely to be 

impatient and choose the present deal, rather than waiting for future deals. The notion explains that 

human beings tend to reach for the quickest but also the most beneficial gain, not necessarily 

meaning that people will accept the first offer they receive, but rather that they would choose the 

most optimal for them taking into consideration their capabilities of rationalising the outcome of the 

possible decisions (McClure et al., 2004). 

 
Prospect theory explores why people choose to perform certain behaviour. In everyday interaction 

with people, at work, with friends and family or with deciding to buy something, or practicing a 

hobby in very simple terms there is a value function, which is basically the idea of how people 

value things in life. Additionally, there is the weighting function, which is mainly how people deal 

with the probabilities. The way people value gains and losses is dependent on several factors, as 

elaborated on in this thesis, there are basic instincts in every human being and any object in life that 

could, will facilitate or fulfil the need of this intrinsic requirement. There will be an attraction point 

from the meant person to the meant object, however that is in a major scale, as a matter of fact there 

are many deals in life and variety of supplies that could facilitate those needs in minor or major 

ways. Thus, the difference in the size of any deal in life is based on the possibility of gaining or 

losing value. A person would weigh to buy a product based on evaluating the value within, and the 

gain, meaning that people will look at the gain as a prior process. As such it can be established that 

consumers do not act rationally most of the time and think in terms of gain and losses, yet people 

hate losing more than they love winning - e.g. if a person walks into a shop and finds an item that 

he or she desires, after having evaluated the item values they would not mind paying money to 

possess the item with the expectation that it will increase their self elevating process in life in any 

means. The item could well represent no benefits for any type of gain in certain elements in life, but 

the happiness and feelings of possessing it have a weight to decision making. People as such are 

willing to engage in risky behaviour thinking that they will limit or control their losses. Kahneman 

and Tversky (1979) came up with the notion behind prospect theory, in relation to this thesis it can 

explain the irrational decision making regarding a financial cost to a product. While illogical, 

humans will built up a perception that the given product will gain them something, due to the fact 

that they built their decision based on the perceived gain rather than losses. The loss here is not only 
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the money spent but also the gamble of buying something irrational in hope that it will, in this 

thesis’ case, complete a social need that may or may not happen.   

 
The important findings of Schultz et al. (1992) were found during attempting to measure the 

dopamine activity in two different situations: when a person expects a reward and when gaining 

said reward. This led to reveal that dopamine release is not set to occur during hedonic reward 

experiences, but rather is released during the learning stage before reaching the experience. Dayan, 

Sejnowski and Montague in 1996 continued the work and argued that the purpose of dopamine 

release in the human brain mainly occurs before a given experience, basically Montague et al. 

explained the procedures of the reward system when a person predicts something prior to the 

experience. As such the brain is able to identify when e.g. a person is going to the mall the buy a 

piece a clothes, and then releasing dopamine into the system.    

 

In relation to this thesis in the matter of purchasing behaviour and specifically getting hooked to a 

certain product is basically based on how the brain feels while buying it. In some cases buying a 

certain object could successfully facilitate needs such as social interaction or general need 

fulfilment. In other cases it does not fulfil, or even facilitate, the need and can then be labelled as 

irrational decision of buying, thus there is no self-control in such cases of buying. Self-control 

involves unpleasant consequences according to Skinner and that is the opposite of what dopamine 

deals with (Gazzaniga, 2009; Skinner, 1987). 

 

2.6 Liking and wanting 

Another theory relevant in explaining video game related behaviour is that of wanting and liking. 

Camerer (2006) described the origins of the theory with Kahneman, Wakker, and Sarin stating that 

there are four basic utilities: experienced utility, remembered utility, forecasted utility, and decision 

utility, which allow investigators to distinguish between the four. Example of such distinctions 

could be a person having memories of liking a certain product (remembered utility) to a higher 

extend than the level which the product was actually liked at the time used (experienced utility), or 

a shopper feeling hungry (experienced utility) and as such ending up buying extra groceries 

(forecasted utility). Camerer (2006) also introduced the main theory behind his article, Kent 

Berridge’s theory of wanting, liking, learning, and the possible gaps between wanting and liking. 
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Dopamine has long been associated with wanting and liking, and several experiments have been 

made with rodents attempting to explore the true nature of the hormone. One of these experiments 

used genetically modified mice, which produced higher than normal amounts of dopamine, and 

found that these mice ate considerably more than the unmodified mice, however, the mice appeared 

to like the food significantly less than the control mice. 

Camerer (2006) also gave a number of examples of gaps between wanting and liking in humans. He 

uses OCD-behaviour as an example of a person wanting to do something without actually liking the 

associated action, or drug addicts who, similarly, do not actually find joy in the effect of the drug 

anymore, but still crave it due to disliking the feeling of not having taken the drug. Another 

example is education, where future utility makes students go through years of education which they 

may well dislike, but the forecasted liking makes them want to get educated. 

 

While Camerer (2006) uses these insights to discuss paternalism, Ben Lewis-Evans (2013) uses 

wanting and liking theory specifically to describe gaming-related behaviour. Lewis-Evans (2013) 

focuses heavily on dopamine, and explains that the key function of the hormone has still not been 

discovered fully, and refers to a leading dopamine researcher who, jokingly, suggested that the best 

answer to the question “what does dopamine do?” is “confuse neuroscientists”. While dopamine has 

long been associated with pleasure, a number of experiments have shown that rodents who had been 

modified to not produce any dopamine can indeed still enjoy foods. Humans with Parkinson’s 

disease, who as a consequence of their disease do not produce sufficient dopamine, do not appear to 

have a decreased liking of rewards, such as sweets, either (Lewis-Evans, 2013). As such, dopamine 

seems not to be responsible for liking. Later hypotheses suggested that dopamine’s function was to 

promote learning, as dopamine levels were found to increase before the delivery of a reward, for 

example when a light was turned on which previously had been turned on right before food was 

given. It was also found that the dopamine levels increase even more when an unpredicted reward is 

given, which was deduced to dopamine sent to the brain being there to learn about this new 

unpredicted reward. However, yet another experiment found that mutant mice which do not produce 

dopamine, could still learn to find food in a maze, though only after being given caffeine – the mice 

who do not produce dopamine are found to do nothing if not given other stimuli, and would likely 

die due to not eating or drinking (Lewis-Evans, 2013). 
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Currently, according to Lewis-Evans (2013), science suggests that dopamine is most clearly related 

to wanting, in the sense of a drive or desire to pursue rewards. Several studies have suggested this, 

the study with the dopamine-lacking mice showed that despite liking the reward, and knowing the 

way to reach it, they simply aren’t motivated to get it, whereas mice which produce extra dopamine 

reach rewards faster, and are willing to put more effort into getting said reward. Similar behaviour 

has been found in humans: Parkinson’s disease patients who were given a drug to enhance 

dopamine production have been noted to go on obsessive shopping sprees; a series of medically 

questionable experiments from the 70s and 80s showed that patients who were equipped with a 

button sending impulses to the ‘pleasure centres’ of the brain were not only found to repeatedly 

press this button, but also to report increased sexual desire or general motivation to perform certain 

activities, however, no increased pleasure was noted in these people when performing said 

activities. 

After summarising years of dopamine research, Lewis-Evans (2013) applies some of the hypotheses 

to gaming, for example stating that unpredictable rewards, such as items dropping from monsters by 

chance, are more rewarding that predictable rewards such as getting a progression toward your next 

level when killing said monster, or that people, especially younger ones, tend to prefer immediate 

rewards over delayed ones. He also discusses the notion that many gamers may not in fact like to 

play, but rather want to play due to games resulting in increased dopamine production, and that in 

the future, as companies get a better understanding of the human brain, games may to a higher 

extend be designed to be compulsive than actually enjoyable to play. 

 

 

2.7 ‘Wanting’ is not ‘liking ‘ 

When thinking of a reward, people tend to pursue it by learning to recognize a cue for a reward 

from most anything, consequently they mobilize themselves literally or hypothetically and pursue 

the reward, and finally evaluate or test that reward Liking (Deci & Ryan 2000). However, Glimcher 

et al. (2009) discussed the costs/threats humans think of in relation to rewards, or at any rate should 

put into consideration, by taking a pause and considering which are the costs of pursuing a given 

reward. Usually they have to pay something, as it is not typically cost-free to achieve a reward - we 

might have to spend energy, time, money or compromise other essential matters in life. Though we 

are similar biologically, there are still differences to be seen from one to another, just as 

sociological and psychological factors may play into interpreting our needs: culture, upbringing, 
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personal status, social status, and culture, all have an impact. Some of us are good goal regulators, 

which is an individual who is good in balancing all these factors fluently. Otherwise we would sit 

and do hedonic activities all day long. 

 

In relation to natural addiction stages and the non-substance addiction, one can create links to the 

pursuit of happiness, joy, and goals, which will form the essence of the meaning in life, the goals 

and values we pursue are undoubtedly shaped by those brain processes. The biological justifications 

of why human beings are eager to achieve things in life are based on dopamine in the brain that 

incites and motivates the brain to get up and search for a new challenge, the arousal for a challenge 

urges a person to the highest volume of learning (Gazzaniga, 2009). 

Pursuit of those goals is an incredibly complex process, which involves an orchestration set of brain 

regions. The balance and regulation of each of those regions can contribute to how well we choose 

our goals, and how energetically we pursue our goals, and how thoughtfully we weight the different 

costs. It starts biologically in mysteriously planted needs in each one of us, and then goes into a 

process in the brain, receiving new information from the surroundings and accordingly, after a new 

challenge is set, creates a new sort of a process in the brain mechanism which orders the self to 

behave in a certain way and take action in order to attain the meant goal or a challenge (Gazzaniga, 

2009). 

    

This is a continuing theme of life and whoever is capable of planting this value that humans seek 

after, in a naturally interpreted way, should be guaranteed a demand, e.g. a company which 

promotes a new product to ease the process for an individual to communicate with his/her family 

and friends in an innovative attractive strategy shall expect a product success (Glimcher et al., 2013; 

Peters et al., 2011; Glimcher et al., 2009; Plassmann et al., 2011). 

 

2.8 Reasoning and rationality in decision-making  

Reasoning is a mental process that selects the rational, or best, decision for an individual, based on 

previous calculations the brain has made, or already stored in mind, about whether a certain choice 

is fitting or not. Scholars have specified two thinking patterns we humans use to make decisions, 

the first being thinking fast and effortlessly, and the second which requires elaboration, and a 

revision prior to making a decision, resulting in a slower process. People tend to first simplify a 

decision making situation they are in, and quickly in their mind search for validity, afterwards the 
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mind starts to compute more carefully and decides to approach or not to approach, based on these 

two systems a decision is made. Among each of a decision’s characteristics there is a mutual theme 

and with very little information people can jump to conclusions which could cause error and failure 

in decision making, so people are required to evaluate a line of reasoning in order of reaching a 

reasonable decision, however, humans tend to base their decisions on previous experiences 

(Kahneman, 1979). 

 

The process of seeking rewards based on Camerer’s article (2006), goes through stages in the brain 

associated with motivation, the willingness to expend effort to obtain the desired reward such as 

goods or food, also known as wanting, differs from one person to another. It may be stronger in 

some than others but eventually the evaluation of the situation is prevailed and a decision is taken. 

Initially, the dopamine function in the brain is a main motivation for the human beings, alongside 

that, the brain plays another role, which is evaluating the action beforehand, by calculating the risk 

whilst in the process of the reward pursuit and it is precisely refined (Camerer, 2006). 

 

2.9 Decision Making 

How much are people willing to risk, in order to reach their reward? 

The pain people are willing to tolerate, and the delay they can endure hoping to gain a reward, is 

based on the brain mechanism of pleasure and generating a hedonic state. There are two ideas we 

can identify, first the deep network in the brain that generates hedonic feelings, this network 

evolves around sensory pleasure; secondly the wanting and liking in the brain, so the desire of 

happiness and pleasure are the most desired experiences humans are after (Glimsher et al., 2013). 

 

A person purchasing a certain product that can be afforded at the time of purchase, might be buying 

more of it the next time he/she has the chance to satisfy his/her needs, however in the upcoming 

purchases he/she will correct possible errors in relation to the amount needed, little by little the 

exact needed amount is learned. Before the buying process, there was a wanting and a liking toward 

certain products, which is an interpretation of our basic or hedonic needs, according to our 

personality we choose to like and want a given product (Peters & Buchel, 2011). 

 

The best outcome is the assumption humans have while taking a decision, which indicate to be the 

highest level of efficacy from the taken decision (Scott, 1999). Another notion argued by Simon 
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(1987) is that human beings consider all the identified facts before they take an optimal decision. 

Additionally, Simon’s concepts argue that when someone takes a decision it is concluded from the 

information held, and as such may be suboptimal (Simon, 1987). 

 

In the previous section decision making theories which deal with the differences between rational 

and irrational decision making, based on conscious behaviour built upon human actions and 

conscious analysis, were discussed. However, other social and cognitive psychology studies revolve 

around subconscious decision making and how it can impact our choosing process. According to 

Dijksterhuis (2004) the information processed subconsciously results in better and more beneficial 

decisions. The attempt in this thesis to go across unconscious decision making along with the 

conscious decision making is to give a theoretical balance and to review all types of factors that 

potentially have an impact on behaviour and decisions. Nevertheless, remarking the unconscious 

decision making in this section is not meant to remark it as a rational or irrational decision making, 

rather to show relatively another side of decisions humans take.   

 

2.10 The influences of mood and emotions 

Previously the impact of emotions on human’s behaviour was mentioned (Charon, 1979), hence 

emotions are considered to be the resource by how nature controls our behaviour, which is set via 

the fixed biological requirement in human beings. According to the social aspect, emotions have a 

proven ability to construct our relationships with others and regulate our social interactions, the 

control of emotion can be described to be the power in our mind that transfers the commands 

through a certain behaviour that fits the situation (Fox, 2008). 

Emotions are considered to be short reactions, which arise as a response to certain events, 

consequently the physiological arousal follows and manages the preference of our actions. 

Behaviour can be used as an indicator to clarify the measurement of emotions and consequently 

how the human brain functions, the measurement shall assets us to better understand what can 

facilitate people in their daily lives based on their emotions and their impact on biological change 

and behaviour. 
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Emotions can also be understood as the reactions to several things in life: objects, products, events, 

etc. Based on these stimulating factors emotions are aroused, such as happiness and reward, or sad 

feelings and punishment, and naturally humans tend to pursue the reward, while escaping from 

punishment. Even the prior perception we built up before interacting or taking an action for the sake 

of reward, which is basic in our instincts (Fox, 2008). Consequently, the prior behavioural plan we 

have in our brain is to seek reward and track the objects that assist us in predicting the next action 

or event’s value, the prior perception is the memory we have about a previous experience with 

certain events or objects, whether punishment or rewards. An example could be buying a valuable 

item such as a smartphone, which can contribute to making us feel happy in addition to the benefit 

of exploiting it in social context with people. Therefore, when a new edition is released we tend to 

buy it to cope with the newness and as a source of needs facilitation. As such emotions are also an 

establishment toward a specific value that we encountered previously and in case of rewarding, it is 

an enhanced memory, which means better predicting desired biological reactions in similar future 

events (Dolan, 2002). 

 
Moods and emotions are related, yet fairly different. Many scholars say that both have impacts on 

our behaviour, it is explained by Fox (2008) moods are long lasting, and could be a permanent state 

of mind in some people, however, it is less tense and expressive, unlike emotions, moods have 

control of our perception. In other words it is a solid image and background already built, this form 

explains the task of our mood of how we are undertaking life overall (Fox, 2008). 

 

Based on this, it is considered that the mood is originated from emotions, the major difference is 

that the mood is not cognitively affected by a stimuli inserted from any objects, thus it is established 

that mood is not correlated with objects or products, on the other hand emotions are. Since the 

purpose of this thesis is to investigate the irrationality in decision making of people towards a 

specific product in order to fulfil a need in addition to the type of the research philosophy used in 

this thesis, we relate to emotion functionality for the matter of fact that among its characteristics are 

biasing actions in relation to a specific object. Adding to that, the concern is to focus on behavioural 

and physiological measurement in this thesis, and while emotions are accompanied by subjective 

experiences, Fox argues that emotions are a conscious state that report from a personal point of 

view (Fox, 2008). 
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The methods we use to express emotions are several, such as speaking, communicating, and 

gesturing, the specific techniques uses differ from one to another, depending on cultural, social, and 

materialistic statuses, but they represent more or less the same intrinsic demand planted in all 

humans. Another brain mechanism occurs when people have to express their emotions in an event 

which controls a psychological and physiological reaction, the bodily and facial expression 

response when experiencing, seeing or interacting in a situation of interest, tends to send emotions 

interpreted in bodily language, behaviour, and vice versa we receive signals and emotions from the 

targeted encounter. Friends when they go out tend to present themselves by numerous means, in 

order to signal their qualities and be content with the information they release and anticipate 

beneficial result in return from others. So enclosing, the idea behind expressing emotions is that 

there are hidden attributes about oneself that are needed to convey. According to researchers, unlike 

animals, humans as a species have the ability to signal deceits and manipulating if they want to 

(Krebs & Dawkins, 1978; Ramsøy, 2014). 

 

2.11 Marketing strategy 

As this thesis seeks to identify an explanation behind the irrational decision making of buying a 

specific product repeatedly, and the reasons behind the points of attractions in this product, we 

decided that the focus will be on all factors that affect decision making and processes. Thus, 

previously psychological, and biological reasons for decision making were described whereas this 

section will focus on more traditional business theory, in order or enlightening the matter from 

several angles.  

 

Products are divided into many types, tangible products, services, or online products, which are 

intangible so to say, to name a few. In an online product such as a graphical program, educational 

packages or video games, humans can distinguish the difference between the digital world and the 

real world as totally separate domains. One of the things that can be seen in the kind of brand 

communication used in such cases, is that there is an erosion of dichotomy between the self and the 

product, people see the inner selves and the product they use as representation for themselves. 

Consumers often buy a product because of the useful attributes it offers to them and the importance 

of a value reflected. Focusing on the personal value a product holds in terms of branding, allows the 

thesis to elaborate more on all of the psychological dimensions the consumer have prior to their 
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buying stage. Value in a brand is a main pillar to support the long lasting brand management, in 

order to preserve the consumer’s and the brand’s relationship (Park et al., 1986). 

 

Often, the brand image is filled with human personality, suggested by Boulding (1956). The 

characteristics a product has should be adapted realistically from human personality, in pursuit of 

creating a connection between both sides, consequently, a brand image can satisfy the human’s 

want to simplify complicated stimuli. In such, the matter of reflecting a value to the consumer 

basically can be explained by transferring the desired need to the consuming person (Aaker, 1997). 

 

Community nowadays is more than a place, it evolved to be a commonly understandable shared 

identity, therefore researchers argue that the product and each of its successful brands, are 

concerned with gathering people, and liberating users from geographic boundaries by allowing 

accessibility to other communities easily via online services, smartphone applications, or online 

gaming. Fournier and Lee (2009), and Berry (1995) argued for the importance of the relationship 

between the consumer and a product, and explain how communities are made around a brand to 

satisfy social needs. They also found that to a certain extent people’s interest are more toward the 

social links that comes from a specific product brand affiliation than the brand itself (Fournier and 

Lee, 2009). 

 

2.12 Chapter summary 

 

The chapter has elaborated on theories and research from varied fields, representing more than a 

century of research. The literature has been chosen based on its relevancy to the thesis topic, both in 

terms of the general interest in irrational human behaviour, and in relation to the specific case used. 

We have attempted to categorise the literature in broader groups relating them to the aspects in 

humans, which they attempt to explain. In the execution of this categorisation a certain level of 

synergy between the different theories has been identified, which not only helped in categorising 

the theories, but further in the process provided a structured way of thinking in relation to treating 

and analysing the gathered data. The chapter started by introducing the reader to rationality and 

irrationality, as these are the foundation of the topic. The chapter then explains human nature and 

needs, which narrows down to focus specifically on signalling both from an evolutionary and a 
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more humanistic perspective. After presenting signalling, the chapter takes a more psychological 

perspective and introduces a number of theories which are related to explaining how a person 

interacts with the world, and what impact these interactions have on said person. These theories 

manage to describe human identity building, and social interaction. The chapter then takes a turn 

back to more natural sciences when it presents a number of theories related to how humans take 

decisions, and what impactors, both biological and environmental, are influencing these decisions. 

The chapter then briefly touches upon the field of emotions and moods, as these are believed to be 

relevant when dealing with the young users of the chosen video game. Finally, the chapter takes us 

back to our roots of business and marketing research, and introduces a few select theories, which 

are found to be not only relevant to the thesis, but also relatable to the aforementioned literature.  
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3. The case 
To be able to dive deeply into the topic of irrational behaviour and human needs, it was decided to 

analyse the topic through a case. As it was believed by the researchers that the video game industry 

in general has been neglected by business academia, it was decided to find a case from this industry, 

as it would add to the novelty of the thesis. It was believed that a game following a business model 

based around irrational purchases would be interesting to look at, and as one such game, SMITE, 

was more familiar than other such games to us, it was chosen as the case for the paper. Using the 

video game industry as a focus area for an academic paper means having to use untraditional 

sources to gather insights. Game developers rarely share information on their user bases, and little 

research is done on the topic, as such, in many cases, the best way to get to understand the users and 

the games, is through the combination of insights gathered from various online forums used by the 

gamers themselves. A lot of the insights used to understand the case, then, cannot be referred to 

properly, as they are derived from an overall understanding of the market rather than specific 

articles. 

 

The chapter will start by describing the fundamentals of the game genre SMITE belongs to, and will 

then focus on the specifics of SMITE. This is done so that any reader unfamiliar with video games 

in general will be able to have an understanding of the basic objectives of the game, and the 

function, or lack thereof, of the skins which are the item of appliance our thesis, due to the fact that 

it is the hypothesised irrationally purchased online item. In the chapter the business model, the 

different in-game currencies, the characters, and more is addressed with the intent of equipping the 

reader with enough knowledge about the game to understand why the thesis is relevant, and to have 

some point of reference when being presented with the gathered data.  

 

3.1 SMITE 

SMITE is a video game of the genre called MOBA (Multiplayer Online Battle Arena), and is 

available on PC, XBOX One and Playstation 4. MOBAs started out as a player created game mode 

in Blizzard’s 1998 release Starcraft, and got more popular in Blizzard’s 2002 release Warcraft III 

which similarly to Starcraft included a programme to allow customers to create their own game 

modes and maps, resulting in the highly popular DotA (Defence of the Ancients). The objective of a 
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MOBA is for one team, typically consisting of five players, to destroy the enemy team’s base, 

which consists of heavily guarded structures, where each team’s base is located in opposing corners 

of the game map. Each player controls a powerful unit called “hero”, “champion”, or “god”, 

depending on which of the most popular games in the genre one is playing. In the classic MOBA 

game mode, the map has three lanes, which are guarded, by a number of towers, and continuously 

appearing AI-controlled fighters referred to as “creeps” or “minions”. In between the lanes there are 

neutral areas, which hold neutral fighters in designated camps, this area is referred to as the 

“jungle”. Each player, as mentioned, controls one champion which has a set of five unique abilities, 

he/she has to select said champion before each game session starts, and each champion may have 

strategic advantages against other specific champions, and typically fit one of five roles on the 

team. A team will typically consist of varied champion types, some which are specialised in dealing 

high damage to a single enemy champion, some deal damage in large areas, some may restore 

health to allied champions, while others are specialised in disrupting the enemy champions by 

making them incapable of moving or simply by tricking them into hitting said champion rather than 

its allies.  

 

Common for all champions and thus players, is that they throughout a game session have to 

accumulate levels for their champions allowing them to upgrade their abilities, and earn a resource, 

most often gold, which is used to purchase items to enhance their champion. Both gold and levels 

are earned through killing enemy minions, neutral fighters, enemy structures, and enemy 

champions. Note that the gold earned in a match is in no way purchasable with real money, and as 

such should not be confused with other in-game currencies discussed later in this chapter. The team 

which collectively has earned the most gold and levels is most likely to win by overcoming the 

enemy team with their stronger champions, and then destroying the structures in the enemy base. 

After winning a game session, players must start a new game session in which they again choose a 

champion, while having none of their accumulated levels or gold from previous games brought 

along. As such, each game session is a new game, typically lasting somewhere between 15 and 40 

minutes, allowing players to specialise in one certain playstyle, become proficient in several, or 

simply enjoy the game as they see fit (Urban dictionary, 2009). 

 

Most modern MOBA games include various game modes, to allow their customers to have varied 

experiences and play either more casually or focused on the highly competitive modes, however the 
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main objectives of the various game modes are largely the same: destroy the enemy base by making 

your team’s champions stronger than those of the opposing team. 

SMITE's main difference from other MOBAs is that the player views the character in third-person-

view as opposed to the traditional real-time-strategy style top-down view seen in other MOBAs, 

this means that the player controls the movement of the character with the keyboard rather than the 

mouse. This makes the game more similar to shooters such as Counter Strike, as the player has to 

aim each shot or ability by pointing in a direction with the mouse, rather than simply clicking on an 

enemy, as in the usual MOBA games. Additionally, SMITE is based on ancient mythologies, and as 

such the “gods” controlled by the human players are known gods and deities from Greek, Roman, 

Egyptian, Hindu, Chinese, Japanese and Norse mythologies. Currently 76 gods are playable, 

including well-known characters such as Odin, Hercules, Zeus and Anubis. The AI-controlled 

characters in the game include mythological creatures such as phoenixes, minotaurs, titans and 

harpies (SMITE game, 2016). 

 

The game follows the free-to-play, or freemium, business model typical to MOBAs. This means 

that acquiring the game files and playing the game is completely free of charge. This is contrary to 

earlier video games where the customer paid to acquire the game, and then, in most cases, had 

access to the entirety of the content of the game. In free-to-play games, customers are given the 

opportunity play and enjoy the game for free, and if wanted, to pay for improving their experience 

in some way through so-called micro-transactions, often consisting of relatively cheap pieces of 

content of which one can buy as many as he/she wishes. There are two major ways in which free-to-

play games function, either the game follows the so called pay-to-entertain model, where any 

purchased content is purely aesthetic, or the pay-to-win model where buying additional content has 

a function and as such gives you an advantage over players who have not bought additional content 

(IPdigIT, 2015). From a business perspective the freemium strategy makes sense, mainly due to two 

factors: user base and conversion rate i.e. the number of active gamers, and the share of gamers that 

purchase additional, or premium, content. This means that even those with zero willingness to pay 

for the game, be it due to financial limitations or scepticism toward games they have not tried, will 

now be able to play the game without entry barriers. Customers who wish to improve their 

experience can purchase premium content following a personalised pricing strategy, so that every 

gamer can buy content up to their reservation price, and as such has put as much money into the 

video game as they personally wish (IPdigIT, 2015). 
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SMITE follows the pay-to-entertain model mostly, with the exception of the ‘ultimate god pack’, 

which gives access to all existing and future gods for the price of 24€, it is possible, however, to 

acquire all gods through the in-game currency earned over time from playing the game. 

Additionally, it is entirely possible to be successful at the competitive levels of the game without 

having access to all playable gods. 

 

In SMITE there are two main currencies used to acquire gods, aesthetic items, and more: favour and 

gems. In general terms, favour is earned through playing the game, whereas gems are bought from 

real-life money. There are, however, some ways of acquiring gems without spending money, such 

as logging in to the game for six to seven consecutive days or playing during special holiday 

weekends. With favour the gamer can purchase access to new gods and simple skins, which alter 

the look of a given god. The skins that are available through favour are simply recoloured versions 

of the standard skins. Favour is earned through winning matches, logging in to the game each day, 

with an increasing amount earned for more consecutive days, or by completing weekly quests such 

as playing 3 matches with a god from the roman pantheon. It is realistic to earn upwards of 1000 

favour per day without playing an irresponsible amount of hours, with bonuses occurring weekly. 

Typically gaining access to a new god will cost 5500 favour, with some beginner-friendly gods 

being cheaper, and newer gods being more expensive. Purchasing a recoloured standard skin costs 

9500 favour. 

 

Gems give the gamers access to more variation when it comes to skins, which means that the god 

for whom the skin is purchased has its visuals completely altered. Some skins for example display 

the gods as pirates or robot-versions of the gods. Additionally, gems can be used to buy voice-packs 

for the gods, which alter the standard voice for a number of pre-programmed spoken voice 

commands in the game to have a voice representing the god played and the skin used for the god. 

SMITE has also chosen to implement a system of chests which can be bought with gems, where 

each chest typically has a chance to award a special skin which cannot be acquired through other 

means, but a higher chance to grant a more regular skin, or a different award such as a voice-pack. 

Skins vary in price from 250 to 600 gems, with the cheaper ones being closer to the standard theme 

and visuals of the god, and the more expensive ones having a different theme, and often different 

animations for the god’s unique abilities. From time to time the developers behind SMITE 

implement special campaigns in which a set of new skins become available, and a unique bonus 
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skin will be awarded to those who acquire all of the new skins in the set within the limited period, 

these bonus skins are only available once and through that one method, and as such could be seen as 

more prestigious than most other skins.  Gems can be bought through the in-game store and costs 

from 6.4€ for 400 gems up to 79.9€ for 8000 gems. It should be stated that skins have no functional 

effects on the game, and gives no advantages to the owner, but are purely aesthetic. For examples of 

different SMITE skins, see the results section. 

 

This thesis wishes to scrutinise the nature of the behaviour linked with purchasing in-game aesthetic 

items, or virtual cosmetics. Much like the study by Griskevicius et al. (2007) looking into 

philanthropy, this thesis finds that spending resources on something that does not directly benefit 

the buyer seems rather irrational. Moreover, if looking at real world conspicuous consumption like 

watches or cars, the owner is aware of when and who is observing the fact that they own these 

items. When it comes to SMITE, or video games in general, the owner is seldom aware of when or 

if another person is looking at their skin, and as SMITE players are often matched with teams of 

random teammates and opponents, the owner of a skin will rarely have a chance to “impress” the 

same person twice, know whether the people he/she plays with are of the opposite or the same sex, 

or where the person is from. In short, the owner of a flashy watch can notice if a person of interest 

is looking at said watch in a positive way and act on it, the same cannot be said for the owner of a 

SMITE skin. Furthermore, as skins cannot be traded between player accounts, the skin holds no 

monetary value after being purchased, whereas a watch can be sold again, sometimes even for a 

profit. 

 

Despite the perceived irrationality linked with buying skins in SMITE or similar games, a survey 

which will be presented more thoroughly later in this thesis, has found that SMITE players do 

indeed spend money on skins. Out of 727 people all of which play SMITE, 96.6 % stated that they 

own more than 5 skins, with 32.7 % stating that they own more than 90 skins. Only 21.8 % of the 

respondents of the survey stated that they had not used real world money on the game, with high 

proportions of the respondents having spent large amounts (22.3 % between 100 and 200€, and 12.9 

% above 200€). Combining this data with the fact that as of July 2015 SMITE rounded 10 million 

accounts created (Venturebeat, 2015), it seems clear that understanding this behaviour is highly 

relevant. 
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4. Philosophy of Science & Methodology 
This chapter presents the methodological considerations of this thesis, including philosophies of 

science, and the choice of methods used for the analysis. In the latter part there will be a review of 

data collection in terms of choice of respondents and the experiment design. 

We have viewed the philosophy of science, based on what applies wholly on the chosen theories, 

which was reflected validly to our chosen case. Thus, it is vital to fundamentally consider 

methodology in such cases as ours, using varied literature from a diverse school of thought to add 

coherency, and ambitiously a reliable outcome.   

Considering the kind of research undertaken, it is important to do reflections of the available 

information the respondents are willing to provide, and the number of SMITE users willing to 

respond. The methodological considerations are anticipated to clarify that the described problem 

areas are actually what is being analysed to ensure valid results. The methodological approach in 

this thesis is constructed in relation to the methods demonstrated below.  

 

First the chapter will address our perspective on philosophy of science, which will aid readers in 

understanding the way research has been conducted in this thesis. A framework of the thesis 

structure is presented in order of visualising the process. Thereafter, the way that the different 

methods are used in is explained, and later the chapter addresses the qualitative and quantitative 

data chosen to be included, and its reliability and validity. Finally, the chapter outlines the 

delimitations of the thesis to indicate the focus of the thesis, but also to explain what has 

deliberately been excluded, just as it mentions the limitations encountered during the process and 

how those have impacted the final result.  

 

4.1 Philosophy of science  

In terms of philosophy of science, this thesis takes a pragmatic stand. When it comes to 

epistemology, the nature of knowledge, positivistic approaches have arguably been used throughout 

the thesis, due to the importance it puts on biology, and quantitative data. However, the social 

constructivist way of interpreting the data is also used, just as we realise the need to look behind the 

‘first layer’, in this case the raw numbers, and as such the thesis follows critical realism as its 

epistemology. The ontological considerations in this thesis have been that it is necessary to use both 
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objectivism and subjectivism in collecting data and when deciding whether to treat the data as 

representing reality or not. As such the thesis is actually following the principles of pragmatism in 

terms of ontology, and can be said to follow a mixed methods approach. We do not concern 

ourselves with whether one branch of epistemology or ontology is right, but rather apply whatever 

branch seems suitable to what is being researched and analysed in the moment.  

“Finally, an experienced baker is aware of the effect of each ingredient and thus may be able to 

modify the original recipe slightly in order to improve the end result. Using mixed methods in 

research also requires methodological knowledge because all methods usually serve their own 

purpose.” From Hurmerinta-Peltomäki & Nummela, 2004. First the Sugar, Then the Eggs… Or the 

Other Way Round? Mixing Methods in International Business Research. (pp.166) 

 

We realise the benefit of gathering highly quantitative data to establish a representative picture of 

the world, but also the need of looking through the raw numbers and interpreting them using 

theories which are more subjective in their way of being applied. It is our belief that this approach 

gives the thesis an ability to more thoroughly enlighten the topic in mind, and that the findings in 

the end will benefit from this, arguably loose, perception of philosophy of science (Saunders, 2007; 

Delanty & Strydom, 2003; Bryman, 2012).  

 

4.2 Methodology 

This section presents the research technique used in this thesis, which takes the form of quantitative 

survey, qualitative experiments, and participants’ observation. 
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4.2.1 Research Design 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Research Design 
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4.2.2 The Abductive Method 

We have reflected existing theories on the analysis results for the purpose of analysing the observed 

irrational behaviour towards a habitual product online, this on basis of the empirical data collected 

and the selected theories. Thus on this basis the methods used for the analysis are clarification-

oriented and solution-oriented. The paper does not attempt to prove a theory, nor to come up with a 

new one. Instead, it attempts to explain observed behaviour using the methods and knowledge that 

seems most fit, resulting in a plausible explanation.  

 

4.2.3 Triangulation 

This thesis takes on a multi-method approach, which is the triangulation notion, precisely 

methodological triangulation; we used different methods in pursuit of focusing on the research topic 

out of different viewpoints in order to produce multifaceted data and conclusions. The diverse 

methods consequently function as a supplementary to one another. Furthermore, they are used to 

check the validity of the method’s findings (Bryman, 2012). The survey conducted through the 

research followed a quantitative method, asking for responses on a scale, or in categories, as such 

allowing us to get an exact overview, in numbers, about the SMITE user base. The experiment used 

to discover more exact reactions when playing the game was designed with quantitative data 

collection in mind. This data, however, was analysed in a qualitative manner, especially given the 

fact that no software was available for analysing the eye-tracking data, and as such, the analysis 

consisted of searching for trends in focus patterns and interpreting those, rather than finding exact 

focus times. The heart rate data was also analysed in a more qualitative way than it would have 

been done, had it been interpreted by students with a high expertise in more biologically focused 

fields.  

 

4.2.4 Quantitative methods 

4.2.4.1 Questionnaire construction and reflection 

The questionnaire has been built upon the basis of relevant themes inspired by the selected theories 

in this thesis. The questions have been formulated in a way to capture the exact intentional 

meaning, therefore, in this thesis we had in notice the importance of having the respondent being 

certain about what is meant in each question. Another feature the questionnaire possesses, is that it 
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was intended not to use any scientific terminologies or unfamiliar abbreviations to avoid any sort of 

misunderstandings. Also the simplicity of the questions based on the respondents’ knowledge about 

the game SMITE, resulted in short questions. This was done to avoid any extra unintentional claim 

that the statement may include within (Bryman, 2012). 

 

4.2.4.2 Selection of respondents 

The number of respondents that was available was large enough to reach a theoretical saturation 

point. The idea was to have the quantitative research represent the views of many people playing 

the game SMITE, accordingly we have decided to choose the appropriate channels to send the 

questionnaire which happened to be social networks. The involved parties have a mixed 

background and different interpretation to the game; this was identified through Facebook, as a 

social network, is expected to gather a variety of people’s personality into a common interest based 

on the types and categories of groups Facebook covers (Bryman, 2012; Bottletree Books, 2007). As 

for twitter this was used as a sub channel through Facebook links.   

 

4.2.4.3 Reliability in the quantitative data 

Regarding the questionnaire, in this case the reliability in the questionnaire intended to be 

conducted in a technique that will result a measurements consistency. This specifically in concern 

with the question, the questionnaire has been sent out and made through Google Forms, with the 

authors of this thesis as the senders. This was done by exploiting the social network platform 

services, due to the interest model of this thesis to analyse the game SMITE which is based on 

online gaming, which has a strong co-relation with the social networks where communities as such 

gathers to share common interests, information, etc. We have used Twitter and Facebook due to the 

fact that both networks gather tremendous amount of SMITE users in groups and separately, which 

have assisted us in reaching an informative sampling size in the data collected to reach 729 

respondents (Bryman, 2012).  

 

4.2.4.4 Validity in the quantitative data 

The validity deals with the reliability of the conclusion, that is, the coverage of the results followed 

by the answers, further, validity focuses on operating the results to see what it can be used for and 

what exactly it covers (Bryman, 2012). 
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4.2.5 Qualitative Research 

4.2.5.1 Selection of respondents 

The participants for the qualitative experiment data construction have been selected through a 

channel in SMITE, that allows the users to communicate with each other.!

!

Respondent!No.! !Name! Years!of!playing!SMITE! Level!of!gaming!experience!!

1! Peter! 3.5!Years! Medium!

2! Thobias! 3.5!Years! Medium!

3! Jesper! 4!Years! Very!High!

4! Christian! 4!Years! High!

5! Theodor! 2!Years! Medium!

Table 1: Respondents for qualitative research 

 

Additionally, the qualitative experiment is based typically on employing the correlation to reduce 

any error in the bodily reactions, plus an attempt to elimination for unwanted influences.  

!

4.2.5.2 Reliability in the qualitative experiment data 

Reliability deals with whether the method used in measuring a particular part is reliable and precise 

(Bryman 2012). Thus, we clearly conveyed the purpose of this thesis objectively to the reader by 

using the most appropriate available methods to gather data based on the foundation of the chosen 

theories. Taking into consideration the theoretical approach intended in appliance to the used 

research methods, primarily to measure the physical arousal, which is later on linked to the 

psychologic understanding to have the research benefit from identifying correlations and findings, 

which supported how reliable the results from the experiments where. The consistency found in 

each round of experiment, although there was no comparison between participants, supports the 
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reliability. Hence, this thesis is conducted reliably, not leaving the reader to any interruption in 

theories and applied methods.   

 

4.2.5.3 Validity in the qualitative experiment data 

While there are many similarities between the validity and reliability, there are particular 

differences. Bryman’s notes are applied to the data we conducted to address the issue of the points 

to which the measurements accurately reflect what this thesis is trying to address in the research. 

Correspondingly, we started by taking the measurement primarily in the experiment by using the 

methods HRV, eye-tracking, and video recording, subsequently the hypotheses are tested from the 

results which led the thesis to draw the conclusion, thus, this is secured because of the collected 

evidence. Built on that, the validity of the experiment is shown in that it measured what it was 

designed to measure in the first place, that is bodily arousal and excitement. Since validity accuracy 

is mainly defined as to measuring what is supposed to measured, the data appears to be valid 

(Bryman 2012).     

Additionally, before the experiments the chosen tools were prepared and tested to monitor any 

invalid responses, we have conducted several pilot tests using the HRV chest strap, the eye-tracing 

glasses and the video camera.  

Finally, since the interest of this thesis in this part is to measure the physical provocations whilst 

playing with the game, the results from the equipment accurately covered a range of meaning 

included within the concept of this case (excitement). 

 

4.2.6 Delimitations 

In this section of the thesis, the delimitations are framed, in relation to the vision we have. Our wish 

is to review all of the aspects that a product could offer to convey its capabilities of fulfilling needs 

to the society, in the possibility of improved self and supplying psychological need in the model 

used SMITE, by addressing emotional and behavioural controls, using the following areas 

combined: 

 

Emotions: The mixed emotions we have, and the conscious and subconscious experiences we 

encounter daily, accordingly decides our behaviour and physiologically it is linked to our triggers of 

arousals and nervous system. 
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Thoughts: This basically engages the awareness of thoughts oneself has, that go across our mind, 

particular views that direct us out thoughtfully, and the approach we choose to how express 

ourselves. 

 

Pattern: This signifies the pattern that happens between a person’s emotions and thoughts, which 

helped in this thesis to understand why people do what they do. 

 

To get a broader understanding of irrational decision making of buying, further and more profound 

biological and psychological studies shall be conducted in the thesis with a combination of 

marketing research, while attempting to avoid the exclusion of any relevant theories. When 

analysing the game SMITE we have used biological, psychological, neuroscience and marketing 

approaches in the pursuit of reaching an improved strategy to understand why SMITE users buy the 

virtual objects. In addition to assist other companies give a meaning to the service or product they 

have to offer, furthermore, research used in this thesis includes several methods and theories from 

diverse fields of studies, this will enhance the findings. Additionally, these theories allow us to 

analyse Hi-Rez’ SMITE in a more detailed method than if only having used marketing theory.   

 

The research findings are essentially built on empirical data, which were collected intensely for this 

thesis. It was found relatively coherent to collect the data about SMITE users, rather than general 

data, which allowed the thesis to centre the focus on in-depth aspects, such as SMITE users’ 

choices to irrationally spend time, effort and money on the game. This makes the findings more 

precise due to the research being original, and investigating new outcomes rather than present ones. 

The reach of the relevant respondent was exceedingly useful, which aided to exceed the required 

data, however the experiment data may be less representative than a professionally funded one, 

leaving us with an initial insight better explained in the future research.    

 

These focus areas mean that the thesis will exclude some aspects deliberately. The thesis will only 

focus its analysis on the users of the game SMITE, and as such neither include other video games, 

nor be focusing on irrational purchase behaviour in general. This is despite the fact that the thesis’ 

point of departure was actually concerning unexplainable purchase behaviour, but as it uses SMITE 

and its users’ purchase patterns as an example, this is focused on rather than the type of behaviour 

in general. Furthermore, as the thesis is dealing with consumer behaviour, it will not include an 
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analysis of Hi-Rez studios as an organisation, nor their product SMITE, or their strategy in general. 

As such, the extent to which traditional business-related theory is applicable in this thesis is limited, 

resulting in only a few relatable business theories to be included.  
!

4.2.7 Limitations 

During the thesis process the limitations that have been confronted, have resulted in challenges 

regarding including every needed aspect in this thesis. Due to the time limitations of the thesis, it 

was demanding to spend time to add more biological and psychological theories to the thesis as we 

have a background in business and marketing. Having a deeper insight and more general 

understanding of the applied fields would have led to a more thorough understanding both in terms 

of collecting and treating relevant data. The experiment conducted using the HRV chest strap, eye-

tracking glasses, and video recordings for observation was thoroughly planned to be a large part of 

the thesis, however, the amount of participants included in the experiment ended up being lower 

than hoped. This was due to the inability to get access to, or even information about, the laboratory 

connected to the university in due time. This resulted in a timeframe of only a few days to fully plan 

and conduct the experiment, which unfortunately had to include spending a significant amount of 

time figuring out which parts of the lab equipment was fully functional, and fixing the remainder.   

 

In regards to statistical data collection, data collected about the case company Hi-Rez Studios had 

to be gathered from scratch, through the conducted survey as it was not possible to establish contact 

to Hi-Rez, despite vigorously attempting to contact them via e-mail and social media. Furthermore, 

very little information about Hi-Rez as a company is available through regular channels, and as 

such the thesis does not include any insights regarding Hi-Rez’ organisation or general strategy for 

dealing with their customers.  

 

4.2.8 Research Design 

The following section describes the data gathering methods used in this paper. The first method 

described is the questionnaire which was conducted to gather information about the player base, as 

well as testing whether findings from previous research would also be applicable on the case of 

SMITE. The questionnaire is outlined in detail, and explains the intent of each question and its 

relation to the objectives of the thesis. Secondly, the section describes the exact design of the 
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experiment, which was designed and conducted as an important part of the thesis process. During 

the experiment description the different equipment used is described, after which the characteristics 

of the game relevant to understanding the experiment are outlined. Finally, the concrete stages a test 

person will go through during the experiment are outlined in the relation to the game, allowing 

readers to understand why the experiment was designed as it is, and what kind of data can be 

expected from it.  

 

4.2.8.1 Questionnaire  

Each!of! the!survey!questions!has!a! theory!to!reflect!upon,!hence!the!analyses!are!made!and!

consequently!an! interpretation!of! the!analysis!results,!which!will!guide!us!to!the!conclusion!

and!future!suggestions.!!

The!used!theme!in!the!survey!is!an!interpreted!theoretical!approach!implicitly!made!for!the!

respondents!to!understand.!

As! there! could! not! be! established! contact! to! the! developers! of! SMITE,! HiWRez! Studios,! no!

official!data!on!the!game’s!users!could!be!gathered.!Data!on!the!amount!of!accounts!created,!

active!accounts,!hours!spent!in!the!game,!money!spent,!etc.!would!all!have!been!highly!useful!

to! this! thesis.! As! an! alternative! to! official! HiWRez! data,! a! survey! was! shaped! in! order! of!

collecting! some! of! the! needed! data.! The! main! purpose! of! the! survey,! then,! was! collecting!

statistics!of! a! representative! amount!of! SMITE!players!with! regards! to! the!behaviour!when!

interacting!with!the!game!rather!than!opinions!on!the!game!or!possible!improvements.!There!

was,!however,!added!questions!to!give!some!insights!on!user!opinions!toward!some!aspects!of!

the! game.! Additionally,! a! simple! experiment,! inspired! by! the! work! of! Griskevicius! et! al.’s!

(2007)!costly!signalling!research,!was!included!in!the!survey.!!

The! survey! consisted! of! 15! questions! on! 15! separate! pages! so! that! the! respondents!would!

consider!each!question!individually.!!

!

The!first!question!simply!asked!for!the!gender!of!the!respondent,!which!does!not!only!give!a!

good! overview! of! the! segmentation! in! the! playerWbase,! but! also! allows! for! analysing! the!

answers!with!costly!signalling!theory!in!mind!(Griskevicius!et!al.,!2007).!!

!

The!second!question!asked!for!the!age!of!the!respondents,!again!to!be!able!to!understand!the!

different!segments!playing!the!game.!The!options!for!answers!were!six!categories:!0W10,!11W
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14,!15W18,!19W24,!25W35,!and!36+.!These!categories!were!simply!based!on!intuition!regarding!

general! behavioural! patterns! combined! with! school! levels.! The! first! representing! kids,! the!

second!preWteenagers,!the!third!older!teenagers!likely!attending!high!school,!the!third!young!

adults! likely! working! or! studying,! fourth! adults! who!may! have! grown! up! with! games! and!

therefore!are!more!likely!to!be!playing,!and!finally!the!group!which!is!generally!not!expected!

to!be!playing!this!type!of!video!game.!!

!

The!third!question! identifies! the!amount!of! time!a!respondent!has!been!playing!SMITE,!and!

also! serves! the!purpose!of! filtering!out! any! respondents!who!answer! that! they!do!not!play!

SMITE.!The!game!was!released!in!2014,!as!such!the!options!for!answering!were:!less!than!one!

year,!1W2!years,!since!beta,!and!I!don’t!play!SMITE.!The!beta!option!refers!to!those!who!have!

been!playing!the!game!since!before!it!was!officially!released,!as!SMITE!was!easily!available!for!

testing!purposes!for!two!years!before!its!final!release.!!

!

The! fourth! question! aids! by! identifying! whether! the! respondents! play! other! video! game!

genres,! and! as! such! lists! the!most!widely! known! game! genres,!with! the! option! of! choosing!

several!answers,!and!adding!extra!genres!via!free!text.!!

!

The!fifth!question!asks!whether!respondents!own!the!Ultimate!God!Pack,!as!described!earlier,!

the!Ultimate!God!Pack!gives!buyers!access!to!all!playable!gods!and!all!future!god!releases!in!

the!game!for!the!price!of!24€.!Respondents!could!choose:!yes,!no,!don’t!know,!and!yes!–!on!

multiple!accounts.!The!final!options!helps!with!identifying!those!users!who!have!a!secondary!

SMITE!account!which!may!be!used!to!play!with!friends!who!are!not!as!experienced,!or!simply!

to!allow!for!more!casual!games,!as!the!game!system!will!identify!the!user!as!a!new!player!and!

as! such!match!him/her!against!other!new!players.! Such!accounts!are! referred! to!as!SMURF!

accounts!(Internetslang.com,!2016).!!!

!

The! sixth! question! had! the! intention! of! showing! how! competitive! the! respondents! are,! by!

asking!them!what!league!they!play!in.!Much!like!football!divisions,!SMITE!has!several!leagues!

ranging! from!bronze!to!grandmaster!divided! in!six!steps!(SMITE,!2016).!Respondents!could!

choose!several! leagues,!as!having!achieved!a! league!position!in!one!game!mode!does!not! let!

the!player!play! in! that! league! in! another! game!mode.!Additionally,! there!was! an!option! for!
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those!respondents!not!playing!ranked!games,!who!simply!play!casual!games,!and!as!such!are!

not!divided!into!those!six!leagues.!!

!

The! seventh!question!establishes! the!amount!of! time! spent!on!playing!SMITE!per!week!via!

five!categories.!

!

The! eight! question! is! the! first! opinionWbased! question,! which! attempts! to! identify,! as!

objectively!as!deemed!possible,!whether!the!respondents!are!showing!compulsive!behaviour!

in!regards!to!SMITE,!as!it!is!described!that!video!game!users!tend!to!do!by!Ben!LewisWEvans!

(2013).!The!question!asks!whether!the!respondents!ever!postpones!other!activities!or!duties!

due!to!playing!SMITE,!with!possible!answers!on!a!fiveWgrade!scale!ranging!from!never!to!very!

often.!!

!

The!ninth!question!asks! the!respondents!how!many!skins! they!have! in! the!game,!using! five!

ranges!of!increasing!size.!!

!

The! tenth! question! is! another! opinionWbased! one,! simply! asking! whether! the! respondents!

prefer!playing!with!a!god!for!which!they!own!a!skin.!!

!

The!eleventh!question!establishes!the!amount!of!money!each!respondent!has!spent!on!SMITE!

in!total,!with!prices!stated!in!Euros!and!US!dollars,!with!seven!ranges,!and!an!option!to!write!a!

number!in!the!case!that!a!person!has!spent!more!than!200€!on!the!game.!!

!

The!twelfth!question!asks!for!the!respondents’!opinions!on!what!makes!him/her!purchase!a!

skin.!As!no!reliable!literature!could!be!found!on!the!topic,!the!different!categories!and!based!

on!intuition!and!personal!experience!with!the!game!and!include:!skin!is!for!a!god!I!play!a!lot;!

skin!is!a!reference!to!something!I!like;!I!identify!with!the!skin;!skin!is!only!available!for!a!brief!

period;!skin!is!on!sale;!skin!is!good!looking;!I!dislike!the!standard!skin!for!the!god;!I!just!want!

more! skins;! I! mainly! buy! chests! for! the! thrill;! other.! The! chest! option! refers! to! the! chests!

which! are! available! for! purchase! in! the! inWgame! store,! these! chests! represent! a! gamble,! as!

once!a!chest!is!purchased,!chance!decides!whether!the!buyer!gets!a!skin!unique!to!the!chest,!a!
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regular!skin,!or!something!different,!such!as!a!voice!pack!for!a!god,!or!a!booster!which!will!e.g.!

give!the!player!more!favour!(inWgame!currency)!for!a!number!of!days.!!

!

The!thirteenth!question!is!the!experiment,!which!consists!of!priming!respondents!and!seeing!

whether!they!are!willing!to!pay!more!for!a!single!skin!is!various!conditions.!Griskevicius!et!al.!

(2007)! ran! an! experiment! in! which! testWpersons! were! put! in! a! romantic! or! neutral! state,!

either! by! seeing! an! image,! or! writing! about! an! imagined! date,! after! which! consumption!

preferences!of!conspicuous!items!were!tested.!The!priming!of!the!respondents!in!this!survey!

was!done!by!putting!an!image!on!the!previous!page,!the!control!group!had!no!image!shown,!

and! the! group! expected! to! show! a! difference! in! preferences! were! showed! a! picture! of! an!

attractive! female! which! is! well! known! in! the! gaming! community! (appendix! 4).! To! test!

whether!other!visual!stimuli!might!function!as!a!primer!leading!to!a!difference!in!preference,!

two! additional! groupings!were! added:! one!was! shown! a! screenshot! of! a! SMITE! skin!which!

depicts!an!attractive,!lightly!dressed!female;!another!was!shown!a!skin!which!should!appeal!to!

many!users!as! it!was!expensive,!was!only!available! for!a!short!period,!and! is!a! reference! to!

STAR!WARS,!which! seems! to! be! generally! popular! in! the! gaming! community.! ! After! having!

been!presented!to!a!given!image!below!the!previous!question,!the!respondents!are!then!asked!

how!much! they!would! be!willing! to! pay! for! a! single! skin! in! SMITE.! Seven! categories!were!

available:!Nothing,!less!than!1€,!1W2€,!2W5€,!5W10€,!10W20€,!and!above!20€.!According!to!the!

findings!of!Griskevicius!et!al.! (2007)! the!group!which!was!sexually,!or!romantically,!primed!

should!be!willing!to!spend!more!on!an!arguably!conspicuous!item!such!as!a!skin.!Whether!an!

animated!attractive!female!will!be!enough!to!put!respondents!in!this!state,!or!whether!a!‘cool’!

skin!will!have!similar!effects!is!to!be!discovered!from!the!replies.!!

!

After!the!experiment,!the!fourteenth!question!asks!whether!the!respondents!play!with!people!

they! know,! with! the! options! being:! Yes,! I! play! with! IRL! (inWrealWlife,! typically! referring! to!

things!outside!the!gaming!world)! friends;!Yes,! I!play!with!people! I!know!from!other!games;!

Yes,!I!got!to!know!them!through!SMITE;!No;!Other.!!

!

The! fifteenth! and! final! question! asks! respondents! to! rank! their! socialising! experience! in!

SMITE!on!a!fiveWpoint!scale!ranging!from!highly!unsatisfactory!to!highly!satisfactory.!!
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!
4.2.8.2 Experiment 

The!experiment!was!designed!in!order!of!studying!the!human!body!when!exposed!to!the!game!

SMITE,!and!more!specifically!to!see!whether!any!specific!reactions!occur!when!playing!with!a!

skin.! Due! to! the! high! amount! of! skins! sold! to! SMITE! players! (appendix! 1),! it! seems! fair! to!

assume! that! SMITE! players! must! have! some! positive! associations! to! skins;! therefore! the!

experiment!attempts!to!uncover!this!positive!association.!!

!

Costly!signalling!argues,!put!briefly,!that!some!of!human!consumption,! including!purchasing!

nice! clothes,! unnecessarily! flashy! cars,! or! the! like,! can! be! explained! through! the! biological!

advantage!it!represents.!Owning!and!displaying!such!goods!gives!an!indication!to!members!of!

the!opposite!sex,!that!the!individual!owning!the!items!has!enough!excess!resources!to!provide!

for!any!future!offspring!as!well!as!the!mate!(Griskevicius!et!al.,!2007).!!A!general!trend!for!the!

human! body,! appears! to! be! that! it! rewards! us! whenever! we! do! something! which! should!

improve!the!chances!of!preserving!our!genes,!as!such!we!tend!to!enjoy!highWcalorie!foods,!sex,!

or! social! interaction! (Icahn! School! of!Medicine,! 2016).!Obtaining! goods! such! as!watches! or!

cars,! then,! should! likewise! reward! us! in! some!manner,! the! question! is,! whether! acquiring!

virtual!cosmetics!such!as!SMITE!skins!will!reward!the!body!as!well.!!

!

According!to!Ramsøy!(2014)!heart!rate!measurements!can!be!used!as!an!indicator!for!arousal,!

or!emotional!intensity.!The!heart!rate!is!controlled!by!the!autonomic!nervous!system,!which!is!

responsible! for! putting! the! body! in! a! state! suitable! for! what! is! to! come.! ! The! autonomic!

nervous! system! is! divided! into! the! parasympathetic! nervous! system! and! the! sympathetic!

nervous!system,!the!prior!generally!responsible!for!slowing!the!body!down!in!preparation!for!

rest! and! digestion,!moving! blood! from! the! externalities! to! the! stomach,!whereas! the! latter!

does!the!opposite!and!responses!to!physical!or!psychological!stimuli,!resulting!in!the!‘fightWorW

flight’!state!of!the!body!(Medscape,!2008).!!

!

The!experiment!is!designed!with!the!above!in!mind,!and!measures!the!heart!rate!of!the!test!

persons!while!they!are!interacting!with!the!game!and!the!skins.!A!higher!heart!rate!at!certain!

moments! during! the! experiment!would! indicate! some!kind! of! arousal,!whether! negative! or!
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positive! is! unknown,! authors,! including! Ramsøy! (2014)! have! suggested! using! a! selfWreport!

system! for! test! persons! asking!whether! they! felt! positive! or! negative! emotions,! in! order! of!

locating!any!emotion!according!to!strength!(from!heart!rate)!and!direction!(from!asking).!For!

this!experiment,!however,!it!was!decided!that!the!test!persons!would!likely!find!it!difficult!to!

describe! any! emotions! occurring! during! the! experiment! truthfully,! and! as! such! the!

experiment!solely!attempts!to!establish!whether!arousal!occurs,!rather!than!identifying!it!as!

negative!or!positive.!!

!

The!heart!rate!data!of!the!experiment!is!gathered!using!the!Polar!H7!chest!strap,!measuring!

the!time!between!each!heartbeat!down!to!a!1000th!of!a!second!using!electrodes!placed!around!

the!chest,!and!sending!it!to!e.g.!a!smartphone!via!Bluetooth!(Polar,!2016).!The!data!is!analysed!

in! two! ways:! The! first! is! through! an! app! for! the! smartphone! made! for! giving! fitness!

enthusiasts!an! indication!of! the!efficiency!of! their!workout,!and! letting! them!know!whether!

the!body!is!well!rested!so!that!they!can!exercise!again.!The!app!gives!a!simple!score!between!

zero!and!100!from!a!measurement!based!on!the!Root!Mean!Square!of!Successive!Differences!

(RMSSD),!as!RMSSD!behaves! logarithmically,! a!natural! logarithm! is!applied! to! it! in!order!of!

giving!a!more!understandable!score!(EliteHRV,!2016).!

!

The!second!method!of!analysis!is!the!Kubios!software!developed!at!the!University!of!Eastern!

Finland,! specifically! for! analysing! heart! rate! variance,! the! software! receives! data! exported!

from!the!app!on!the!smartphone!and!creates!detailed!graphs!for!each!session,!showing!time!

between!heartbeats!on!the!yWaxis,!and!session!time!on!the!xWaxis!(Kubios,!2016).!!

!

An! important! addition! to! the! experiment! is! EyeWtracking.! The! EyeWtracking! data!will! aid! in!

improving! the! usefulness! of! the! experiment! data! by! letting! us! see! exactly! what! each! test!

person!was!looking!at,!at!any!given!time,!and!as!such!attempt!to!locate!the!source!of!any!given!

arousal.! It! may! also! be! able! to! establish! whether! any! differences! found! in! heart! rate!

measurements!between!experiment!rounds!are!due!to!visual!stimuli!or!of!another!nature,!by!

showing!if!anything!specific!was!focused!more!on!in!some!sessions!than!others.!Furthermore,!

the!eyeWtracking!equipment!acts!as!an!extra!experiment!in!the!experiment!itself,!as!it!may!well!

uncover!unknown!but!interesting!trends!in!the!viewing!patterns!of!the!testWpersons.!!!

!
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Finally,!the!eyeWtracking!equipment!had!the!added!bonus!of!the!builtWin!camera!recording!the!

screen! used! during! the! experiment,! and! as! such! it! kept! track! on! the! time! for! any! event!

occurring!in!the!game.!The!Tobii!Glasses!1!were!used!as!the!eyeWtracking!device,!and!while!not!

as!precise!as!more!modern!equipment,!they!give!a!good!indication!of!which!elements!on!the!

screen!are!looked!at!(Tobiipro.com,!2016).!The!raw!files!from!the!equipment!were!imported!

and! converted! into! regular! movie! files! using! the! Tobii! Studio! software.! Unfortunately,! the!

Tobii!Studio!software!was!accessed!on!a!trial!license!and!as!such!it!was!not!possible!to!use!its!

analytical! functions! to!establish! focus! times!or! track!specific!movements.! Instead,! the!video!

clips! recorded! were! analysed! rather! qualitatively! by! investigating! the! general! patterns!

followed!in!each!experiment!session.!!

Finally,! a! regular! video! camera! was! used! both! in! terms! of! controlling! for! external!

interruptions,! and! as! an! added! observational! factor! to! the! experiment,! attempting! to! catch!

any!highly!visual!expressions!of!the!test!persons.!!

The! experiment! attempts! to! find! any!measureable! differences! in! a! number! of! test! persons!

between! playing! a!match! in! SMITE!without! a! skin! compared! to!when! using! a! skin.! As! the!

highly!intense!action!of!the!game!itself!would!likely!create!much!bigger!impacts!on!heart!rate!

than!simply!equipping!a!skin,! the! test!persons!were!measured! in! the!stages! leading!up! to!a!

game,! in! order! of! being! able! to! accredit! as! much! of! any!

perceived!heart!rate!changes!to!the!skin!(or!lack!thereof)!as!

possible.! These! stages! along! with! the! general! experiment!

design!are!described!below.!!

!

First it should be stated that the game mode used as a basis of the 

experiments is the one called siege. In siege there are four 

players on each team, fighting on a map with two lanes of 

defensive construction separated by a ‘jungle’ area in the middle. 

The jungle area contains various jungle camps in which monsters 

appear, or spawn, which give the players a reward of gold to 

purchase items, and a temporary improvement to damage or 

other attributes when killed (see map, jungle camps are the  

rounded areas). The players start at their bases, which are the top and lower sections of the map, and 

then typically move to the jungle camps to gain an improvement to use for the beginning of the 

!!!!!Figure!2:!Siege!Map!
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game. The game mode was selected as it has a good balance between the time it takes before the 

actual action of the game starts, which is when the first jungle camp monsters appear, allowing the 

measurements to be longer, and the total time a match usually lasts, which minimalised the wasted 

time between the different rounds of the experiment.       

When a SMITE player decides to play a match, the first thing they do is to press play on the start 

screen and choosing the wanted game mode, after this they are put in a queue while the game client 

matches them with suitable team mates and opponents. When the game is ready, a pop-up window 

appears, and a noise is played, which allows the player to accept the match. The measurement was 

started at this point. When the pop-up appears the players then have 30 seconds to accept the match 

before it is cancelled.  

As the game is started, the players are taken to the character selection screen, here the players each 

have to choose a god before 90 seconds passes, and often communicate with one another in order of 

creating a well-balanced team.  

Figure!3:!Character!selection!screen 

 

In the character selection screen, the god chosen by the player takes up the middle, and the four 

spots behind are filled with the gods chosen by his/her teammates once they are locked in. In the 

boxes to the left, the icons for each god on the player’s team can be seen, and in the boxes on the 

right, the icons for the gods chosen by the enemy team can be seen once everyone has locked in 
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their gods or when the 90 seconds run out. Locking in a god means locking your selection so that it 

is no longer possible to change to another god, once this is done, the skin selection bar appears on 

the lower right, allowing the player to choose between any owned skins for the god. On the lower 

left corner, the chat window allows players on the same team to communicate with each other. In 

the top the countdown timer lets the players know how long time is left for selecting a god. Once all 

players are locked in, or the 90 seconds are up, the game starts a countdown from ten, and then, 

usually after a short delay, enters the loading screen for the match.  

!

Figure!4:!Loading!screen!

!

On!the! loading!screen!a!portrait! for!each!god!chosen!by!a!player!can!be!seen,!which!can!be!

surrounded!by!a!loading!frame!(see!top!left!god!portrait).!Loading!frames!can!be!acquired!in!

several!ways,!many!of!which!include!having!a!high!level!of!experience!with!the!game,!either!

through!reaching!a!certain!level!of!ranked!play!(see!description!of!questionnaire),!or!having!

played!a!specific!god!extensively.!The!top!row!of!gods!is!the!person!playing’s!team,!whereas!

the! lower! one! is! the! enemy! team.! The! loading! screen! time! is! depending! on! the! internet!

connection! and!hardware! of! each! individual! player! in! the! game,! and! as! such! varies! greatly!

from!almost!none!to!several!minutes.!!
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!

Once!the!loading!is!finished!the!actual!match!is!entered!and!the!player!is!free!to!move!around!

his! character.!Usually! the! first! thing!done!by!any!player! is!purchasing! suitable! items!which!

will!enhance!his/her!chosen!god,!this!is!done!through!the!inWmatch!store!(not!to!be!confused!

with!the!inWgame!store!where!skins!are!bought),!and!the!currency!gold!is!used,!of!which!each!

player! starts! with! a! set! amount,! and!more! is! earned! throughout! the!match! by! completing!

objectives.! Any! items! bought! in! a! match! are! lost! upon! finishing! the! match,! and! it! is! not!

possible!to!buy!these!items!with!real!money.!After!having!browsed!the!store!and!bought!the!

needed! items,! the! player! typically! moves! his! god! to! a! jungle! camp,! which! provides! a!

temporary!improvement!suitable!to!the!given!god.!Players!often!pair!two!and!two!to!kill!these!

jungle!camp!monsters!to!make!it!easier.!The!monsters!appear!a!specific!time!after!the!loading!

screen! finished!and! the!match!was!entered,!varying! from!game!mode! to!game!mode,! in! the!

case!of!the!Siege!this!is!a!minute!and!40!seconds!after!the!game!started.!When!this!happens,!

the!experiment!is!stopped,!as!the!action!of!killing!these!monsters!and!later,!fighting!the!enemy!

gods,!would!likely!distort!the!heart!rate!data.!!

!

As!can!be!seen,!the!length!of!the!first!stages!of!a!match!can!be!highly!varying.!Even!the!timers!

that!are!set!are!often!prone!to!small!delays!in!the!game,!causing!them!to!last!a!second!or!two!

longer.!As!such!no!two!experiments!are!expected!to!have!the!same!length,!and!the!equipment!

used!is!used!to!track!exactly!when!each!stage!starts!and!ends!in!order!of!tracing!each!heart!

rate! change! to! the! right! causation.! The! experimenters! additionally! used! a! loud! clap! to!

synchronise! the!equipment,!as! it!would!be!audible!on!both! the!eyeWtracking!equipment!and!

videoWrecording!and!likely!cause!a!jump!in!the!heart!rate!graphs,!making!it!possible!to!identify!

a!specific!second!on!all!three!recordings.!!

!

The!experiment!was!divided!into!four!rounds!in!order!of!adding!to!the!comparability!of!the!

measured!differences! between!playing!with! and!without! a! skin.! Each! test! person!would! go!

through!two!rounds!using!a!skin!and!two!rounds!not!using!a!skin.!!

The!test!persons!were!told!that!they!would!have!to!play!two!games!of!Siege!with!one!god,!the!

first!using!no!skin,!and!the!second!using!a!skin,!and!then!two!more!games!with!the!same!or!a!

different!god,!again!without!using!a!skin!in!the!first!round!and!then!using!a!skin!in!the!second.!

Minor!alterations!were!made!to!the!core!of!the!experiment,!based!on!the!options!presented!by!
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each!test!person,!so!that!further!aspects!could!be!investigated!in!the!third!and!fourth!rounds!

of! the!experiment.!These!aspects! included! the!purchasing!a!new!skin!and!playing!with! that!

compared!to!playing!with!a!skin!which!had!been!owned!longer.!Playing!a!game!with!a!friend!

only,!or!playing!a!game!with!a!friend!on!the!team!but!still!having!random!people!in!the!game.!

This! made! it! possible! to! add! a! social! aspect! to! the! experiment,! as! well! as! attempting! to!

identify! if! some!skins!have!other!effects!on!SMITE!players! than!other,! the! latter!aspect!was!

enhanced!by!the!fact!that!each!test!person!played!with!a!different!god.!The!exact!variations!of!

each!experiment!are!described!in!the!results!section.!!!

!
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5. Data 
The!data! chapter!will! state! the! results! of! the! two!data! collection!methods!used.! Firstly,! the!

results!from!the!online!questionnaire!will!be!stated,!allowing!readers!to!see!the!distribution!of!

anything!from!age!to!skin!preferences!in!the!SMITE!user!base.!Secondly,!the!results!from!the!

conducted!experiment!will!be!stated,!just!as!the!specific!process!of!each!experiment!session!is!

outlined.!Finally,!the!results!of!both!methods!are!summarised!in!a!manner,!which!relates!it!to!

the!problem!statement,!however,!without!analysing!or!discussing!the!findings.!!

!

5.1 Questionnaire Results 

As!SMITE!has!a!large!and!vibrant!brand!community!(Fournier!&!Lee,!2009),!social!media!was!

used! to! reach! out! specifically! to! SMITE! players.! Several! SMITE! community! groups! on!

Facebook!were!contacted,!just!as!twitter!was!used!to!share!the!survey.!These!social!networks!

are!highly!active,!and!members!generally!appear!to!be!very!active!when!it!comes!to!giving!tips!

to!other!SMITE!players,! as! such,! the!opportunity!was! seized!and! these!networks! specific! to!

SMITE!became!the!only!channel!through!which!the!survey!was!shared.!

!

The!survey!reached!a!number!of!729!respondents,!which!replied!between!The!8th!of!March!

and!The!26th!of!March,!however,!most!respondents,!answered!between!the!8th!and!the!16th.!

As!part!of!the!included!experiment!the!survey!was!changed!three!times!during!the!time!it!was!

up,!with!the!only!difference!being!adding!the!pictures!of!the!two!different!god!skins,!and!the!

attractive! female.!The!networks!were!not! informed!of! this!change,!but! the!surveys!were!reW

posted!on!the!various!channels!after!each!image!change.!!

Out! of! the! 729! respondents,! only! two! answered! that! they! did! not! play! SMITE,! these! two!

respondents!were!filtered!out,!as!they!were!not!relevant!to!the!thesis.!!

!

In! terms!of!demographics! the!respondents!were!90!%!male,!none!were!younger! than!ten,!a!

minority! of! 4! %! were! between! 11! and! 14,! with! the! main! parts! of! the! respondents,! not!

surprisingly,! being! between! 15! and! 24! (15W18:! 38.4! %;! 19W24:! 42.2! %).! 14! %! of! the!

respondents!were!between!25!and!35,!and!finally!just!over!one!percent!were!above!36!years!

old.!!
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The!majority! of! the! respondents! played! the! game! for! a! long! time,! 45.3!%!played! the! game!

since!the!beta,!which!means!between!two!and!four!years!(some!may!even!have!played!since!

the!alpha!which!predates!the!beta),!and!37.4!%!played!for!one!to!two!years.!The!vast!majority!

of! the! respondents!play! several!other!game!genres,! only!nine! respondents! commented! that!

they!only!play!SMITE,!and!for!the!major!game!genres!action,!strategy,!adventure,!roleWplaying,!

and!MMO,!all!of!them!had!about!60%!of!the!respondents!playing!them,! indicating!that!most!

SMITE!players!play!more!than!two!game!genres.!!

!

A! third! of! the! respondents!do!not! own! the!Ultimate!God!Pack,! 6.6!%!own! the! god!pack!on!

several! accounts,! and! the! remainder!of! the! two! thirds!has! it! on!one!account.! 42.4!%!of! the!

gamers!do!not!play!ranked!games!at!all,!and!as!such!are!not!in!any!of!the!six!leagues.!For!the!

remainder,! a!nice!bell! curve!appears,!with! the!biggest! amount! (21.9!%)!playing! in! the!gold!

league!which!is!the!third!available!league!from!the!bottom,!and!similar!amounts!(around!16!

%)! playing! in! silver! and! platinum,! which! are! the! second! and! fourth! respectively,! and! just!

about! 8!%! playing! in! either! bronze! or! diamond.! Only! 1.2! %! state,! they! play! in! the! grand!

master’s!league.!Only!4.3!%!play!for!2!hours!or!less!per!week,!14.4!%!spend!2W5!hours,!26.5!%!

play! for!5W10!hours,! the! largest!group!of!30.5!%!play!between!10!and!20!hours,!and! finally!

24.2!%!spend!more!than!20!hours!per!week!playing!SMITE.!!

On!the!question!regarding!postponing!other!activities!or!duties!due!to!playing!smite,!we!also!

see!a!bellWlike!curve!with!39.8!%!going!for!the!middle!option!‘from!time!to!time’,!17.9!%!chose!

‘often’!and!26.3!%!chose!‘rarely’,!and!finally!the!minority!belong!to!the!extremes!‘very!often’!

and!‘never’!(8.3!%!and!7.8!%!respectively).!!

!

Two!thirds!of!the!SMITE!playing!participants!in!the!survey!state!that!they!prefer!playing!with!

a! god! for! which! they! have! a! skin,! and! the! tendency! is! indeed! that! SMITE! players! own! a!

significant!amount!of!skins.!Only!3.4!%!have!five!skins!or!less,!and!17.9!%!between!six!and!20!

skins.! The! largest! group! of! respondents! own! more! than! 90! skins! (32.7! %),! 19.9! %! own!

between!50! and!90! skins,! and! another! large! group!of! 26!%!own!between!20! and!50! skins.!

With!regards!to!money!spent!on!the!game,!21.8!%!have!not!spent!any!money!on!the!game,!just!

over!10!%!have!spent!20€!or!less,!with!about!half!of!those!having!spent!less!than!10€.!20.2!%!

have! spent!between!20€!and!60€,! 12.1!%!between!60€!and!100€,! and! as!much!as!22.3!%!

have! spent! between! 100€! and! 200€! on! the! game.! Finally,! 12.9!%! have! chosen! the! ‘other’!
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option!which!was!put!there!to!indicate!that!a!respondent!has!spent!more!than!200!€!most!of!

which!commented!with!an!amount!higher!than!600€!and!some!even!stating!sums!of!2000$.!!!

!

When! it! comes! to! the! reason! for!buying! the! skins,! the!main! trend! seems! to!be! that! several!

reasons!apply!to!most!respondents.!The!most!popular!reasons!are:!‘The!skin!is!for!a!god!I!play!

a! lot’! (70.8!%);!and! ‘The!skin! is! just!good! looking’! (67.9!%).!After! those! two! the!commonly!

chosen!options!are:!‘The!skin!is!a!reference!to!something!I!like’!(44.9!%);!‘The!skin!is!on!sale’!

(39.3!%);!and!‘The!skin!is!only!available!for!a!limited!time’!(32.5!%).!The!less!popular!options!

are:!‘I!just!want!more!skins’!(17.8!%);!‘I!dislike!the!standard!skin!for!the!god’!(16.3!%);!and!‘I!

identify!with!the!skin’!(16.1!%).!Finally,!11.2!%!stated!that!they!mainly!buy!chests!due!to!the!

thrill,!and!only!4!%!chose!‘other’,!indicating!that!our!identified!possible!reasons!fit!well!with!

what!the!respondents!see!as!the!reasons!for!buying!skins.!!

Regarding!the!social!aspects!of!the!game,!73.7!%!stated!that!they!play!with!friends!from!their!

life!outside!of!gaming!(IRL!friends),!32!%!stated!that!they!play!with!friends!from!other!games,!

and! 45!%!play!with! people! they! got! to! know! through! SMITE.!Only! 7.7!%!do! not! play!with!

people!they!know,!and!2.2!%!used!the!‘other’!category,!most!of!which!commented!that!they!do!

not!know!the!people!in!person,!but!still!play!with!the!same!people!who!they!got!acquainted!to!

through!SMITE!or!other!games.!When!it!comes!to!satisfaction!with!the!social!experience!in!the!

game,!most!respondents!are!satisfied!to!some!extent,!only!9.6!%!used!the!‘unsatisfactory’!or!

‘highly!unsatisfactory’!options.!!

!

For! the! experiment,! the! answers! were! sorted! and! isolated! for! the! periods! in! which! the!

different! image! variants! were! active.! The! answers! for! the! respondent! group! as! a! whole!

showed!that!15.8!%!would!not!spend!money!on!the!game!in!general,!5!%!would!spend!less!

than!1€!on!a!single!skin,!14.3!%!would!spend!between!one!and!two!euros!on!a!skin,!27.4!%!

would!spend!2W5€!on!a!skin,!20.4!%!would!spend!5W10€!on!a!single!skin,!7.8!€!would!spend!

10W20€! on! a! skin,! and! finally! 9.4!%!would! be!willing! to! spend!more! than! 20€! on! a! single!

SMITE!skin.! !72!people!answered! in! the! first! time! frame,!during!which! there!was!no! image!

present!in!the!survey,!and!as!such!they!act!as!the!control!group.!!

!

367!people!answered!in!the!second!time!frame,!during!this!time!frame,!the!image!of!a!skin!for!

a!god,!Aphrodite,!being!a!lightly!dressed!and!attractive!female!was!shown.!
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!

240!people!answered!in!the!third!time!frame,!at!this!time!the!survey!included!a!picture!of!an!

arguably!desirable!skin!depicting!the!god!Zeus!wearing!a!STAR!WARTS!inspired!set!of!clothes,!

additionally! the! skin!was!very!expensive! to! acquire! compared! to!other! skins,! and!was!only!

available!for!purchase!for!a!few!months.!!

!

Finally,!48!people!answered!during! the! last!period!where! the! image!of!an!attractive! female!

person,!which!is!generally!known!in!the!gamingWcommunity,!was!shown.!The!purpose!of!this!

image!was!to!act!as!a!sexual!prime!upon!the!respondents.!!

Following!the!assumptions!of!the!design,!the!group!which!were!introduced!to!the!picture!of!

the!attractive!female!had!a!higher!percentage!of!respondents!willing!to!pay!more!than!20€!for!

a!single!skin,!whereas!the!three!other!groups!saw!8W10!%!of!respondents!being!willing!to!pay!

20€!of!more!for!a!skin,!the!group!presented!with!the!image!of!the!attractive!female!had!15!%!

of!the!respondents!being!willing!to!pay!more!than!20€!for!a!single!skin.!!

!

Interestingly,!the!two!groups!introduced!to!the!skins!from!the!game!were!actually!willing!to!

pay!less!for!a!skin!than!the!control!group.!In!the!5W10€!category,!the!control!group!saw!28!%!

of! respondents,! where! the! Aphrodite! and! Zeus! skin! groups! only! had! 17! %! and! 22! %!

respectively.!The!10W20!€!group!represented!11!%!of! the!respondents! in! the!control!group,!

but!only!6!%!and!9!%!in!the!Aphrodite!and!Zeus!groups,!in!that!order.!The!group!presented!

with! the! photograph! of! the! attractive! female,! showed! similar,! thought! slightly! lower!

percentages!of!respondents!willing!to!pay!5W10€!and!10W20€!but!significantly!more!willing!to!

spend!more!than!20€!W!a!50!%!increase!from!10!%!up!to!15%.!!

!

5.2 Experiment Results  

The!experiment!was!conducted!on!five!test!persons,!during!the!period!between!April!5th!and!

April!11th.!In!order!of!putting!the!test!persons!in!as!natural!conditions!as!possible,!and!due!to!

the!fortunate!situation!that!the!experiment!equipment!is!mobile,!each!person!was!visited!and!

tested!in!their!own!home!sitting!in!the!spot!where!they!would!usually!play!video!games,!and!

using! their! own! computers.! Additionally,! the! experiment! had! slight! additions! of! varying!
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aspects! depending! on! the! opportunities! represented! by! each! individual! test! person,! while!

keeping!the!core!foundation!of!the!experiment!the!same.!!

!

The!first!test!person,!Thobias,!is!23!years!old,!and!was!visited!in!his!home!on!the!5th!of!April,!

during!a!number!of!hours!where!he!would!have!been!playing!SMITE!even!if!the!experimenters!

were!not! there.!Thobias!has!played! the!game!since! the!beta!version,! and!currently!has!175!

god!skins!of!which!the!vast!majority!were!obtained!through!gems!purchased!with!real!money,!

he!does!not!usually!play!ranked!games,!but!enjoys!the!more!casual!game!modes.!At!this!time!

we!had!still!not!acquired! the!eyeWtracking!equipment!and!as!such! the!experiment!consisted!

only! of! heart! rate!monitoring!with! the! camera! focusing! on! the! screen! rather! than! the! test!

person,! to!be!able! to!determine!what! is!happening! in! the!game!at!any!given!point.!The! first!

round! was! also! used! to! establish! the! procedures! of! the! experiment.! The! first! two!

measurements!were!conducted!without!headphones!as!there!was!a!need!to!communicate!and!

guide!Thobias!for!the!first!round!of!the!experiment,!as!it!was!the!first!time!it!was!conducted!

fully,!and!for!the!sake!of!comparison,!they!were!kept!off!for!the!second!round.!For!the!last!two!

rounds! of! the! experiment,! the! headphones! were! used! in! order! of! reproducing! the! natural!

conditions!under!which!the!test!person!usually!plays!computer.!!

!

Round!1!

In!the!first!round!Thobias!played!with!the!god!Agni,!

against! random! people,! and! not! using! a! skin.! His!

score!from!the!EliteHRV!app!for!the!interval!was!52,!

and! the!heartbeats! followed!the!pattern!seen! in! the!

figure! below,!where! RR(s)! states! the! time! between!

each!heartbeat! in!seconds,!and!the!xWaxis!shows!the!

recorded! time.! The! character! selection! screen! was!

entered! at! 00:11,! the! characters! are! locked! in,! and!

the! enemy! team! is! revealed! at! 01:41,! 10! seconds!

after!that,!the!loading!screen!starts,!and!then!ends!at!

02:13.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Figure!5:!Agni,!no!skin!

!
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The!store!is!browsed!from!02:17!until!02:42,!after!which!Thobias!runs!to!the!starting!position.!!

The! jungle!camp!spawns!at!03:52,!after!which!point! the!recording! is!not!considered!part!of!

the!experiment.!!

!
Graph!1:!Thobias!RRs!Round!1!

!

Round!2!

In!the!second!round!Agni!was!the!used!god!again,!

but! this! time!using! the! skin!named! ‘Triumph!and!

Agni’.!As! in! the! first! round,!Thobias!was!matched!

with!random!people.!This!round!saw!an!EliteHRV!

score!of!55,!and!the!heartbeat!pattern!below.!Here!

the! character! selection! screen! is! entered! during!

the!first!second,!and!the!enemy!team!is!revealed!at!

01:31,! and! the! loading! screen! lasts! from!01:44! to!

02:22.! The! store! is! browsed! between! 02:26! and!

02:36,!and!the!jungle!camp!spawns!at!04:01.!!!

!!!!!Figure!6:!Agni!wearing!‘Triumph!and!Agni’!skin!

!!

!
Graph!2:!Thobias!RRs!Round!2!

!

!

!
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Round!3!

The!third!round!was!a!reproduction!of!the!first!round!with!the!only!difference!being!Thobias!

wearing! headphones! during! the! test.! This! time! his! EliteHRV! score! was! 57,! and! his! heart!

reacted!as! follows.!The! character! selection! screen! is! entered!at!00:04,! and! the!enemy! team!

revealed!at!01:33.!The!loading!screen!starts!at!01:46!and!ends!at!02:25.!The!store!is!browsed!

between!02:29!and!02:37,!and!the!jungle!camp!spawns!at!04:04.!!

!

!
Graph!3:!Thobias!RRs!Round!3!

!

Round!4! !

The!fourth!round!was!a!reproduction!of!the!second!one,!again!with!the!only!difference!being!

that! headphones! were! used.! The! EliteHRV! score! was! 54,! and! the! heart! rate! followed! the!

pattern! below.! Character! selection! started! at! 00:12! and! is! locked! in! with! the! enemy! team!

revealed!at!01:42.!The!loading!screen!starts!at!01:55!and!ends!at!02:14.!The!store!is!viewed!

from!02:18!to!02:29,!at!the!jungle!minions!spawn!at!03:54.!!

!

!
Graph!4:!Thobias!RRs!Round!4!

!

The!second!test!person,!Peter,!is!24!years!old,!and!was!visited!on!the!8th!of!April.! !Peter!also!

played!the!game!since!the!beta,!and!owns!203!skins,!which!were!almost!exclusively!obtained!

with!gems!bought!with! real!money,! and! similarly! to!Thobias,! plays!mainly! the! casual! game!

modes,!rather!than!the!highly!competitive!ranked!games.!This!was!the!first!experiment!where!
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the!eyeWtracking!equipment!was!used!as!part!of!the!experiment,!not!only!does!the!equipment!

track!the!eyeWmovements!of!the!test!person,!but!the!built!in!cameras!filmed!the!field!of!view!in!

front!of!the!test!person,!allowing!for!the!camera!to!be!used!as!an!observational!measure.!The!

camera!was!faced!toward!Peter’s!face!from!in!front!of!him,!so!that,!in!the!case!that!any!highly!

visual! facial! expressions! occurred,! these! could! be! recorded.! Due! to! the! extra! piece! of!

equipment,!we!clapped! loudly! in! front!of! the! test!person’s! face! in!order!of!having!a!specific!

timestamp!visible!in!all!three!recordings!–!given!that!the!clap!likely!surprised!the!test!person,!

and!the!reaction!would!be!traceable!in!the!heart!rate!graphs.!As!Peter!was!willing!to!purchase!

a!skin!during!the!experiment!a!fifth!round!was!added,!in!which!the!purchase!of!the!skin!was!

recorded.! This! was! used! to! set! the! difference! between! the! two! sets! of! rounds,! in! the! first!

round,!he!played!with!a!god! for!which!he!owned!no!skins,!and! in! the!second!he!bought! the!

skin,! so! that! the! third! could!be!played!with! a!new! skin.! This!was! compared! to! two! regular!

rounds!in!the!fourth!and!fifth!rounds.!!

!

Round!1!

In!the!first!round!Peter!played!the!god!Amaterasu,!a!god!

for! which! he! did! not! own! a! skin! at! the! time,! he! was!

matched! against! random! people.! His! score! from! the!

EliteHRV! app! was! 58,! and! his! heart! rate! followed! the!

pattern! below.! The! character! selection! screen! was!

entered! at! 00:20,! and! the! enemy! team! was! revealed! at!

01:48,! with! the! loading! screen! beginning! at! 02:02! and!

ending! at! 02:21.! The! store! was! browsed! from! 02:24! to!

02:40.!The!jungle!camps!spawns!at!04:01.!!

Figure!7:!Amaterasu,!no!skin 

!!

During! the! character! selection! screen,! Peter!was! first! looking! at! the! icon! to! select! the! god!

Amaterasu,!and!after! selecting! the!god,! looked! to! the!side!where!his!allies!chosen!gods!will!

appear! once! selected.! Quickly! thereafter! his! gaze! goes! to! his! own! god! in! the! centre! of! the!

screen,!and!up!to!the!countdown!clock!in!the!top.!Additionally,!some!time!is!spent!looking!at!

the! chat!window! and! the! keyboard! in! order! of! communicating! to! the! team! about! the! roles!

needed!for!the!upcoming!game.!After!the!enemy!god!team!is!revealed,!Peter!looks!at!his!own!
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character!and!the!countdown!timer!above!it,!rather!than!the!enemy!team.!During!the!loading!

screen! the! test! person! looks! at! the! different! god! portraits! representing! the! players! he! is!

playing!with!and!against,!he!appears!to!look!longer!on!those!who!have!a!special!loading!frame!

surrounding!the!god!portrait.!He!also!spends!a!fair!time!looking!at!his!own!portrait.!When!the!

game!starts,!he!quickly!gazes!to!the!chat!window,!after!which!he!opens!the!store!window!and!

looks!at!the!different!items!he!wishes!to!purchase!for!the!god.!During!the!time!used!to!move!to!

the!starting!position!at!the!jungle!camp,!Peter!looks!in!front!of!his!character!and!at!the!map!in!

the! upper! right! corner! of! the! screen,! additionally,! some! time! is! spent! in! the! window!

explaining!the!god’s!unique!abilities.!In!the!seconds!up!to!the!point!where!the!camp!spawns,!

Peter! looks! to! the! position!where! the!monsters!will! spawn,! quickly! gazing! at! his! character!

from!time!to!time.!!

!

!
Graph!5:!Peter!RRs!Round!1!

!

Round!2!

The!second!round!consists!of!

the! purchase! of! a! new! skin,!

and!as!such!is!spent!in!the!inW

game! store! rather! than! a!

game! lobby! and! loading!

screen.! Additionally,! this!

round! is! much! shorter! than!

the!other!rounds.!!

!

Figure!8:!InLgame!store!

!
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The!store!window!looks!as!portrayed!on!the!right!with!portraits!representing!each!skin.!The!

EliteHRV!score!for!this!round!was!60.!The!inWgame!store!is!opened!on!the!skin!tab!after!seven!

seconds!of!looking!at!the!main!screen,!after!which!the!tab!for!chests!is!opened!at!00:10,!where!

Peter!browses!for!any!new!items.!At!00:13!Peter!goes!back!to!the!skin!tab,!and!by!00:19!he!

has!selected!the!skin!for!Amaterasu!and!has!entered!the!specific!page!for!that!skin.!By!00:21!

he!is!listening!to!the!specific!voice!commands!the!skin!has,!and!the!purchase!button!is!clicked!

at!00:26.!On!00:27!the!popWup!showing!that!a!new!item!is!added!popsWup.!After!this!Peter!goes!

directly! to!queue! for!a!new!game,! and! is! interrupted!by!us!as!we!need! time! to!prepare! the!

equipment! for! the! next! round.! As! such! data! after! 00:30! can! be! largely! disregarded.! In! the!

store! Peter’s! eyes!move! quickly! from! item! to! item,! not! focusing! particularly! longer! on! any!

item! than! others.! On! the! screen! for! the! specific! skin! he! is! about! to! purchase,! the! skin! is!

focused! on! while! rotated! to! show! different! angles! for! several! seconds,! follow! to! his! gaze!

locking!on!the!purchase!button!and!then!on!the!popWup!letting!him!now!that!he!now!owns!a!

new!item.!!

!

!
Graph!6:!Peter!RRs!Round!2!

!

Round!3!

In! the! third! round! Peter! is! again!matched!with! random!

people,! this! time! using! the! newly! purchased! skin! ‘Ordo!

Solarus’!for!Amaterasu.!The!EliteHRV!score!was!57,!with!a!

heart! rate! pattern! as! displayed! below.! The! character!

selection! is! entered! at! 00:14! and! the! enemy! team! is!

revealed! at! 01:28.!The! loading! screen! lasted! from!01:42!

until!02:14,!and!the!store!is!browsed!between!02:19!and!

02:31.!The!minion!camp!spawns!at!03:54.!!

Figure!9:!Amaterasu!wearing!‘OrdoLSolarus’!skin!
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In!the!character!selection!screen!Peter!first!identifies!Amaterasu!and!selects!the!god,!then!he!

looks!down!to!select!his!new!skin!and!does!so.!After!than!he!looks!to!the!selected!heroes!on!

his!team,!which!were!all!selected!within!the!first!9!seconds!of!the!selection!time.!He!then!looks!

to!the!timer,!his!character!and!the!other!characters!of!the!screen!switching!between!them!for!

a!few!seconds.!He!spends!a!few!seconds!looking!on!a!guide!for!his!selected!god!in!his!Internet!

browser,!and!switches!back!to!the!game!to!continue!looking!at!the!timer!and!his!chosen!god.!

When! the!enemy! team! is! revealed!he! looks!at! the! icons!of! the!different!gods!on! the!enemy!

team.!When!the!loading!screen!starts!he!first!focuses!on!the!god!portraits!of!the!enemy!team,!

after!which!he!switches!to!focus!on!his!own!god!portrait!for!several!seconds.!When!the!game!

starts!he!quickly!opens!the!store!and!purchases!the!items!he!needs.!After!closing!the!store!he!

focuses!on!his!god!while!moving! toward! the!starting!position,!while!also!gazing!at! the!map!

from!time!to!time.!He!also!looks!at!a!team!member’s!god,!also!using!a!skin,!when!it!closes!in!on!

him,!and! looks!ahead!of!his! character!as!his! team!approaches! the!enemy! team’s!part!of! the!

map!only!to!return!to!their!own!part!shortly!after.!As!he!moves!toward!his!starting!position!at!

the!jungle!camp!he!looks!at!the!map!as!the!team!mate!who!is!supposed!to!be!there!with!him!is!

not,!and!then!changes!his!focus!to!the!jungle!monsters!as!they!spawn.!!

!
Graph!7:!Peter!RRs!Round!3!

Round!4!

In! the! fourth! round! Peter! plays! with! a! new! god,! Isis,!

without! using! a! skin,! and! again! against! random! people.!

His! EliteHRV! score!was! 61,! and! the! heart! rate! followed!

the!pattern!seen!below.!The!character!selection!screen!is!

entered!at!00:08,!and!the!enemy!team!revealed!at!01:35.!

The! loading! screen! lasts! from! 01:47! to! 02:16,! and! the!

store!is!browsed!from!02:19!until!02:42.!The!jungle!camp!

spawns!at!03:55.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Figure 10: Isis, no skin!
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!

First!Peter!focuses!on!the!icon!for!Isis,!and!selects!the!god!and!then!focuses!on!the!god!for!a!

good!5!seconds,!shortly!looking!at!the!other!gods!as!they!are!selected,!and!then!looking!back!

to!Isis.!When!his!entire!team!has!selected!gods!he!looks!to!the!god!icons!at!the!left,!and!to!the!

chat!window,!as! the!enemy!team!is!revealed!he!keeps! focusing!on! the!chat!window!and!his!

own! god.! During! the! loading! screen! he! looks! at! a! number! of! god! portraits,! which! have! a!

loading!frame!indicating!that!the!player!having!it!has!played!on!a!high!level!in!ranked!games.!

As!usual!the!items!in!the!store!window!is!focused!on!during!the!time!where!he!is!browsing.!

After!browsing!the!store,!Peter!looks!ahead!of!where!his!character!is!moving,!as!well!as!at!the!

map!in!the!top!right!corner,!just!before!the!jungle!camp!spawns!he!looks!at!the!location!where!

they!will!be!spawning.!!

!

!
Graph!8:!Peter!RRs!Round!4!

Round!5!

In!the!fifth!and!final!round!Peter!uses!Isis!again,!this!time!

with!the!skin!called!‘Shadow’!for!Isis,!again!matched!with!

random! players.! During! this! round! there! were! some!

connection! issues! when! the! game! was! about! to! start,!

which! caused! Peter! to! tab! out! of! the! game! in! order! of!

trying! to! identify! the! issue,! this! may! well! have! had! an!

impact!on!the!heart!rate!data.!The!EliteHRV!score!was!61!

again,! and! the! heart! rate! followed! the! pattern! found!

below.!!

Figure!11:!Isis!wearing!‘Shadow’!skin!

!

Due!to!the!connection!errors!the!eyeWtracking!did!not!start!before!34!seconds!into!the!test,!at!

which!point!the!god!had!been!chosen,!and!15!seconds!had!passed!in!the!character!selection!
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screen.!The!character!selection!screen!was!entered!at!00:19,!and!the!enemy!team!revealed!at!

01:25.!The!loading!screen!lasts!from!01:38!till!02:06,!and!the!store!is!browsed!between!02:10!

and!02:28.!The! jungle! camp!spawned!at!03:47.!As! the!eyeWtracking! recording! started,!Peter!

looks! at! his! chosen! skin,! the! team! god! icons! and! the! chat! window.! He! then! shortly! tried!

another!skin,!looks!at!it,!and!switches!back!to!the!skin!first!chosen.!He!then!continues!to!look!

at!the!countdown!timer,!his!skin,!and!his!team’s!gods!while!waiting!for!the!game!to!start.!This!

time!he!does!not! look!at!the!gods!on!the!enemy!team!during!the!character!selection!screen.!

The! loading! screen! focus! is! briefly! interrupted! by! the! timing! clap,! as! the! confusion! of! the!

connection!issues!had!left!this!forgotten!until!this!point!(01:10),!after!the!clap,!Peter!focuses!

his!gaze!on!those!god!portraits!surrounded!by!a!loading!frame.!Again!the!focus!of!the!eyes!is!

in! front! of! the! god! and!on! the! corner!map!during! the! time!where!he!moves! to! the! starting!

position!at!the! jungle!camp!with!a! few!moments!of! looking!at!the!god,!and!interrupted!by!a!

brief!period!of!looking!at!the!outline!of!an!allied!god!through!a!wall,!as!that!person!is!not!at!

the!suited!starting!position.!At!the!end!of!the!experiment!Peter!looks!to!the!position!where!the!

jungle!monsters!will!spawn.!!

!

!
Graph!9:!Peter!RRs!Round!5!

!

!

The!third!and!fourth!experiments!were!recorded!over!one!session!on!the!10th!of!April!as!the!

two!test!persons!used!live!together.!This!also!allowed!for!testing!with!two!people!who!play!a!

match!against!each!other,!as!they!had!both!scheduled!participating!in!the!experiment!over!the!

hours!where!it!was!conducted.!The!third!test!person,!Jesper,!is!24!years!old,!and!played!SMITE!

since! the! alpha! stage!of! development,! and!has!been! so! committed! that! he!played! the! game!

professionally! for! a! period.! Jesper! owns!96! skins! but! only! paid! for! two! of! them!with! gems!

bought! with! real! money,! the! remainder! were! given! to! him! by! the! game! developers,! or!

competition!arrangers.!As!such!he! is!highly!experienced!with!ranked!gameplay! in!the!game,!
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and!has!even!competed!on!a! level!higher!than!the!regular!games!hosted!by!the!game!client.!

Nowadays!he!does!not!play!the!game!much,!and!when!he!does!it!is!mainly!casual!nonWranked!

games!with! friends,! often! using! a! soWcalled! smurf! account! in! order! of! not! being! recognised!

under!his!known!alias,!for!this!experiment!Jesper!played!on!his!main!account!which!is!the!one!

having!been!used!professionally,!for!the!sake!of!having!access!to!more!skins.!The!experiment!

was!conducted!similarly!to!the!others,!and!consisted!of!four!rounds,!with!the!last!two!being!

played!in!a!custom!game!map!against!another!test!person,!as!such!only!having!one!player!on!

each!team.!!

!

Round!1!

In! the! first! round,! Jesper! played! the! god! Serqet,!

without!a!skin,!and!matched!with!random!people.!His!

EliteHRV!score!was!62,!and!his!heart! rate! followed!a!

pattern!as!can!be!seen!below.!The!character!selection!

screen! is! accessed! at! 00:08,! and! the! enemy! team! is!

revealed!at!01:38.!The!loading!screen!is!on!from!01:51!

to! 02:06,! and! the! store! is! browsed! from! 02:08! to!

02:28,!with!the!jungle!camp!spawning!at!03:46.!!

!

Figure!12:!Serqet,!no!skin!

!

During! the! character! selection! screen! Jesper! first! spends! some! seconds! looking! for! the! god!

Serqet!that!he!wished!to!play!with,!and!then!looked!to!the!chat!window.!After!that!he!looks!at!

the! bar! of! skins! to! select! the! standard! skin,! and! then! starts! looking! in! a! pattern! moving!

between!the!selected!god,! the! icons!of! team!member’s!gods!and!the!chat!window,!spending!

the!majority!of! that! time! focusing!on! the! chosen!god.!When! the!enemy! team! is! revealed!he!

quickly! looks! to! the! enemy! team! god! icons,! and! then! to! the! characters! of! his! teammates.!

During!the!loading!screen!he!looks!more!or!less!equally!on!all!of!the!god!portraits!of!his!team!

and! enemy! team! members.! While! browsing! the! store! he! looks! at! the! items! he! considers!

purchasing,! and!he! then! opens! the! options! for! customising! the! interface! of! the! game!while!

moving!toward!his!starting!position,!but!quickly!closes! it!again.!When!moving,!he! looks!in!a!

pattern! consisting! of! his! character,! the! area! in! front! of! it,! and! the!map.! Jesper! runs! to! the!
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enemy!team,!quickly!attacks! the!enemy!team!members,!and!then!moves!back! to!his!regular!

starting!position,!the!explanation!for!this!is!that!he!purchased!an!item!which!gives!him!gold!as!

he!attacks!enemy!gods.!While!moving!he!looks!at!the!map,!ahead!of!his!character,!and!when!

encountering!the!enemy!team,!he!focuses!on!the!enemy!gods.!When!he!returns!to!his!team’s!

side!of!the!map!he!looks!at!the!character!of!the!team!member,!which!he!is!pairing!up!with!at!

the!starting!jungle!camp!and!then!the!spawn!location!for!the!jungle!camp.!!

!

!
Graph!10:!Jesper!RRs!Round!1!

!

Round!2!

In! the! second! round,! Jesper! again! played!with! the! god!

Serqet,! again! matched! with! random! people,! but! this!

time! using! the! skin! ‘Dread! Queen’.! His! EliteHRV! score!

was!58,!and!his!heartbeats!followed!the!pattern!below.!

Character! selection! was! entered! at! 00:06,! and! the!

enemy!team!revealed!at!01:04.!The!loading!screen!lasts!

from!01:16!to!01:32,!and!the!store!is!browsed!between!

01:33!and!01:50.!The!jungle!monsters!spawn!at!03:11.!!

!

Figure!13:!Serqet!wearing!‘Dread!Queen’!skin!

!

During!the!character!selection!screen,!Jesper!first!looks!at!some!of!the!available!skins!for!the!

god!that!he!doesn’t!own,!and!then!looks!to!his!own!god!and!the!team!mates’!gods.!When!the!

enemy!team!is!revealed!he!looks!at!the!icons!for!the!different!enemy!team!gods!and!then!back!

to! his! own! selected! god.! During! the! loading! screen,! he! looks! for! a! short! time! at! each! god!

portrait.!Again!he!uses!the!strategy!of!quickly!attacking!the!enemy!team!to!earn!some!extra!

gold,! and! looks! the!map!and! in! front!of!his! character! as!he!moves! there,! and! finally!on! the!
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enemy!gods!when!he!reaches!them.!He!then!moves!to!his!position!at! the! jungle!camp!while!

looking!at!the!map,!and!the!spawn!location!of!the!jungle!monsters.!!

!

!
Graph!11:!Jesper!RRs!Round!2!

!

Round!3!

For! the! third! round! we! took! the! opportunity! to! test!

whether! there!would!be! a! difference! in! the!data!when! a!

test!person!played!with!people!he/she!knows.!As!such,!a!

custom! game! was! created! where! Jesper! would! play!

against! his! roommate! Christian,! on! a! smaller! map,! and!

playing!one!versus!one.!The!recording!is!shorter!as!there!

are!less!people!to!load!in!and!select!gods,!and!as!the!game!

mode!has!a!shorter!time!before!the!jungle!camp!monsters!

spawn.!!

!

!

Figure!14:!Ymir,!no!skin!

!

Additionally,! to! reproduce! the!natural! conditions!under!which! the! two!would! typically!play!

with! people! they! know,! Jesper! and! Christian! were! communication! through! TeamSpeak,! a!

voice!communication!program!often!used!when!playing!video!games!with!others.!For!the!first!

game,!the!gods!for!each!player!were!randomly!selected!so!that!one!could!not!pick!a!god!with!

an!advantage!over!the!other.!Jesper!was!given!the!god!Ymir.!The!EliteHRV!score!for!the!round!

was!60!and!his!heartbeat!followed!the!pattern!below.!As!the!EyeWtracking!equipment!is!from!

time!to!time!slow!about!getting!started,!no!character!selection!or!loading!screen!is!recorded,!

as!the!recording!stars!20!seconds!into!the!HRV!data,!which!is!right!as!the!loading!screen!has!
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ended.!The!store! is! then!browsed!from!00:20!until!00:43,!after!which!Jesper!moves!directly!

into! the!one! lane!of! the!smaller!map,!where!Christian! is!also!positioned!with!his!god.!From!

01:02! the! two! are! jumping! around! each! other,! trying! to! land! hits!while! talking! over! voice!

communication.! After! having! purchased! items! in! the! store,! Jesper! looks! primarily! at! his!

chosen!god,!with!short!gazes!on!the!map,!and!then!changes!his!focus!to!the!enemy!god!as!the!

two!get!closer.!!

!
Graph!12:!Jesper!RRs!Round!3!

!

Round!4!

The! fourth! round! was! a! reproduction! of! the! third! one,!

this! time! using! the! skin! ‘Obsidian! Shard’! for! Ymir.! The!

eyeWtracking!equipment!was!slightly!faster!this!time,!and!

as!such!the!end!of!the!character!selection!screen!and!the!

loading! screen!were! captured.!The! loading! screen!starts!

at!00:22,!and!lasts!until!00:26.!The!store!is!browsed!from!

00:27!until!00:49,!after!which!Jesper!runs!up!to!the!same!

starting! position! as! in! the! last! game.! At! 01:23! the! two!

encounter! each! other! and! start! fighting.! During! the!

loading!screen!Jesper!focuses!on!the!portrait!for!!

Figure 15: Ymir wearing ‘Obsidian Shard’ skin 
!

Christian’s!chosen!god,!and!then!after!having!looked!at!the!store,!focuses!on!his!own!god!and!

the!map.!After!having!neared!the!middle!of!the!map,!he!starts!looking!around!for!the!enemy!

god!and!the!two!try!to!find!each!other,!which!culminates!at!01:23.!!!
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!
Graph!13:!Jesper!RRs!Round!4!

!

!

The!fourth!test!person,!Christian,!is!24!years!old,!and!was!tested!following!the!same!structure!

as!Jesper.!Christian!too!played!the!game!since!the!alpha!version,!and!owns!100!skins!divided!

on!two!accounts,!one!of!which!was!primarily!used!when!he!played!ranked!matches!on!a!high!

level,!and!one!which!is!used!more!often!currently,!as!he!mainly!plays!the!game!casually!with!

friends.!A!significant!amount!of!his!skins!were!purchased!with!gems!he!got!through!a!friend!

who!is!employed!at!the!developer!of!SMITE.!!

!

Round!1!

The!first!round!was!played!with!the!god!Ra,!without!using!a!skin,!and!matched!with!random!

people.!His!EliteHRV!score!was!46,!and!his!heart!rate! is!

shown! in! the! graph! below.! The! character! selection!

screen! is! entered! at! 00:25,! and! the! enemy! team! is!

revealed! at! 01:55.! The! loading! screen! lasts! from! 02:10!

until! 02:23,! and! the! store! browsed! between! 02:26! and!

02:51.!The!jungle!camp!spawns!at!04:01.!!

!

!

!

Figure!16:!Ra,!no!skin!

During! the! character! selection! screen! Christian! mainly! focused! on! his! own! god,! and! only!

shortly!looked!at!the!icons!for!the!team!member’s!gods,!and!the!enemy!gods!once!they!were!

revealed.! During! the! loading! screen,! he! quickly! eyes! over! every! god! portrait! and! then!

proceeds!to!focus!on!the!three!portraits,!which!had!frames!around!them.!Once!the!store!had!

been!browsed!he!mainly!focuses!on!his!character!as!he!moves!to!his!starting!position,!shortly!
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looking!at! the!map! from! time! to! time.!Before! the! camp!spawns!he! changes!his! focus! to! the!

spawn!location.!!

!
Graph!14:!Christian!RRs!round!1!

!

Round!2!

The! second! round!with!Christian!was! also!played!with! the! god!

Ra,!this!time!using!the!skin!‘Sunstar’.!His!EliteHRV!score!was!44,!

and!the!heartbeat!was!as!follows!below.!The!character!selection!

screen!was!entered!at!00:02,!and!the!enemy!team!is!revealed!at!

01:32.!The!loading!screen!starts!at!01:44!and!lasts!until!02:09.!!

!

!

!

Figure!17:!Ra!wearing!‘Sunstar’!skin!

!

The!store!is!browsed!between!02:11!and!02:32,!and!the!jungle!camp!spawns!at!03:47.!After!

selecting!the!god!and!skin,!Christian!focuses!on!Ra!in!the!middle,!but!quickly!changes!to!focus!

on!the!chat!window!as!his!teammates!are!questioning!the!fact!that!he!locked!in!a!god!without!

consulting! the! team.! After! having! explained! his! situation! he! changes! his! focus! back! to! his!

chosen!god.!He!then!looks!to!the!icons!of!the!team!members’!gods,!and!back!to!the!chat,!and!

finally!back!to!his!god!again.!As!the!enemy!team!is!revealed!he!looks!at!that!for!some!seconds,!

and!then!back!to!his!god!until!the!loading!screen!starts.!During!the!loading!screen!he!looks!at!

all!of! the!god!portraits,!not! focusing!more!on!some!than!the!others.!After!having!purchased!

the! items! in! the! store,! his! eyes! do! close! to! the! same!movements! as! in! the! previous! games,!

staying!on!his!god,!shortly!looking!at!the!map,!and!changing!to!focus!on!the!jungle!camp!as!it!

is!about!to!spawn.!!
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!
Graph!15:!Christian!RRs!round!2!

!

Round!3!

In!the!third!round!Christian!played!against! Jesper! in!

the! custom! one! versus! one! map,! and! used! the! god!

Bellona,!in!this!round!playing!her!without!a!skin.!The!

EliteHRV!score!was!50,!and!the!heartrate!as!follows.!

The!character!creation!screen!was!already!entered!as!

the!recording!started,!and!the!god!selected!5!seconds!

into! the! recording.! The! enemy! god! is! revealed! at!

00:30!and!the!loading!screen!starts!at!00:41.!At!00:46!

the! loading! screen! ends,! after! which! the! store! is!

browsed!from!00:49!to!01:00.!!

Figure 18: Bellona, no skin 

!

He! then!moves!up! toward! the!middle!of! the!map!via! the!side!road,!and!encounters! Jesper’s!

god!at!01:17,!and!starts!chasing!after!it,!which!lasts!for!the!remainder!of!the!recording.!During!

the! character! selection!he! first! focuses! on! the! god!he!wished! to! play,! and! then! on! the! skin!

selection!bar!to!select!the!standard!skin.!After!that!he!switches!between!looking!at!Bellona!in!

the!middle!and!the!available!skins!on!the!bar!for!some!seconds.!During!the!loading!screen!he!

looks! at! both! his! own! and! the! enemy! god! portraits.! After! having! used! the! store,! Christian!

focuses! on! his! character! and! the! map! while! moving! up! toward! the! enemy! god,! which! he!

switches!his!focus!to!when!it!becomes!visible.!!

!
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!
Graph!16:!Christian!RRs!round!3!

!

Round!4!

The! fourth! round! was! done! the! same! way! as! the! third,!

this! time! using! the! skin! ‘SPL! 2016’.! The! EliteHRV! score!

was! 45,! and! the! heartrate! can! be! seen! below.! Note! that!

Christian!managed!to!kill!the!enemy!god!in!the!end!of!the!

recording,!which!seems!to!have!skewed!the!graph!so!that!

the!remaining!data!is!rather!flat.!Character!selection!was!

entered! as! the! recording! started,! and! the! enemy! god!

revealed! at! 00:03.!The! loading! screen! lasted! from!00:12!

to!00:18,!and!the!store!was!browsed!from!00:19!to!00:50.!

!

Figure!19:!Bellona!wearing!‘SPL!2016’!skin!

!

Christian!then!moves!up!the!middle!lane!and!sees!the!enemy!god!at!01:02,!and!starts!fighting!

around! the! 01:10! point! and! end! up! killing! the! enemy! god! at! 01:14.! During! the! character!

selection,!Christian!looks!to!the!skin!selection!bar!and!then!to!the!chosen!god,!and!the!loading!

screen!is!spent!looking!at!both!portraits.!In!the!store!the!various!items!bought!a!viewed,!and!

then!focus!switches!to!being!ahead!of!his!god!and!on!the!map!when!moving!up!into!the!lane.!

As!the!enemy!god!becomes!visible!it!becomes!the!focus!of!attention.!!

!
Graph!17:!Christian!RRs!round!4!
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!

A!final!experiment!session!was!done!with!one!of!us,!Theodor,!as!the!test!person,!in!order!of!

adding!to!the!amount!of!data!collected!in!the!short!period!of!time!in!which!the!equipment!was!

available.!The!experiment!was!conducted!on!the!11th!of!April.!Theodor!is!25!years!old,!owns!

87! skins,!which!were!almost! exclusively!bought!with! real! life!money,! and!only!plays! casual!

nonWranked! games.! He! has! played! the! game! since! shortly! after! it! was! officially! released! in!

2014.! In! this! experiment! the! third! and! fourth! rounds! were! played! matched! with! random!

people!except! for!one!friend!who!was!on!the!team!of! the!test!person,!and!communicated!to!

through!voice!chat!during!those!two!rounds.!!

!

Round!1!

The!first!round!was!played!with!the!god!Sobek,!using!no!

skin,! and! matched! with! random! people.! The! EliteHRV!

score!was!56,! and! the!heartbeat!was! as! follows!below.!

The! character! selection! screen! was! entered! at! 00:07,!

and!the!enemy!team!was!revealed!at!01:37.!The!loading!

screen! lasted! from! 01:48! to! 02:11! and! the! store! was!

browsed! from! 02:16! until! 02:32.! The! jungle! camp!

spawned!at!03:50.!As!the!character!is!selected,!Theodor!

changes!his! focus! to! the! team!members’!god! icons,!and!

then!to!the!skin!selection!bar!to!select!the!standard!skin.!

Figure!20:!Sobek,!no!skin!

!

He! then! focuses!on!his!chosen!god,!and!on! the! team!member’s!gods!next! to! it,! changing!his!

focus!to!the!chat!window!from!time!to!time!to!communicate!with!the!team.!As!the!enemy!team!

is!revealed!he!looks!over!the!enemy!god!icons.!During!the!loading!screen!he!looked!over!all!of!

the! god! portraits! for! a! short! time,! and! then! focused! on! the! two,! which! indicated! that! the!

players! having! them! have! played! those! gods,! a! lot.! During! the! time! spent! running! to! the!

starting!position,!he!looks!in!front!of!his!character!and!at!the!map.!Then!to!the!chat!window!to!

communicate,!and!on!the!window!with!the!god’s!abilities,!while!waiting!for!the!jungle!camp!to!

spawn.!He!then!switches!to!looking!at!his!god!and!the!location!for!the!monsters!spawning!in!

shortly!before!the!spawn!time.!!
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!
Graph!18:!Theodor!RRs!round!1!

!

Round!2!

The!second!round!was!played!with!the!same!god!as!the!

first,! Sobek,! this! time! using! the! skin! ‘Kaiju’,! and! again!

against! random! players.! The! EliteHRV! score! was! 55,!

with!a!heartbeat!pattern!as!below.!Character! selection!

is! entered! at! 00:12,! and! enemy! gods! are! revealed! at!

01:39.! The! loading! screen! lasts! from! 01:52! to! 02:32,!

and! the! shop! is! browsed! from! 02:35! until! 02:49.! The!

jungle! camp! spawns! at! 04:10.! During! character!

selection,! Theodor! focuses! on! his! selected! god,! and!

looks!to!the!icons!for!the!team!mates’!selected!gods.!!

Figure!21:!Sobek!wearing!‘Kaiju’!skin!

!

He! then! looks! to! the! enemy! team! icons! as! they! are! revealed.!During! the! loading! screen! he!

immediately! looks! at! the! enemy! character! portrait! with! a! loading! frame! showing! that! the!

player! has! played! on! a! high! level! of! ranked! gameplay.! He! then! looks! over! the! rest! of! the!

portraits,!and! then! to! the! two!portraits!on!his!own!team!also! indicating!having!played!on!a!

high!competitive!level.!During!and!after!browsing!the!store,!the!movement!of!the!eyes!is!very!

similar!to!that!of!the!previous!round,!focusing!in!front!of!the!character!and!on!the!map.!!

!
Graph!19:!Theodor!RRs!round!2!
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Round!3!

In!the!third!round,!Theodor!queued!for!the!game!while!

being! teamed! up! with! a! friend,! so! that! he! played! the!

game!with!two!random!team!members!and!one!familiar!

one,!against!a!team!of!random!people.!During!this!game!

he! communicated! with! his! friend! via! voice! chat! to!

reproduce! ‘natural’! conditions.! He! used! the! god! Hun!

Batz,!without!a!skin.!The!EliteHRV!score!was!55,!and!his!

heartbeat! was! as! follows.! Character! selection! started!

just!before! the! recording! started,! and! the!enemy! team!

got!revealed!at!01:27.!!

Figure!22:!Hun!Batz!no!skin!

!

The!loading!screen!started!at!01:39!and!lasted!until!02:10.!The!store!is!browsed!from!02:13!

until! 02:37.! The! jungle! camp! spawns! at! 03:48.! As! previously,! after! the! god! is! selected,! the!

focus!is!switched!to!the!skin!bar!to!select!the!standard!skin,!and!then!to!the!god!icons!for!the!

team!members’! gods.! The! chat! is! focused! on!when! communicating,! and! the! chosen! god,! in!

conjunction!with! the! gods! next! to! it,! are! focused! on! for! the! remainder! of! the! time.! As! the!

enemy! team! is! revealed! the! focus!moves! to! it,! and!during! the! loading! screen! all! of! the! god!

portraits!were! viewed,!with! the! special! portraits! indicating! high! levels! of! experience!were!

focused!on!for!a!longer!time.!When!moving!to!the!jungle!camp,!the!map!and!the!area!in!front!

of!the!god!is!viewed,!and!as!the!jungle!camp!is!reached,!the!god!which!is!also!present!at!the!

camp!is!looked!at,!just!as!the!spawn!point!and!the!chosen!god!are.!

!
Graph!20:!Theodor!RRs!round!3!

!

!

!
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Round!4!

The! final! round! is! the! follow! up! to! the! third! round,!

using!the!same!setup!and!god,!with!the!only!difference!

being! that! this! time! the! skin! ‘Space!Monkey’! is! used.!

The! EliteHRV! score! is! 55! once! again,! and! the! pattern!

for! the! heartbeat! can! be! seen! below.! Character!

selection! is! entered! at! 00:15,! and! the! enemy! team! is!

revealed!at!01:45.!The!loading!screen!lasts!from!01:56!

until! 02:24,! and! the! store! is! browsed! from! 02:28! till!

02:43.!!

Figure!23:!Hun!Batz!wearing!‘Space!Monkey’!skin!

!

The!jungle!camp!appears!at!04:03.!The!eye!movement!is!highly!similar!to!previously,!looking!

at! the! god,! the! team! gods! and! the! chat! window! during! character! selection,! and! the! more!

special!loading!portraits!during!the!loading!screen.!After!the!store!the!god!was!looked!at!more!

than! in! the! previous! round! while! moving! toward! the! camp,! once! at! the! camp! the! team!

member’s! god! present! there!was! looked! at,! in! conjunction!with! the! spawn! location! for! the!

jungle!monsters.!!

!
Graph!21:!Theodor!RRs!round!4!

 

5.3 Summary of results 

Looking at the survey data we can quickly establish that, as expected, the majority of SMITE 

players are male, this was suspected prior to the survey, but no official data was available. This also 

justifies the fact that the experiments in this thesis have been designed with male SMITE players in 

mind, as they are shaped around the theories of how male humans behave according to costly 

signalling theory. The data further enhances the assumptions that most video gamers are young, and 
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that they rarely play only one game, and that as such, the data is not only representative for SMITE 

players, but realistically also gamers in general, granted that there may well be large demographic 

differences of different games’ user bases. 

More interestingly for this thesis, the data shows that the majority of SMITE players own skins, and 

not only that, but a lot of skins. Owning 90 skins or more means that on average the player has 

more than one skin per playable god in the game, it also means having spent around 22,500 gems 

on skins, assuming that they bought the cheapest skins which are 250 gems per skin. Some skins 

can be bought with the in-game currency, which could indicate a lower amount of gems spent, but 

then again most skins cost 400 or 600 gems per skin, so even including having bought some skins 

with favour achievable from simply playing the game, 22,500 is a low estimate. The cheapest way 

of getting 22,500 gems would be buying 8000 gems three times amounting to just under 240€. This, 

combined with the answers for the amount of money spent on the game, suggests that the 

respondents are either not aware of the amount of money they have spent on the game, or that they 

may not be willing to admit to having spent such a large amount, as in most cases, the 26 % stating 

that they own more than 90 skins should also fall in the category of having spent more than 200€ on 

the game which only 12.9 % does. 

 

The vast majority of respondents admit to postponing other activities and duties when playing 

SMITE. This is further supported by the fact that more than 24 % of the respondents state that they 

spend more than 20 hours every week playing the game, with another 30 % playing between 10 and 

20 hours. This amount of hours is rather high taking into consideration that most of the respondents 

likely have education or jobs to tend to, not to mention social activities in their spare time. This 

could, however, be partly explained by the data on the social aspects of the game, which shows that 

the majority of SMITE gamers play the game with friends. Many even states that these friendships 

have been established through SMITE or other video games, suggesting that playing SMITE may 

well be used as an alternative to meeting with friends physically. 

 

The survey clearly shows that people are willing to pay for skins, despite the fact that these hold no 

functional value, and that they are not even tangible items, but rather virtual. The reasoning for 

buying these skins seems to be highly relatable to representing the user's identity. The vast majority 

of respondents buy skins for the gods they play the most, and, not surprisingly, prefer the ones that 

look good, which is obviously a subjective matter. Furthermore, skins appear to be more attractive 
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to users when they represent something from outside of the gaming world which they like, 

something that the developers of SMITE have been successful at identifying. Skins are made as a 

reference to STAR WARS, or other science fiction movies, others are depicting the gods as pirates, 

or heavy metal band-members, and as such there are several themes to choose between when 

buying a skin, allowing them to more precisely represent the users that buy them. A strategy which 

seems successful in any industry is increasing sales by offering either lower prices or limited time 

offers, sometimes combined – this, according to the survey, is also highly effective when targeting 

SMITE players – and something Hi-Rez Studios often does. This seems like a smart move from Hi-

Rez Studios' side as there are no variable costs associated with selling higher amounts of skins – 

once designed and animated, the development and production costs end. 

 

The experiment part of the survey shows that SMITE players do think of SMITE skins in the same 

way as people think of sports cars or nice clothing – as a manner of showing off. Similarly to the 

experiment by Griskevicius et al. (2007), a sexual prime caused the respondents to be willing to 

spend more on these conspicuous items, despite the fact that in SMITE, unless you are tracking the 

eye-movements of the people you play with, you have no chance of knowing whether people are 

noticing your displaying of conspicuous goods. Nor do SMITE players know the gender of the 

people they play with, and as most SMITE players appear to be male, a lot of 'peacocking' is wasted 

on members of the same sex. Interestingly, the display of a god skin from the game, which appears 

to be designed with the intention of being attractive to male users, caused a decrease in willingness 

to pay compared to the control group, which suggests that the bodily systems responsible for 

causing males to want to show off when presented with an attractive female, are not easily 

confused. 

The experiment logically resulted in a large amount of data to be analysed, with the main work 

lying in analysing the rhythm of the heartbeats of each individual test person. 

From looking at the heart rate graphs across the test persons, there appears to be certain stages, or 

more precisely transitions between stages, of the beginning of a match which causes certain 

reactions in the heart. Namely, the heart rate appears to speed up just as the character selection 

screen is entered, and again as the enemy team is revealed, when the loading screen starts, and 

again when it ends. All of these may have a relation to surprise, as there is a change in the screen 

shown, and a change in the background music played at these exact points. 
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The first test person, Thobias, shows an interesting pattern: in the two games in which he is not 

using a skin for the god, his heart reacts in a very similar way at the point where the enemy team is 

revealed, first transitioning to quick heartbeats and then quickly slowing down drastically. This 

slowing down does not happen as quickly in the two rounds where a skin was used. It could, if 

following the assumption that quicker heartbeats are associated with arousal, suggest that when 

realising that he is not equipped with a skin, his excitement drops. 

The second test person, Peter, does not in the same way show a specific pattern difference between 

the games using a skin and the ones not using a skin, his heart rates were, however, generally more 

stable in the two rounds played with the god Amaterasu compared to the two rounds using the god 

Isis, where it quickly transitioned between quick and slow heartbeats throughout the entire 

experiment. During the round where Peter purchased a skin, his heart slows down as he selects the 

wanted skin, compared to when browsing the store, and then speeds up again leading up to the 

moment where he presses the 'purchase' button, after which it slows down again. The difference in 

time between heartbeats, though, is relatively small compared to the ones encountered during the 

regular rounds of the experiment. This does, however, indicate some level of arousal in the 

purchase moment. 

 

The following experiments do not show any specific trends in terms of heart rate pattern, aside from 

the aforementioned quick heartbeats surrounding the entering of the character selection screen, the 

revealing of the enemy team, and the start and end of the loading screen. Each measurement shows 

a separate heart rate pattern, which seems to show that there are many impacts more noticeable on 

heart rate, even during the preparation of a match before the 'action' starts, which means that any 

differences in heart rate a skin, or lack thereof, may cause, are not big enough to cause a certain 

heart rate pattern when combined with other stimuli. During a character selection screen where the 

team members questioned the fourth test person, Christian, choosing and locking in a god without 

consulting the team, the heart rates quickened significantly. As do they in the experiment where the 

second test person, Peter, is looking toward his team mate as the team mate is positioned in the 

wrong place, or when Jesper, the third test person, quickly attacks the enemy team in the beginning 

of each match.  The biggest increase in heartrate occurs in the test where Christian manages to kill 

the enemy god during the experiment time, at which point his heart beats faster than every 0.4 

second for a short moment. All of these possible impacts, combined the minor movements in the 

seat, or noises in the background, makes it highly problematic to assign specific heartrate patterns to 
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having a skin as causation. Whether this means that the data is simply distorted by other factors, or 

that skins do not have an impact on heartrate, seems unclear. What is without a doubt established 

from the heart rate measurements is that playing SMITE has a noticeable impact on heart rate, and 

as there is not much physical activity related to sitting in a chair playing video games, most of these 

heart rate changes must stem from some kind of psychological arousal. 

 

A point where patterns were definitely identifiable during the experiment was the eye-tracking data. 

Not only did the focus of the eyes follow certain patterns during the different stages of the game, 

changing quickly from one point of interest to another, including the chat window, the in-game 

map, the individual gods on the two teams, the test persons' own chosen gods, and the game timers, 

but also they seemed attracted to the displays posed by other players. During the character selection 

screen it was highly common that the test persons looked at the team members' gods next to his 

own, especially when those were wearing skins. Most noticeably it was clear from the eye-tracking 

data that during the loading screen, the test persons would spend more time looking at the portraits 

of the gods of those players who had a special frame surrounding their god portrait. As mentioned 

previously, these frames are often awarded to players who have achieved something in the game. 

Frames are awarded to those who have played a specific god enough to achieve the highest god 

rank with said god, just as they are awarded to players who have played ranked matches on a high 

enough level to reach the upper leagues, such as platinum and diamond. Some frames are simply 

purchasable through campaigns in the game allowing players to buy them from gems, but the ones 

that during the experiment attracted the most attention were those awarded for in-game 

performance. Finally, the test persons also spent a fair amount of time after the loading screen had 

ended, looking at those gods on the team, which were equipped with a skin. It seems that players 

care a lot about the costly displays of other players, which enforces the notion that SMITE is a 

highly social game where social status is achievable through having these in-game items. 

 

The image below shows the eye movements of the second test person, Peter, shortly after the 

loading screen began, where his focus is changing in between the two players having a frame 

achieved through playing ranked matches at a high level. 
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The camera recordings did not show any noticeable facial expressions, and as such will be 

disregarded in the discussion of the findings.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24: Eye-tracking record - Loading screen 
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6. Discussion 
The conducted research is highly helpful in establishing a number of possible reasons for the 

irrational behaviour observed in video game users. The various theories drawn upon in this thesis 

should be able to more thoroughly explain the collected data, hopefully resulting in not only a 

clarification of the observed behaviour, but also some thoughts for video game developers, and 

possibly even other industries, to take into consideration when designing and marketing their 

products. While the research of this thesis is not perfect, this section will focus on the data gathered 

during this thesis, rather than on how the research could have been improved. Suggestions for 

research improvements and possible future research, also on a larger scale, will be described in a 

later section of the thesis. The first section will apply the theories drawn upon in the thesis to the 

relevant findings of the research, this will be done following the structure of the theory chapter. As 

such, the discussion will start by looking into how the results can be explained from a perspective 

of human needs, thereafter the value these skins may have for the owner is described based on 

symbolism and social interaction. Finally, theories regarding decision-making and physical drivers 

are applied to the findings in order of explaining the purchase decision SMITE players go through. 

The final section of the discussion summarises and combine the theory application in order of 

reaching a number of suggestions for relevant industries, focusing mainly on how SMITE could be 

improved to take advantage of the findings of the thesis. 

 

6.1 Applying the theories 

6.1.1 Costly Signalling 

While it may seem unlikely that owning a SMITE skin will directly improve chances of attracting a 

mate, the trend seems to be that video game users act as if it does. The data presented in the 

previous chapter does not only show that people do indeed buy a lot of these skins, but also that 

they – they being predominantly male – are more willing to go to greater lengths to obtain a skin 

when having been introduced to an attractive member of the opposite sex (appendix 3), despite the 

fact that this member was only in the shape of a photography in a survey. It additionally seems that 

it is not simply the visual stimuli of seeing the shapes of a female that cause this willingness to pay 

a higher amount. When presented with a screenshot of a skin depicting an attractively shaped 

woman wearing a bikini, the respondents did not increase their willingness to pay, but rather, for 
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some reason, wanted to pay less for a skin. This enhances the notion that the (male) human brain 

makes a link between seeing a possible future mate - and a desirable one at that - and displaying 

excess resources improving the chances of mating with said mate. While the animated skin may be 

visually pleasing in a manner similar to the image of the real woman, the human brain seems to 

realise that it is not in fact a feasible mate. The oddity stems from the nature of the chosen display – 

and the lacking likelihood of it being presented to members of the opposite sex, combined with the 

missing option of knowing when a member of the opposite sex would be looking at it. This, let 

alone the fact that the stereotype of a video gamer is rarely the stereotype for the dream man, makes 

choosing to buy skins as mating strategy seem unproductive. 

 

When looking at the criteria for behaviour to qualify for costly signalling, as stated by Griskevicius 

et al. (2007), purchasing SMITE skins lives up to three of the four: purchasing the skin is costly to 

the signaller in terms of monetary recourses, and while it is not necessarily possible for a signaller 

to ensure whether others are observing his signal, it definitely is observable that one owns a skin, 

and as it is costly to purchase a skin, and no SMITE gamer can realistically be in doubt of this fact, 

the skin is also an indicator of the fact that the signaller has sufficient recourses to buy said skin. 

Where the skin does not immediately live up to the criteria is when it comes to the fact that the 

signal must lead to an advantage such as an increased chance of mating. The research of this thesis 

is not able to establish whether SMITE skins do in fact improve the chances for the owner to find a 

suitable mate. As of now, though, it cannot be established that there are improved chances of 

finding a mate when owning one or several skins, on the contrary it seems more realistic that this is 

not the case. 

The experiment did not manage to directly trace any arousal, identified through heart rate 

monitoring, to the use of skins in SMITE, it did, however, establish that SMITE players are 

concerned with the displays of other SMITE players. This is argued as the eye-tracking data showed 

a pattern of SMITE players focusing more on the players wearing skins, especially during the 

loading screen where any portrait of a god using a skin, or being surrounded by a special loading 

frame, were focused on significantly more than the remainder of portraits (see data chapter). This 

does lend a hand to support the argument that these skins do in fact act as a way of signalling 

special traits to others, be they experience (High league position in ranked gameplay), dedication 

(high rank with a specific god), or simply monetary resource capabilities (skins in general, 

especially costly ones). 
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6.1.2 Signalling, symbolism and self-reflexivity 

Though it is still debatable whether SMITE skins truly are an example of costly signalling, the 

gathered data all seems to indicate that skins are indeed used as a way of signalling. Humans use 

many methods for signalling specific characteristics about themselves, allowing others to identify 

whether the person in question is compatible with their demands for a person they wish to interact 

with. Usually people signal to others using physical indicators, such as the way we walk, talk, dress, 

or look in general, which can let anyone we encounter get an overview of the person (Dawkins & 

Krebs, 1978). SMITE players can signal a great number of traits through owning skins, or even 

through not owning any. Most skins have a certain theme to them, allowing the owner to use them 

as a reflection of their personal characteristics – a rock music fan has the option of buying a skin 

which makes a god look like a rock star, and science fiction fans have numerous options for altering 

the looks of their favourite gods to indicate their preference for science fiction, some skins even 

appear to be inspired by specific movies. Additionally, there are skins which are unlocked once a 

player has played a certain amount of games with a given god, which could signal that they are 

highly experienced players, or simply that they enjoy that god. Some players may simply like to 

display that they have the recourses to own a lot of skins – around 18 % of the respondents in the 

conducted survey indicated that owning more skins in itself is a reason for them to buy more skins 

(appendix 1). It was more common, though, that skins were bought due to generally looking good, 

or being a reference to something appreciated by the user. 

 

As stated previously, the eye-tracking measurements from the conducted experiment clearly 

showed that SMITE players look at the skins of other players while playing the game, more so than 

most other aspects on the screen, especially during the loading screen (see figure 24), showing the 

importance these skins hold to the SMITE community. What it does not show, however, is whether 

SMITE players are aware of others observing their skins. As such it could be entirely possible that 

skins are in fact not purchased with the intention of signalling to others. 

 

Symbolism and self-reflexivity theory may suggest alternative explanations to the reasons of buying 

skins. Self-reflexivity theory argues that humans put constantly changing meanings to objects in the 

surrounding world depending on their social state and use of that object, whereas symbolic 

interactionism argues that we alter ourselves according to the symbolism we see in the surrounding 
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world. While these theories do not immediately seem to relate to one another, they arguably agree 

that, as a race, we are able to reflect ourselves in the surrounding world and reflect the world in our 

own identities. Following symbolic interactionism theory as described by Cooley (1902) or Dewey 

(1930), humans adapt themselves as a reflection of how they believe others see them, as such 

SMITE players may well buy skins due to the belief that other SMITE players could judge them if 

not owning any skins. According to self-reflexivity theory (Charon, 1979) SMITE skins may have a 

certain meaning to the group of people playing SMITE, or even have different meanings depending 

on which sub-group in the SMITE community is interacting with a given skin. To some users the 

‘SWC (SMITE World Championship) 2016’ skin for the god Zeus, shown in the survey, may have 

a meaning related to their love for the STAR WARS universe, whereas for others it may be a way 

of showing that they care about, and support, the professional SMITE competitions or eSports in 

general. 

 

Following the arguments of the above theories opens up to the possibility that SMITE skins may in 

fact be purchased by the owner, for the owner’s own sake, to establish a notion of who they are 

themselves compared to, and in relation with, the surrounding world. They may be a source for 

SMITE players to not simply believe that they are a person who plays SMITE, but the person that 

has all of a certain type of skin, or who cares deeply about eSports, or who can afford more skins 

than most other SMITE players. They are able to see themselves as the object others will interact 

with, and shape themselves according to how they want that object to be (Blumer, 1969). 

It seems, then, that SMITE players may well buy skins for the sake of establishing their identities, 

and not only toward others, but also for themselves. 

6.1.3 Humans as social beings 

Just as humans have basic needs for surviving and reproducing, they have the need of being social 

(Schultz et al., 2005). This is not only a well-known fact, but was also established as being true in 

human interaction in the game SMITE. Respondents of the survey were generally satisfied with the 

social experience of playing SMITE, and most of them stated that SMITE is a game they play with 

friends (appendix 1). It seems to be believed that humans may well have started becoming social 

beings due to the advantages presented by reciprocal altruism (Buss, 2007), and while our social 

interactions may have started as a way of promoting other needs, it appears that being social has 

become a basic need in itself (Maslow, 1954; Murray, 1938). As such, we are attracted to social 

interactions, and playing SMITE, being a team-based game, is definitely definable as something 
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which includes social interactions. The existence of the communities used to spread the survey 

conducted through the thesis process, as well as the results from both the survey and the 

experiment, show that SMITE players care about the people they are playing with. 

 

The social interactions experienced through playing SMITE may to some users represent an equal 

alternative to ‘regular’ social life, and thus they may treat it as such. In some cases, the reason to 

substitute ‘real’ friends with the ones met through gaming can be low self-confidence – seeing as 

you are effectively anonymous when playing online, people get the chance to build up a new 

identity, and one that they are more satisfied with (Hussain & Griffiths, 2009). In some games, such 

as the highly popular and heavily researched World of Warcraft, gamers create a single character 

and spend months or even years building up that character, making it stronger, and establishing a 

reputation in the community (Hussain & Griffiths, 2009). In SMITE, though, skins are one of the 

few ways in which a gamer can distinguish himself/herself from others, as the progressions made in 

the gameplay itself are lost when a match is won or lost. Skins persist, and are one of the few ways, 

along with progressing on a competitive level, to make your virtual self stand out from the masses 

when playing SMITE. Kinch (1967) stated that there are three ways in which we can tell how a 

person feels about himself/herself: actual appraisals, perceived appraisals, and self-appraisals. In 

SMITE, then, a player can create their own idea of how well liked they are, based on their 

perception of how other SMITE players communicate to them. Skins will likely become part of this 

process, as a positive comment about an owned skin can then be turned in to the idea that the person 

giving the comment likes you as a person, and as such the owner will be more likely to create a 

heightened image of themselves as they find others to appreciate them. If SMITE players then 

generally complement each other’s skins, a social exchange happens in which all of them may feel 

better than before owning, and complementing on, skins, arguably engaging in reciprocal altruism 

(Homan, 1958; Buss, 2007). 

6.1.4 Wanting, liking, and decision-making 

Having established the possible perceived benefits of owning skins, it still needs to be understood 

how these benefits are valued enough to be worth the hundreds and thousands of dollars SMITE 

players spend on them (appendix 1). Intertemporal choice theory may be able to aid in establishing 

this understanding. As most SMITE players are young, they man yet have to establish who they are 

as people, and may even feel unsatisfied with their current personalities. As such, choosing to feel 

better about yourself now, through simply buying a skin, is a much quicker way to ensure feeling 
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good than waiting to grow older and hope that you will be in a better mood by then. It may be that 

they choose to ensure themselves some kind of reward now, as opposed to hoping that another 

reward will come in the future, such rewards could include the increased future wages they could 

achieve if investing some of the time spent on SMITE in studying instead, or saving up for an 

education (Wegner et al, 2010). The SMITE players admitted to postpone duties due to playing 

SMITE in the survey (appendix 1), and as such it may be highly realistic that if using skins as a way 

of increasing mood, by creating happy emotions through reward (Fox, 2008), the skins may be 

purchased despite the fact that the money could alternatively have been used in a smart, more 

future-proof, manner, or simply have been saved up. 

 

The act of purchasing a SMITE skin may seem highly irrational to some, especially in the quantities 

that they are noted to be purchase in (appendix 1), but when following the model for decision 

making as described by Peters and Buchel (2011), it can actually be argued to make sense. If the 

case is that a person having bought a skin experiences more happiness due to compliments from 

other plays, and a perceived self-concept based on mirroring a few compliments to represent the 

general perception of the person among other players, it makes sense for that person to believe that 

more skins will lead to feeling even better. Owning more skins will allow the player to feel liked 

when playing with several different gods, and as such the chances of rewards in the shape of 

positive emotions occurring, increases with the number of skins owned. Simon (1987), though, 

argued that when making a decision, a person will weigh all relevant facts and consequences of 

making said decision, which could lead back to the notion that the money spent on skins could 

realistically be spent more intelligently in most cases. Recent studies suggest that a surprising 

amount of the decisions we make are made unconsciously (Dijksterhuis, 2004), and given the 

various stimuli present when interacting with SMITE, as seen by the great variations in heart 

rhythm identified in the conducted experiment, it seems realistic that unconscious thoughts may 

well have part of the responsibility for deciding to purchase a skin, as the conscious mind may be 

busy communicating to others, or planning the next match.  

 

If skins truly create positive emotions, how come the experiment did not show clear increases in 

arousal in the rounds of the experiment where the test persons used skins, compared to those rounds 

played without skins? The question may be answered by considering wanting and liking theory, not 
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to mention the fact that gaming has been found to have a surprisingly large impact on the brain 

while playing: 

“Koepp and colleagues (1998) demonstrated that roughly the same amount of dopamine is released 

in the basal ganglia when playing an action video game as when methamphetamines are injected 

intravenously. Determining the exact role of reward-processing areas in the promotion of learning 

and neural plasticity will continue to be an area of active research” from Gazzaniga, 2009. The 

Cognitive Neuroscience (pp.161) 

 

Dopamine, which has previously been associated with pleasure, appears to actually be responsible 

for creating a motive to achieve rewards (Camerer, 2006; Lewis-Evans; 2013). This could well 

explain the lack of a clear trend difference between gameplay with skins and gameplay without. 

Following the line of thought from wanting and liking theory, it could well be argued that it is not 

in fact using a skin in itself that creates excitement and releases dopamine, dopamine is rather 

responsible for making SMITE players want the skins, which may then later be translated into a 

reward in the shape of an improved self-concept. As stated by Lewis-Evans (2013) it has been 

found that younger people are more easily impacted by the urges derived from dopamine release, 

which in part can explain SMITE’s success with their player base, which mainly consists of 

younger users (appendix 1). It is also stated that when being depressed or experiencing bad moods, 

extra dopamine is released in order of motivating us to put in extra effort to achieve any rewards 

wanted. It is then entirely possible that some SMITE players do not in fact enjoy playing with skins, 

but simply feel an urge to buy and own them, resulting in the large amounts of money spent on the 

game. Several respondents of the survey commented on the posts on Facebook where the survey 

was shared, all of which implied a sudden realisation of the commenters compulsive behaviour to 

some degree. 

“Answering a lot of questions I was just sat here liek (like) oh gawd (god) I need something else in 

my life.” 

“Hesitated some about the total ammount (amount) of money spent, don’t really want to know that 

answer..” 

“Best not to think about those (that) stuff” 

“’How much money have you spent on smite?’ Other: ‘My bank account weeps…’” 

The SMITE players seem to realise that their behaviour is irrational or at least irresponsible, but 

nonetheless the fact is that SMITE players like to spend their money on skins. None of the 
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commenters suggested that they were happy about the skins they own, but rather focused on their 

sudden realisation of the amount of time and money spent on the game. This seems to indicate that 

SMITE is designed in a manner, whether intentional or not, which leads to compulsive behaviour, 

but does not necessarily result in rewards, at least not rewards which are immediately identifiable 

by the users. The fact that SMITE may cause compulsive behaviour, and that the users could have 

such tendencies, is heavily supported by the survey data, which not only shows the vast amount of 

hours each respondent spends on the game, but also that SMITE is in most cases only one of the 

games the respondents play. Investing more than 10 hours, and in many cases more than 20, in just 

one of the games played every week, while admitting to postponing other activities due to gaming, 

indicates a tendency of compulsive behaviour, likely relatable to how SMITE influences dopamine 

production (Lewis-Evans, 2013).  

 

6.2 Implications for business 

By applying relevant theories to the gathered data of the thesis, it was possible to indicate several 

possible explanations for the irrational behaviour, which led to this thesis being written in the first 

place. SMITE skins may be used by SMITE players to signal to others who they are as a person, or 

even arguably as a strategy to attract mates. Additionally, it seems feasible that SMITE skins are 

also used as a way for the young users to build an identity and create a satisfactory self-image. 

Furthermore, it can be argued that there is some rationality in the decision of buying SMITE skins, 

as these may improve immediate mood, while it also seems that the game is designed in a way that 

causes gamers to buy more skins and spend more time playing than they would like to, were they in 

total control of their behaviour. 

These findings are for obvious reasons useful to Hi-Rez Studios, the developers of SMITE, as they 

may be able to alter the game design and their overall strategy to take advantage of these findings. 

Note that this thesis is not based on the assumption that Hi-Rez Studios need to improve their ways 

of conducting business, and as such has not focused much on Hi-Rez as an organisation, but rather 

been dealing with explaining certain behaviour, which could possibly add to understanding 

purchasing habits. Therefore, it is entirely possible that Hi-Rez studios holds similar information to 

what is found in this thesis, but as contact to the developers could not be established, this is not 

known. 
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When applying traditional marketing theory to the observations made throughout this thesis, several 

things can be said. First of all, we must define the type of product that a skin is, which is difficult in 

traditional terms as it due to its virtual nature cannot truly be described as tangible, but neither is it a 

service. The value the product holds, though, is clearly symbolic according to previous analysis of 

gathered data (Park et al., 1986). There is no functional value in owning a skin, neither is owning 

the skin an experience in itself, but the symbolic value it can have to the owner is undeniable. 

Furthermore, it seems clear that the SMITE community is a brilliant example of a brand 

community, and a highly active one at that. Many brands would likely yearn to have such dedicated 

customers, who do not only interact with each other and give tips about how to best use the product, 

by e.g. teaching about how to play with a certain god; the customers do often give suggestions to 

the developers of SMITE, and Hi-Rez Studios has on several occasions let the community design 

new skins.  

In general, it seems that Hi-Rez Studios is highly successful in interacting with their customers, our 

findings do, however, enable us to add suggestions to how Hi-Rez studios could possibly improve 

their business. Given the fact that SMITE is free to play, skin sales must be the main source of 

income for the game, and with that taken into consideration, little focus is actually put on the skins. 

A SMITE player can buy a skin, and then play matches using the skin instead of the standard skin 

for a given god. It is not possible for a user to open a window in the game allowing them to see all 

of their skins, or to see for example which gods they do not own any skins for. In the game interface 

it is possible to see all playable gods, and even to sort these according to the role they typically hold 

in a match, or the sort the gods so that only the ones which the user has played with sufficiently to 

earn a god rank are shown. It is not possible, however, to choose a setting where only the gods for 

which you own skins are shown, the only way to get this information is through browsing through 

every single god, and seeing which of the available skins you own. As can be seen in the following 

screenshots, it is possible to sort the god window according to several factors, but to see whether 

you own one or more skins for a god, it is necessary to access the specific page for that god to get 

an overview of which skins you own and which you do not. On the overview page for a user’s 

profile it is possible to see the total amount of skins owned, which also makes it seem intuitive to be 

able to click that number and get an overview, which it is currently not. Allowing players to more 

actively interact with their owned skins, which might promote their wanting for more skins. 

 

To put even more emphasis on the skins, Hi-Rez could look to collectible products for inspiration.  
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Figure 25: Owned gods selection window 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26: Bastet ‘Goddess of Cats’ - user window 

 

Collectors of trading cards or the like appear to enjoy showing other enthusiasts their collections, 

and the findings of the thesis, indicating the highly social importance SMITE has to its users and 

their identities, would suggest that the same would be the case for SMITE.  

Hi-Rez could easily put more emphasis on their main source of income, in a way that would 

actually allow their customers to enjoy the game in an even more social way. Allowing SMITE 

players to compare their collection of skins to those of others, for example through comparing in-

game achievements earned through owning certain skins, would open up for more social interaction 
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on the platform that the game is. This part of in-game social interaction would be centred around 

the skins rather than the gameplay itself, and could easily be synchronised with social media, where 

SMITE players also communicate. Hi-Rez could also create special rewards for their users granted 

to skin purchasers, an example could be rewarding those players who own all pirate-related skins 

with a special pirate skin which is not achievable through other means. 

!

More drastic changes Hi-Rez could implement would be letting players trade skins with other 

players. While this would certainly open up to new levels of social interaction between players, 

many problems may come with it, depending on how such a system would be designed and 

managed. Many other video games let users trade virtual cosmetics using the game interface, some 

even going as far as allowing auctions where in-game items are sold for real money. Recently a 

series of articles have been released in Danish media about young teenagers gambling away 

thousands of euros on virtual cosmetics via websites created to gamble with skins from the popular 

game Counter Strike (Radio24syv, 2016). Furthermore, allowing users to trade with skins might 

actually cannibalise some of Hi-Rez’ profits, as it would be possible for customers to trade for a 

new skin, giving up an old one, instead of purchasing another one, as such the total amount of skins 

sold might decrease while players would have the feeling of having owned more skins. It is our 

belief that allowing SMITE players to see which skins they own in a simple way, and being able to 

compare their collection of skins to those of others, would lead to even more social interaction in 

the community. Hi-Rez already uses the concept of rewarding players for finishing a collection by 

awarding them with a unique skin, this is currently only used during limited time campaigns, 

supposedly as a method to motivate players to buy all of the skins available in the campaign, a 

strategy which, as of now, has been effective on one of us four times. The same idea could be 

implemented as a permanent solution in-game, where, as mentioned, players would be awarded for 

owning every type of a certain skin, or for owning over a certain number. Optimally, extra 

excitement could be added to these collection bonuses by creating them as a longer process to 

achieve, for example by making a full collection require the player to own two or more exclusive 

skins which are only available through the in-game chests which randomly award skins. 

 

In general, Hi-Rez should take advantage of the fact that their users are so committed to their 

product and use it as a social platform, a social platform through which they build their identities 

using skins as a manner of reflecting their personality and fitting in with the community. The skins 
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are not only the main source of income for Hi-Rez, but also a medium for their young users to 

communicate to others, Hi-Rez should embrace this and put more emphasis on skins in the game 

interface and functionalities. Most of the suggestions appear to be relatively simple and inexpensive 

to implement, as they are simply new pages or sorting options in the existing interface. The 

recommendation of putting more emphasis on skins, however, should not be seen as a 

recommendation to neglect focus on the actual gameplay of the game, as it is still believed by us 

that the gameplay is what draws customers to the game in the first place. 

 

The experience gained through this research process has lead us to believe that the findings of this 

thesis, despite being derived from a very specific case, are likely relevant to several other markets, 

which do not need to have any relation to video games. Any product or service, which consumers 

use to build their identities, will likely be able to apply some of the aspects of this thesis in order of 

understanding their customers’ motivations for purchasing their products. Even concepts such as 

playing a sport and buying equipment for it would be directly applicable to most of the conclusions 

drawn throughout the thesis: playing football for example can be a way of signalling to others that 

you are an active person, or that you are a suitable mate due to your performance, while a pair of 

football boots may be able to signal monetary capabilities, while at the same time being used by the 

owner as a way of building their own self-concept. Even something as functional as a power drill 

may be purchased for social reasons, where each buyer likely holds their own opinion of what kind 

of person they are and how they relate to others due to owning a specific power drill. Using a case 

such as SMITE showed that even the seemingly most irrational behaviour can be explained through 

the combination of the right theories and methods, and that using the consumer as a point of 

departure, rather than the product, will allow for a much more thorough understanding of the value 

a product holds, and how different that value may be from customer to customer. 

 

There are of course some ethical considerations to be had when using psychology and neuroscience 

to understand your customers and using that insight to selling more of your product to them. If Hi-

Rez Studios discovered a way to ensure abnormally high dopamine production in their users, 

through the games’ design, this could easily be abused to sell absurd amounts of skins, to an extend 

where it may become harmful to their users, either in terms of their personal economies, or simply 

by gluing them to the screen, much like the mutated mice used in dopamine experiments which 

keep eating but do not enjoy it (Camerer, 2006; Lewis-Evans, 2013). As such, some responsibility 
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lies with those who gather significant information about their users, especially in cases where young 

people, or those who are in a bad place, are involved, one of which is definitely true in the case of 

SMITE, as these are more likely to act based on such instincts (Lewis-Evans, 2013). 
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7. Conclusion 
With everything written in this thesis taken into consideration, there is much to be said both in 

terms of irrational purchase behaviour from a neuroscientific point of view, and in terms of the 

video game industry, and the role of virtual cosmetics. 

 

First of all, it seems clear, that at the current level of progress in research, it is necessary to draw on 

several schools to be able to fully enlighten a topic such as the one described during the thesis. 

Evolutionary psychology alone cannot fully explain the observed behaviour, nor can traditional 

psychology fully and objectively without more positivistic methods applied. This thesis, then, is 

truly pragmatic, in that it takes from whatever field seems suitable, and combines it to scrutinise a 

case from as many angles as deemed relevant, without presumptions about which research areas are 

most suited. 

 

The process of collecting primary data alone has proved that the SMITE community is highly 

engaged in the game, and very willing to put in effort to aid the community as a whole. The main 

findings of the conducted survey were that the majority of SMITE players are young males, and that 

many of them have played the game for several years. The data, in conjunction with comments to 

the questionnaire also showed that some users do not seem to be entirely content with the large 

amount of time and money they have spent on the game, and that a larger than expected part of the 

player base have spent money on the game, and that once you are a part of the group of players who 

spend money on the game, it is more regular to spend higher amounts even than what a traditional 

video game would cost. It was additionally found that SMITE is rarely the only game played by the 

SMITE community, and despite this fact, 50 % of the respondents to the survey play more than 10 

hours per week. SMITE is a highly social game, as indicated by the survey results, and is used both 

as a way to spend time with your friends from the outside world, but also as a platform for making 

new friends, generally resulting in a satisfactory social experience for the users. The social 

experience had through SMITE, may even to some users be used as an alternative to regular social 

interaction. SMITE skins are purchased for a great number of reasons, the main ones being that they 

are for a god that the user plays with a lot, or that the skin generally looks good to the user. Other 

significant reasons for buying skins includes the skin being a reference to something relatable to by 

the buyer, or special offers on skins either in terms of a lowered price, or time limited availability. 
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Finally, the experiment included in the survey showed that when presented with an attractive 

female, the male-dominant group of respondents suddenly became willing to pay more for a single 

SMITE skin (appendix 3). 

 

The experiment conducted during the thesis process showed that playing SMITE clearly has an 

impact on the body, so much so in fact that it was hard to trace any specific heart rate trends to 

whether the test person was playing using a skin or not. The lack of identified trends can be 

explained in a number of ways, which will be elaborated on shortly. Where the experiment did 

show a clear trend, was when it came to SMITE players showing interest in the virtual cosmetics of 

other SMITE players. It was evident from the eye-tracking monitoring of the test persons, that more 

focus was paid to those players who wore skins, or through using special loading frames signalled 

that they are highly experienced in the game. The experiment, then, aided in establishing the 

importance of social interaction in SMITE, and the role virtual cosmetics play in this interaction. 

Conducting the experiment also lead to a great number of thoughts on how to conduct further and 

improved experiments, which is elaborated on in the following chapter. 

 

Through applying relevant theory to the findings of the survey and experiment, the thesis manages 

to identify a great number of possible explanations for the purchase behaviour observed in SMITE 

players, and manages to turn these into a set of suggestions for game developers. Firstly, it was 

found that while it seems that SMITE players interact with skins as they would according to costly 

signalling theory, a SMITE skin cannot truly be defined as an example of costly signalling, as it 

does not lead to a clear advantage in terms of finding a mate. As such, several theories from 

traditional psychology were applied to the findings in order of establishing the explanation to this 

irrational behaviour. SMITE skins clearly act as signals, as they can tell a great lot of things about 

the owner, including preferences for certain genres such as science fiction, or simply monetary 

capabilities sufficient to owning a lot of skins. 

Furthermore, the thesis argues that SMITE skins become a part of creating an identity for the 

owners of said skins. Several theories back up this claim, from symbolic interactionism, to self-

reflexivity, social exchange theory, and more. A single skin may have a completely different 

meaning to one SMITE player than other SMITE players (Charon, 1979), and they may be bought 

due to the perception that others expect you to own them (Cooley, 1902). Moreover, they become 

highly important for SMITE players in interacting socially, and creating their identity in relation to 
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the identities of others. Especially seeing as SMITE may be used as an alternative to regular social 

interaction to some gamers. Getting complemented for a skin, even by a single person, may lead to 

the owner of the skin reflecting that reaction to their skin to the general community, resulting in 

them creating a more satisfying self-concept, now that they believe others to appreciate their skin 

(Kinch, 1967). 

 

If SMITE skins truly create positive emotions, then purchasing them can be seen as rational, as 

buying more skins will then result in feeling positive more often (Peters & Butchel, 2011). Once the 

reward of arousal from playing with a skin has occurred once, it is likely that dopamine production 

will actually motivate the owner toward getting more of these stimulating skins, up to an extend 

where purchasing skins may become compulsive behaviour (Lewis-Evans, 2013). 

 

It appears, then, that skins are an important aspect of the social interactions going on in SMITE, and 

similarly that social interaction is an important part of the value of a skin. Therefore, Hi-Rez 

Studios should emphasise on skins as a more integrated part of the game. This could be done 

through several simple interface alterations in the game, allowing players to get an easy overview of 

which skins they own, but more importantly to be able to compare their skin collection to those of 

others. Additional motivators for buying more skins could also be added, such as permanent 

collection bonuses, similar to the campaign-based and time limited collection bonuses currently in 

the game. For example, players could be awarded with a special skin once they own all pirate 

themed skins in the game. 

Finally, it seems likely to us that our findings and research methods could be applied to other 

industries, including those related to hobbies such as sports or craftsmanship, where a piece of 

equipment may hold a functional value as opposed to a SMITE skin, but still holds a symbolic and 

social value used to build an identity by the owners.  

 

To answer the problem statement:  

 

How can a product, representing no tangible advantage to the user, gain value due to its 

appeal to human needs, and how can companies exploit this perceived value? 
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We can conclude that in the case of SMITE, the main value that customers add to skins is the 

capabilities they represent in terms of social interaction and building an identity. Social interaction 

is an important part of SMITE, and skins add value to this social interaction through allowing a 

person to stand out. Vice versa, SMITE skins appear to have most of their value derived from the 

social experience of the game. Finally, Hi-Rez Studios should embrace the importance of skins in 

the social aspects of the game, and should put emphasis on the skins by implementing systems that 

will allow skins to be a driver for social interaction. It is speculated that these conclusions may 

apply to other markets than the video game industry. 
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8. Perspective  
This final chapter will address the possibilities of researching irrational behaviour on a larger scale 

than what has been done in this thesis. While this thesis has been able to make some interesting and 

hopefully relevant conclusions, we have already been able to identify not only possible 

improvements to the research design, but additionally have several suggestions for future research 

which could be conducted by others with interest in the field. For obvious reasons some suggestions 

for improvements to this thesis will overlap and also count as suggestions for future research, the 

main divider between the two being whether the suggestion is within the scope of a realistic 

master’s thesis. 
 

8.1 Further considerations 

First of all, a number of simple improvements to the experiment design used in this thesis will be 

outlined. As stated in the limitations section, the experiments all had to be done within a very small 

timeframe, which caused some lack of planning the experiment down to the smallest detail. Seeing 

as to how easily impacts on heart rate appear to be made, it seems to be of very high importance to 

conduct the experiment in a more controllable location than the homes of the test persons. A neutral 

room with no noise apart from what comes from the game should be used, but test persons should 

still be able to use the hardware such as mouse and keyboard they are used to, as any small 

annoyance with different equipment may impact heart rate. Furthermore, a more current model of 

eye-tracking glasses would be a welcomed addition as it would not only be more precise, but likely 

house a video camera capable of filming in a higher resolution, which would allow us, or other 

researchers, to identify exactly what is going on during the experiment. The current equipment did 

not make it possible to, for example, read what was going on in the chat window, or even see 

exactly what skin each player was using during the loading screen, all due to low resolution on the 

recordings. A question arisen is whether it was a good or bad decision to let the test persons use 

different gods, even varying from the different rounds they played. Conducting every single 

experiment with the same god would certainly be more objective, but might actually cause 

unwanted distortion of results, as some test persons could dislike the god chosen, and as such mirror 

their discontent in the heart rate data. That is why it was decided to allow the test persons to choose 

their own gods, and also to change between gods in case they got tired of playing with the same 

god. This did, however, seem to have an impact on results. 
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For added usability of the heart rate data from the different rounds, the test persons should have 

been monitored beforehand to establish their average pulse, as to be able to compare the experiment 

results to that. Sadly, given the time limitations this was left out. An obvious improvement to the 

representativeness of the experiment data would be using a broader variety of test persons. On an 

imaginary scale of SMITE player segments, the five used test persons fall relatively close to each 

other. They are all between 23 and 25 years old, all live in Copenhagen, all have sufficient funds to 

purchase skins for themselves, the four non-researcher test persons had all played the game since 

the beta or longer, and all owned enough skin for them to be placed in the highest category of the 

questionnaire. The major difference in terms of SMITE related segmentation is that the two first test 

persons along with the researcher very rarely, if ever, play the game ranked, whereas the remaining 

two test persons have extensive experience with playing the game on a high competitive level. The 

experiment would have been more representative, and may possibly have shown highly varied 

results, if it had been performed with all of the imaginable segments of SMITE players. As such, to 

name a few, it should have included younger players, older players, players with little experience 

with the game, players who own no or very few skins, highly experienced players who don’t own 

skins, inexperienced players who own a significant amount of skins, female players of all of the 

aforementioned categories, players who play abnormally many hours, players who rarely play the 

game, streamers who make a living of playing the game on camera, players from different countries 

and parts of the world, etc. Testing on so many different types of SMITE players would realistically 

take the experiment outside of the scope of what is realistic to do for a master’s thesis, and as such, 

will fall in to the category of what larger research projects or game developers could do to better 

understand the users. The optimal combination of test persons would additionally represent the 

amounts of each segment of SMITE users, so that there would be several young test persons with a 

decent amount of skins and experience, and a lower number of test persons above the age of 35 for 

example. 

 

Furthermore, having been able to establish contact and collaborate with Hi-Rez Studios in the 

making of this thesis would have been highly beneficial. Not only would it have allowed us to have 

exact data in the number of people playing the game, purchasing trends, etc. but it would also have 

given valuable insights in what kind of understanding Hi-Rez already has about their customers, 

and what kind of strategies they use to appeal to their customers. It would also have been able to 
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point us in directions of where Hi-Rez, or even the gaming industry in general, is missing insights 

on their customers, and as such have avoided researching something, which is already known to the 

industry. The advantage of not having worked with Hi-Rez is the absence of any confidentiality 

agreements, which allows the thesis to be shared with those interested, possibly including part of 

the player base. 
 

8.2 Future research 

Larger scale experiments would be able to compare data from video game related purchase 

behaviour to that from other industries, for example comparing arousal from purchasing and using a 

SMITE skins, to buying and wearing a new pair of shoes. This could aid in better understanding the 

meaning virtual goods have to their owners compared to products with similar but non-virtual 

value. The whole research mind set of this thesis could also be attempted transferred to completely 

different industries, as there must be other product types that seem irrational to purchase, but which 

are still bought on a large scale. The research may also be able to add to further understanding 

purchases which seem rational enough, and as such are not granted much thought, but may actually 

to the customer be a large part of building their identity, interacting with, and signalling to, the 

world. 

 

In terms of further research, which could be conducted by Hi-Rez or other video game developers, 

there are several suggestions as well. First of all, the extra resources would allow for larger and 

longer experiments. As mentioned earlier, it would be highly beneficial to test several segments of 

the player base, to get a more thorough understanding of how to appeal to each type of customer. 

As the theories applied to the findings of this thesis argue among others that people build a self-

concept based on their perception of external appraisal of them, or that dopamine in fact is a 

motivator rather than a reward-related hormone, two experiment ideas come into mind. Monitoring 

SMITE players, or other video game players for that matter, over a longer period of time, and 

during the actual gameplay of a match, would allow for getting specific data for situations where 

other players comment on the use of skins of the test persons. This could potentially aid in 

establishing whether it is in fact true that part of the value of a skin is building improved self-

perception based on interaction with others. Arousal as measured by heart rate increases, when 

receiving such comments, would indicate that the true reward of owning a skin comes when others 

not only notice the skin, but also inform the owner of the fact that they are noticing it. Again, this 
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data could be compared to similar situations from other industries, such as receiving compliments 

for a new watch. The other idea spawned by the application of theories to the gathered data, is again 

measuring SMITE players over a longer period, this time with the intent of backtracking from any 

point where a skin is purchased naturally by the test person, and seeing whether there were 

generally higher heart rates in the period leading up to the purchase, or possibly even directly 

measuring dopamine production, as in the experiment conducted with action game players 

(Gazziniga, 2009). 

 

The obvious benefit of the increased financial recourses of a video game developer would be able to 

add more and better equipment. It was originally our intent to back up the heart rate data with 

galvanic skin response data, as the two are seen as two methods for measuring the same: arousal. As 

such adding galvanic skin response would aid the relevancy of the findings, by ensuring that trends 

noted on both pieces of equipment would likely be more trustworthy. Having access to larger funds 

would also allow using more sophisticated equipment, and as such measuring directly on the brain, 

rather than interpreting mental states based on more physical measurements. EEG, or 

Electroencephalography, is one of the methods, which could realistically be used to measure brain 

activity when playing a video game. EEG can trace electrical activity from the different neurons in 

the brain, and does so on a millisecond-level, while it remains completely non-invasive as opposed 

to CT scans, nor does it appear to be questioned whether the method is harmful such as it is with 

fMRI (PsychCentral, 2015). Using such sophisticated equipment would allow the researchers to 

trace the brain activity occurring when interacting with the game, and as such enable them to 

describe the reactions in a much more detailed way than to simply state that arousal was measured. 

Using neuro-scientific knowledge about the functions of the different brain centres in combination 

with the data of which centre activated at which point during gameplay, would allow for a more 

complete understanding of behaviour related to video gaming. 

Overall the process of conducting this research has resulted in several new ideas, both in terms of 

improving the research for the specific case, but also in relation to testing how far these research 

methods can be taken, and how much can be explained using them. It is our aspiration that the 

findings of this thesis will be used to research further, both within the field of business neuroscience 

and within the video gaming industry.   
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Appendix 2: Theoretical Framework   
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire experiment results for the four 
groups 
 

Group 1: No picture 
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Group 2: Aphrodite skin screenshot2 
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How(much(money(would(you(
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$22)!
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5$10€!($5.5$11)!
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$22)!
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Group 3: Zeus skin screenshot 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Group 4: Jessica Nigri photography 
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Appendix 4: Visuals used for questionnaire experiment 
 

Group 2: Aphrodite skin screenshot 

 

 

Group 3: Zeus skin screenshot 
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Appendix 5: Experiment results from Kubios 
 

1: Thobias round 1 
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2: Thobias round 2 
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3: Thobias round 3 
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4: Thobias round 4 
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5: Peter round 1 
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6: Peter round 2 
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7: Peter round 3 
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8: Peter round 4 
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9: Peter round 5 
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10: Jesper round 1 
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11: Jesper round 2 
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12: Jesper round 3 
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13: Jesper round 4 
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14: Christian round 1 
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15: Christian round 2 
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16: Christian round 3 
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17: Christian round 4 
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18: Theodor round 1 
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19: Theodor round 2 
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20: Theodor round 3 
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21: Theodor round 4 
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Appendix 6: Screenshots from eye-tracking recording 
1: Christian round 1 loading screen 

 

 2: Jesper round 1 loading screen 
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3: Peter round 4 

 

4: Theodor round 4 
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Appendix 7: Facebook comments to questionnaire 
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Appendix 8: Participants footage from the 

experiment 
Photo #1       Photo #2 

 

 

Photo #3       Photo #4 

 


